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First	we	note	that	for	the	optimum	filter,	the	error	et	and	the	estimate	Yt	are	orthogonal	since	E3etYt4	=	Ecet	a	ht	-	bXb	d	=	a	ht	-	bE3etXb4	=	0,	where	the	terms	inside	the	last	summation	are	0	because	of	Eq.	(10.75).	9.3.1	iid	Random	Process	Let	Xn	be	a	discrete-time	random	process	consisting	of	a	sequence	of	independent,	identically	distributed
(iid)	random	variables	with	common	cdf	FX1x2,	mean	m,	and	variance	s2.	9.2.	A	discrete-time	random	process	Xn	is	defined	as	follows.	Let	Y1t2	=	X1t2	+	mt,	where	X(t)	is	the	Wiener	process.	Explain	why	Np1t2	is	or	is	not	a	Poisson	process.	k	na	=0	(10.126)	Section	10.6	Estimating	the	Power	Spectral	Density	623	Periodogram	0.3	0.2	0.1	16	32	k	48
64	FIGURE	10.17	Periodogram	for	64	samples	of	white	noise	sequence	Xn	iid	uniform	in	(0,	1),	SX1	f	2	=	s2X	=	1>12	=	0.083.	(b)	Does	Mn	have	independent	increments?	Ergodic	theorems	state	when	time-average	estimates	of	a	parameter	of	a	random	process	converge	to	the	expected	value	of	the	parameter.	Let	Y(t)	be	the	derivative	of	X(t),	a
bandlimited	white	noise	process	as	in	Example	10.3.	(a)	Find	SY1f2	and	RY1t2.	The	pmf	of	X(t)	is	given	by	P3X1t2	=	;14	=	P3X1t2	=	;1	|	X102	=	14P3X102	=	14	+	P3X1t2	=	;1	|	X102	=	-14P3X102	=	-14.	9.32.	(c)	Find	the	pdf	of	Zn	if	Xn	is	an	iid	sequence	of	zero-mean,	unit-variance	Gaussian	random	variables.	9.19.	What	is	the	probability	that	no
queries	go	unanswered	if	the	server	is	unavailable	for	20	seconds?	Find	the	mean	and	autocovariance	functions	of	Uk	.	In	Chapter	10,	we	will	see	that	the	autocovariance	function	and	the	autocorrelation	function	play	a	critical	role	in	the	design	of	linear	methods	for	analyzing	and	processing	random	signals.	The	code	below	generates	a	sample	of	the
Wiener	process:	>	a=2	>	delta=0.001	>	n=1000	>	D=normal_rnd(0,a*delta,1,n)	>	X=cumsum(D);	>	plot(X)	Section	9.10	Generating	Random	Processes	553	3	2.5	2	1.5	1	0.5	0	0.5	0	0.1	0.2	0.3	0.4	0.5	0.6	0.7	0.8	0.9	1	FIGURE	9.20	Sample	mean	and	variance	functions	from	50	realizations	of	Wiener	process.	(b)	Find	RY1t2	and	SY1f2.	This	can	be	seen
clearly	from	Fig.	•	Wide-sense	stationary	random	processes	with	arbitrary	rational	power	spectral	density	can	be	generated	by	filtering	white	noise.	The	gain	at	step	n	is	given	by	aE3e2n4	kn	=	.	Does	Yn	have	independent	and	stationary	increments?	This	result	is	true	for	more	general	digital	filters,	see	[Oppenheim	and	Schafer].	Let	N11t2	be	a
Poisson	process	with	arrival	rate	l1	that	is	started	at	t	=	0.	q	p	i=1	j=0	Yn	=	-	a	aiYn	-	i	+	a	b	jXn	-	j	.	Note	that	the	second-order	predictor	places	significant	weight	on	the	observation	20	samples	in	the	past.	(a)	Write	the	eigenvalue	integral	equation	for	the	Karhunen-Loeve	expansion	of	X(t)	on	the	interval	3	-T,	T4.	10.	Section	10.1	Power	Spectral
Density	583	The	definitions	of	RYX1t2,	SYX1f2,	and	RY1t2	give	RYX1t2	=	E3Y1t	+	t2X1t24	=	E3X1t	+	t	-	d2X1t24	=	RX1t	-	d2.	What	happens	as	T	:	q	?	(f)	Does	Y(t)	have	a	mean	square	derivative?	Thus	what	we	really	have	is	a	family	of	random	variables	indexed	by	the	time	or	space	variable.	10.2.1	Continuous-Time	Systems	Consider	a	system	in
which	an	input	signal	x(t)	is	mapped	into	the	output	signal	y(t)	by	the	transformation	y1t2	=	T3x1t24.	(c)	Find	a	moving	average	system	that	will	produce	a	white	noise	sequence	when	Zn	is	the	input.	The	arrival	rate	in	seconds	is	l	=	15/60	=	1/4	inquiries	per	second.	(c)	Does	X(t)	have	a	mean	square	derivative?	t	Problems	567	9.73.	The	analytic
solution	of	this	integral	equation	can	be	quite	difficult,	but	the	equation	can	be	solved	numerically	by	approximating	the	integral	by	a	summation.7	We	now	determine	the	mean	square	error	of	the	optimum	filter.	10.42.	Delay	and	waiting	time	distribution	in	an	M/G/I	system.	(c)	Is	X(t)	mean	square	continuous?	Repeat	Problem	9.102	for	the	time
average	of	the	discrete-time	Yn	,	which	is	defined	as	the	indicator	for	the	event	5a	6	Xn	…	b46.	Consider	the	computation	of	SX1f2	and	RX1k2	for	discrete-time	processes.	(b)	Suppose	that	the	message	is	encoded	so	that	the	errors	caused	by	up	to	2	impulses	can	be	corrected.	The	Poisson	process	has	independent,	stationary	increments	that	are
Poisson	distributed.	Suppose	that	to	every	outcome	z	H	S,	we	assign	a	function	of	time	according	to	some	rule:	t	H	I.	(b)	Apply	your	result	in	part	a	for	the	random	phase	sinusoid	in	Example	9.2.	9.102.	Let	Xn	be	a	zero-mean	iid	process,	and	let	Zn	be	an	autoregressive	random	process	Zn	=	3/4Zn	-	1	+	Xn	Z0	=	0.	Steady	state	probabilities.	(c)	Suppose
that	the	transfer	functions	of	the	above	systems	are	nonoverlapping,	that	is,	ƒ	H11f2	ƒ	ƒ	H21f2	ƒ	=	0.	Is	Y(t)	a	stationary,	wide-sense	stationary,	or	cyclostationary	random	process?	1.	We	investigated	the	existence	of	these	limits	in	the	mean	square	sense.	If	the	stochastic	process	is	continuous-valued,	then	a	collection	of	probability	density	functions	can
be	used	instead:	fX1,	Á	,	Xk1x1	,	x2	,	Á	,	xk2	dx1	Á	dxn	=	P5x1	6	X1t12	…	x1	+	dx1	,	Á	,	xk	6	X1tk2	…	xk	+	dxk4.	Suppose	that	an	experiment	has	three	possible	outcomes,	say	0,	1,	and	2,	and	suppose	that	these	occur	with	probabilities	p0	,	p1	,	and	p2	,	respectively.	The	probability	generating	function.	The	converse	is	not	true;	that	is,	the	Markov
property	does	not	imply	independent	increments.	Is	X(t)	a	wide-sense	cyclostationary	process?	The	signal	has	average	power	RX102	=	a2>2.	From	Example	9.14	and	Eqs.	However,	since	a	sample	function	of	a	random	process	can	be	viewed	as	being	selected	from	an	ensemble	of	allowable	time	functions,	the	weighting	function	or	“spectrum”	for	a
random	process	must	refer	in	some	way	to	the	average	rate	of	change	of	the	ensemble	of	allowable	time	functions.	We	are	now	ready	to	compute	the	power	spectral	density	of	the	output	of	a	linear,	time-invariant	system.	A	linear	system	with	input	Z(t)	is	described	by	X¿1t2	+	aX1t2	=	Z1t2	t	Ú	0,	X102	=	0.	Let	Xn	consist	of	an	iid	sequence	of	Cauchy
random	variables.	(10.44)	By	taking	the	Fourier	transform,	we	obtain	the	cross-power	spectral	density:	SY,X1f2	=	H1f2SX1f2.	Example	10.23	Prediction	for	Long-Range	and	Short-Range	Dependent	Processes	Let	X11t2	be	a	discrete-time	first-order	autoregressive	process	with	s2X	=	1	and	r	=	0.7411,	and	let	X21t2	be	a	discrete-time	long-range
dependent	process	with	autocovariance	given	by	Eq.	(9.109),	s2X	=	1,	and	H	=	0.9.	Both	processes	have	CX112	=	0.7411,	but	the	autocovariance	of	X11t2	decreases	exponentially	while	that	of	X21t2	has	long-range	dependence.	Equation	(10.80)	for	the	mean	square	error	becomes	p	E3e2n4	=	RZ102	-	a	hbRZ1b2.	Wiener	process	and	Brownian
motion.	b	2	-	4a2	10.2.2	Discrete-Time	Systems	The	results	obtained	above	for	continuous-time	signals	also	hold	for	discrete-time	signals	after	appropriate	changes	are	made	from	integrals	to	summations.	E	r2	#	#	#	#	#	Á	#	Á	1	+	≠	hp	rp	rp	-	1	rp	-	2	rp	Note	that	when	the	noise	power	is	zero,	i.e.,	≠	=	0,	then	the	solution	is	h0	=	1,	hj	=	0,	j	=	1,	Á	,	p,
that	is,	no	filtering	is	required	to	obtain	Zn	.	Definition	of	a	random	process.	Let	Yn	=	Xn	+	g1n2	where	Xn	is	a	zero-mean	discrete-time	random	process	and	g(n)	is	a	deterministic	function	of	n.	487	488	9.1	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	DEFINITION	OF	A	RANDOM	PROCESS	Consider	a	random	experiment	specified	by	the	outcomes	z	from	some
sample	space	S,	by	the	events	defined	on	S,	and	by	the	probabilities	on	these	events.	In	general,	the	sample	paths	of	a	stochastic	process	can	be	quite	complicated	and	cannot	be	described	by	simple	formulas.	Let	Y(t)	be	the	mean	square	integral	of	X(t)	in	the	interval	(0,	t).	We	say	that	pk1f2	is	a	“biased”	estimator	for	SX1f2.	•	In	Section	9.8	we
examine	the	properties	of	time	averages	of	random	processes	and	the	problem	of	estimating	the	parameters	of	a	random	process.	(d)	Find	an	expression	for	the	power	in	the	aliasing	error	components.	9.60.	a	cyclostationary	random	process?	1	+	j2pf	(a)	Find	SY,X1f2	and	RY,X1t2.	Let	Xa	=	Za	+	Na	as	in	Example	10.21,	where	Za	has	RZ1k2	=
s2Z1r12ƒkƒ	and	Na	has	RN1k2	=	s2Nrƒ2kƒ,	where	r1	and	r2	are	less	than	one	in	magnitude.	Furthermore,	we	show	that	the	periodogram	estimates	are	uncorrelated	at	uniformly	spaced	frequencies	in	the	interval	-1>2	…	f	6	1>2.	10.63.	(10.80)	b	=	-b	Similarly,	it	can	be	shown	that	the	mean	square	error	of	the	optimum	filter	in	the	continuous-time
case	is	E3e21t24	=	RZ102	=	a	L-b	h1b2RZ,X1b2	db.	Naturally,	we	are	interested	in	the	interplay	between	X(t)	and	Y(t).	Section	10.7	Numerical	Techniques	for	Processing	Random	Signals	629	First	we	limit	the	integral	to	the	region	where	SX1f2	has	significant	power.	To	generate	a	vector	Y	of	n	outcomes	with	covariance	K	Y	,	we	perform	the
following	factorization:	K	Y	=	AT	A	P	L	P	T,	and	we	generate	the	vector	Y	=	AT	X	where	X	is	vector	of	iid	zero-mean,	unit-variance	Gaussian	random	variables.	One	approach	is	to	generate	a	properly	scaled	random	walk	process,	as	in	Eq.	(9.50).	The	joint	pmf	for	any	k	time	samples	is	then	1	k	P3X1	=	x1	,	X2	=	x2	,	Á	,	Xk	=	xk4	=	P3X1	=	x14	Á	P3Xk	=
xk4	=	a	b	2	Section	9.2	Specifying	a	Random	Process	493	where	xi	H	50,	16	for	all	i.	For	real-valued	random	processes,	the	autocorrelation	function	is	an	even	function	of	t:	RX1t2	=	RX1-t2.	All	modern	multimedia	systems	depend	in	some	way	on	the	processing	of	digital	signals.	2	(10.46)	Thus	the	transfer	function	completely	determines	the	shape	of
the	power	spectral	density	of	the	output	process.	9.25.	(10.86a)	In	matrix	form	this	equation	becomes	RZ102	RZ112	RZ122	RZ112	.	(b)	Does	X(t)	have	a	mean	square	derivative?	10.13.	T	(10.37a)	It	then	follows	that	'	E3pT1f24	:	SX1f2	10.2	as	T	:	q	.	9.42.	The	optimum	filter	is	then	H1f2	=	W1f2H21f2.	Section	9.4	Poisson	and	Associated	Random
Processes	511	Example	9.23	Suppose	two	customers	arrive	at	a	shop	during	a	two-minute	period.	The	autocorrelation	is	RX1t1	,	t22	=	E3A	cos	2pt1	A	cos	2pt24	=	E3A24	cos	2pt1	cos	2pt2	,	and	the	autocovariance	is	then	CX1t1	,	t22	=	RX1t1	,	t22	-	mX1t12mX1t22	=	5E3A24	-	E3A426	cos	2pt1	cos	2pt2	=	VAR3A4	cos	2pt1	cos	2pt2	.	A	block	coder
takes	pairs	of	A’s	and	linearly	transforms	them	to	form	the	sequence	Yn:	B	Y2n	1	1	R	=	B	Y2n	+	1	22	1	1	A	R	B	2n	R	.	(b)	Find	the	joint	pdf	of	Mn	and	Mn	+	k	.	(a)	Find	the	pdf	of	Mn	defined	in	Problem	9.26.	*Section	9.9:	Fourier	Series	and	Karhunen-Loeve	Expansion	9.110.	The	sampling	theorem	discussed	in	Section	10.3	allows	us	to	represent
bandlimited	white	Gaussian	noise	as	follows:	q	n	1t2	=	X	aqX1nT2p1t	-	nT2	where	p1t2	=	n=-	sin1pt>T2	pt>T	,	Checklist	of	Important	Terms	633	where	1>T	=	2W.	Discrete	sample	spaces.	•	Sections	10.4	and	10.5	discuss	the	design	of	optimum	linear	systems	and	introduce	the	Wiener	and	Kalman	filters.	Figure	10.8	shows	a	zero-mean,	unit-variance
Gaussian	iid	sequence	Wn	and	the	outputs	from	an	N	=	3	and	an	N	=	10	moving	average	filter.	For	n¿	7	n,	the	increment	Sn¿	-	Sn	is	the	sum	of	n¿	-	n	iid	random	variables,	so	it	has	the	same	distribution	as	Sn¿	-	n	,	the	sum	of	the	first	n¿	-	n	X’s,	that	is,	P3Sn¿	-	Sn	=	y4	=	P3Sn¿	-	n	=	y4.	(d)	Now	suppose	that	X11t2	and	X21t2	are	nonstationary	jointly
Gaussian	random	processes.	Is	Bn	stationary?	The	autocorrelation	RX(t1	,	t2)	of	a	random	process	X(t)	is	defined	as	the	joint	moment	of	X1t12	and	X1t22:	RX1t1	,	t22	=	E3X1t12X1t224	=	q	q	L-	q	L-	q	xyfX1t12,X1t221x,	y2	dx	dy,	(9.6)	where	fX1t12,X1t221x,	y2	is	the	second-order	pdf	of	X(t).	The	correlation	and	covariance	of	two	random	variables.
How	would	you	check	to	see	if	the	increments	in	the	four	intervals	are	stationary?	Figure	9.18(a)	shows	ten	realizations	of	Poisson	processes	with	l	=	0.4	arrivals	per	second.	9.90.	10.7.	Show	that	(a)	RX,Y1t2	=	RY,X1-t2.	Find	SX1f2.	Permutations	of	n	distinct	objects.	1	+	4p2f2	The	optimum	filter	in	this	problem	is	called	the	Wiener	filter.	(a)	Find	the
pmf	of	Y(t).	Octave	provides	other	functions	implementing	specific	digital	filters.	The	two	key	steps	in	making	these	signals	amenable	to	digital	signal	processing	are:	(1).	Stirzaker,	Probability	and	Random	Processes,	Oxford	University	Press,	Oxford,	2006.	We	show	that	q	q	'	1	k	f	b	a	x1nT2p1t	-	nT2	r	=	P1f2	a	X1f	-	2,	T	T	n	=	-q	k	=	-q	(10.58)	'	which
consists	of	the	sum	of	translated	versions	of	X1f2	=	f5x1t26,	as	shown	in	Fig.	2	(a)	Is	X(t)	mean	square	continuous?	We	generate	a	vector	r	of	the	first	256	lags	of	RX1k2	and	use	the	function	toeplitz(r)	to	generate	the	covariance	matrix.	First,	Eq.	(10.34)	does	not	have	the	term	in	brackets	in	Eq.	(10.25).	Bandpass	random	signals,	such	as	those	in	Fig.
X(t)	2	cos	(2pfct	)	FIGURE	10.12	AM	demodulator.	From	Table	4.1,	the	mean	and	variance	of	exponential	interarrival	times	then	1/l	and	1/l2,	respectively.	This	answer	can	be	verified	by	showing	that	P3N112	=	2	ƒ	N122	=	24	=	1/4.	Transition	rates	and	time-dependent	state	probabilities.	9.80.	Generate	100	realizations	of	the	Poisson	random	process
N(t)	with	arrival	rate	l	=	1	customer	per	second	in	the	time	interval	(0,	10].	The	statement	of	the	Kalman	filter	algorithm	will	differ	accordingly	in	various	textbooks.	Markov	Chains.	Independence.	The	decay	rate	of	the	covariance	function	determines	the	convergence	rate	of	the	sample	mean.	In	this	chapter	we	begin	the	study	of	random	processes.
9.122.	(9.29)	If	the	Xn	are	continuous-valued	random	variables,	then	it	can	be	shown	that	the	joint	density	of	Sn	at	times	n1	,	n2	,	Á	,	nk	is:	fSn	,	Sn	,	Á	,	Sn	1y1	,	y2	,	Á	,	yk2	=	fSn	1y12fSn	-	n	1y2	-	y12	Á	fSn	-	n	1yk	-	yk	-	12.	9.72.	(a)	Is	Xn	a	WSS	random	process?	CHECKLIST	OF	IMPORTANT	TERMS	Autocorrelation	function	Autocovariance	function
Average	power	Bernoulli	random	process	Binomial	counting	process	Continuous-time	process	Cross-correlation	function	Cross-covariance	function	Cyclostationary	random	process	Discrete-time	process	Ergodic	theorem	Fourier	series	Gaussian	random	process	Hurst	parameter	iid	random	process	Independent	increments	Independent	random
processes	Karhunen-Loeve	expansion	Markov	random	process	Mean	ergodic	random	process	556	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	Mean	function	Mean	square	continuity	Mean	square	derivative	Mean	square	integral	Mean	square	periodic	process	Ornstein-Uhlenbeck	process	Orthogonal	random	processes	Poisson	process	Random	process	Random
telegraph	signal	Random	walk	process	Realization,	sample	path,	or	sample	function	Shot	noise	Stationary	increments	Stationary	random	process	Stochastic	process	Sum	random	process	Time	average	Uncorrelated	random	processes	Variance	of	X(t)	White	Gaussian	noise	Wide-sense	cyclostationary	process	Wiener	process	WSS	random	process
ANNOTATED	REFERENCES	References	[1]	through	[6]	can	be	consulted	for	further	reading	on	random	processes.	How	does	the	long-range	dependence	manifest	itself,	especially	for	H	approaching	1?	The	periodograms	of	Xn	and	Wn	are	related	by	1	n	2	'	n	2	1	'	n	2	`	xk	a	b	`	=	`	Ha	b	`	`	wk	a	b	`	.	*10.4.4	Estimation	Using	Causal	Filters	Now,
suppose	that	Zt	is	to	be	estimated	using	only	the	past	and	present	of	Xa	,	that	is,	I	=	1-	q	,	t2.	12.	1-12n	pn	cospn	-	sinpn	=	n	Z	0	nT	pn2T	(b)	Suppose	that	X1t2	=	a	cos12pf0t	+	®2	is	sampled	at	a	rate	1>T	=	4f0	and	then	input	into	the	above	digital	filter.	10.16(b).	Find	RY,X1t2	when	the	input	is	white	noise.	9.75.	The	autocorrelation	terms	are	given
by	RX1m	-	b2	=	E3Xn	-	bXn	-	m4	=	E31Zn	-	b	+	Nn	-	b21Zn	-	m	+	Nn	-	m24	=	RZ1m	-	b2	+	RZ,N1m	-	b2	+	RN,Z1m	-	b2	+	RN1m	-	b2	=	RZ1m	-	b2	+	RN1m	-	b2,	since	Za	and	Na	are	independent	random	processes.	(d)	Find	the	mean	and	autocovariance	functions	of	Xn	.	For	example,	for	t1	6	t2	,	P3N1t12	=	i,	N1t22	=	j4	=	P3N1t12	=	i4P3N1t22	-
N1t12	=	j	-	i4	=	P3N1t12	=	i4P3N1t2	-	t12	=	j	-	i4	=	1lt12ie	-lt1	1l1t2	-	t122je	-l1t2	-	t12	i!	1j	-	i2!	.	Taking	the	transform	of	RY1t2	as	given	in	Eq.	(10.42),	we	obtain	SY1f2	=	q	L-	q	q	=	RY1t2e	-j2pft	dt	q	q	L-	q	L-	q	L-	q	h1s2h1r2RX1t	+	s	-	r2e	-j2pft	ds	dr	dt.	9.94.	We	obtain	an	estimate	for	SX1f2	that	goes	to	zero	with	the	number	of	observations	k	by
taking	the	average	of	N	independent	periodograms	on	samples	of	size	k:	1	N'	'	pk,i1f2,	8pk1f29N	=	N	ia	=1	(10.140)	'	where	5pk,i1f26	are	N	independent	periodograms	computed	using	separate	sets	of	k	samples	each.	Joint	distributions.	The	system	is	linear	if	superposition	holds,	that	is,	T3ax11t2	+	bx21t24	=	aT3x11t24	+	bT3x21t24,	588	Chapter
10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	where	x11t2	and	x21t2	are	arbitrary	input	signals,	and	a	and	b	are	arbitrary	constants.4	Let	y(t)	be	the	response	to	input	x(t),	then	the	system	is	said	to	be	time-invariant	if	the	response	to	x1t	-	t2	is	y1t	-	t2.	Let	X1t2	=	g1t	-	T2,	where	g(t)	is	the	periodic	waveform	introduced	in	Problem	9.7,	and	T	is	a
uniformly	distributed	random	variable	in	the	interval	(0,	1).	References	[7]	through	[9]	discuss	linear	filtering	and	power	spectrum	estimation	in	the	context	of	digital	signal	processing.	The	corresponding	transfer	function	is	q	H1f2	=	a	RZ,X1m2e	-j2pfm.	The	size	of	the	FFT	must	be	equal	to	the	total	number	of	samples	in	the	input	sequence,	so	this
approach	is	not	advisable	for	long	input	sequences.	q	q	j=-	(10.48)	j=-	Thus	discrete-time,	linear,	time-invariant	systems	are	determined	by	the	unit-sample	response	hn	.	Generating	mixtures	of	random	variables.	Compare	it	to	that	of	X(t).	Equation	(10.130)	gives	1	'	n	pk	a	b	=	5A	2k1n2	+	B2k1n26	k	k	n	Z	-k>2,	0	B2k1n2	A	2k1n2	1	2	+	=	sX	b	r.
Example	9.9	Sinusoid	with	Random	Amplitude	Let	X1t2	=	A	cos	2pt,	where	A	is	some	random	variable	(see	Fig.	If	X(t)	is	the	input	to	a	“square	law	detector,”	then	the	output	is	Y1t2	=	X1t22.	(10.122)	m=0	In	Section	10.1	we	showed	that	the	expected	value	of	the	periodogram	estimate	is	'	E3pk1f24	=	k-1	a	m¿	=	-1k	-	12	ƒ	m¿	ƒ	fRX1m¿2e	-j2pfm¿,	k	e1	-
'	so	pk1f2	is	a	biased	estimator	for	SX1f2.	The	cumulative	distribution	function.	3	2	1	0	1	2	3	4	10	20	30	40	50	60	70	FIGURE	10.8	Moving	average	process	showing	iid	Gaussian	sequence	and	corresponding	N	=	3,	N	=	10	moving	average	processes.	The	method	cannot	yield	real-valued	transmission	signals	whose	power	spectral	density	lack	this
symmetry,	such	as	shown	in	Fig.	We	compute	the	joint	pmf	of	Sn	at	times	n1	,	n2	,	and	n3	:	P3Sn1	=	y1	,	Sn2	=	y2	,	Sn3	=	y34	=	P3Sn1	=	y1	,	Sn2	-	Sn1	=	y2	-	y1	,	Sn3	-	Sn2	=	y3	-	y24,	(9.27)	since	the	process	is	equal	to	y1	,	y2	,	and	y3	at	times	n1	,	n2	,	and	n3	,	if	and	only	if	it	is	equal	to	y1	at	time	n1	,	and	the	subsequent	increments	are	y2	-	y1	,	and
y3	-	y2	.	9.97.	k	=	-q	9.100.	(b)	Find	the	cross-covariance	function	of	Y(t)	and	X(t).	Discrete-time	systems.	The	binomial	probability	law.	Let	Z(t)	be	defined	by	Z1t2	=	3X1t2	-	5Y1t2.	A	phase-modulated	process	is	defined	by	Y1t2	=	a	cosa2pt	+	p	X1t2b	.	Equation	(9.66)	shows	that,	for	wide-sense	stationary	processes,	the	autocorrelation	function	577
578	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	RX1t2	is	an	appropriate	measure	for	the	average	rate	of	change	of	a	random	process.	The	random	walk	process	changes	by	one	unit	at	a	time.	Find	the	joint	pdf	of	Y1t12	and	Y1t22.	Suppose	we	wish	to	estimate	(predict)	X1t	+	d2	by	n	1t	+	d2	=	X	q	L0	h1t2X1t	-	t2	dt.	Conditional	expectation.
P	10.1.	10.10.	•	The	Kalman	filter	can	be	used	to	estimate	signals	with	a	structure	that	keeps	the	dimensionality	of	the	algorithm	fixed	even	as	the	size	of	the	observation	set	increases.	Long-term	time	averages.	If	so,	what	is	the	period?	(10.99)	Yn	FIGURE	10.15	Whitening	filter	approach	for	solving	WienerHopf	equations.	Consider	the	sequence	of
operations	shown	in	Fig.	A	realization	of	Dn	is	shown	in	Fig.	Find	the	power	spectral	density	of	Zn	.	k	k	k	k	'	We	find	the	variance	of	pk1n>k2	from	the	statistics	of	A	k1n2	and	Bk1n2.	The	covariance	function	is	computed	using	the	function	CX_est	below.	(10.100)	This	procedure	is	valid	for	the	continuous-time	version	of	the	optimum	causal	filter
problem,	after	appropriate	changes	are	made	from	summations	to	integrals.	(9.17)	Example	9.11	Let	X1t2	=	cos1vt	+	®2	and	Y1t2	=	sin1vt	+	®2,	where	®	is	a	random	variable	uniformly	distributed	in	3-p,	p4.	Solve	the	infinite-smoothing	problem	in	Example	10.24	if	Z(t)	is	the	random	telegraph	signal	with	a	=	1/2	and	N(t)	is	white	noise.	Repeat
Problem	9.118	for	the	sum	process	in	Eq.	(9.24)	where	the	Xn	are	iid	Poisson	random	variables	with	a	=	1.	What	are	the	eigenvalues?	Find	the	customer	departure	time	instants	and	the	associated	departure	counting	process	D(t).	The	following	example	considers	a	continuous-time	problem.	Find	the	power	spectral	density	and	autocorrelation	of	Yn	.
Note	that	all	the	terms	along	the	diagonal	m¿	=	m	-	i	are	equal,	that	m¿	ranges	from	-1k	-	12	to	k	-	1,	and	that	.here	are	k	-	ƒ	m¿	ƒ	terms	along	the	diagonal	m¿	=	m	-	i.	Is	Bn	wide-sense	stationary?	These	systems	arise	in	filtering,	smoothing,	and	prediction	problems.	Comment	on	your	findings.	Section	10.7	Numerical	Techniques	for	Processing	Random



Signals	631	We	can	also	obtain	the	output	of	a	linear	system	in	the	frequency	domain.	The	second	summation	is	equal	to	zero,	and	the	first	summation	is	zero	except	when	n	=	m.	There	are	applications	where	this	makes	sense,	for	example,	if	the	entire	realization	Xa	has	been	recorded	and	the	estimate	Zt	is	obtained	by	“playing	back”	Xa	.	A	1	0	x	1
FIGURE	P10.1	10.2.	Let	p(x)	be	the	rectangular	function	shown	in	Fig.	Example	10.22	Filtering	of	AR	Signal	Plus	Noise	Find	the	set	of	equations	for	the	optimum	filter	in	Example	10.21	if	Za	is	a	first-order	autoregressive	process	with	average	power	sZ2	and	parameter	r,	ƒ	r	ƒ	6	1,	and	Na	is	a	white	noise	process	2	with	average	power	sN	.	Joint
distributions	of	time	samples.	It	gives	us	a	means	for	implementing	the	real	as	well	as	the	simulated	processing	of	random	signals.	Repeat	Problem	9.118	for	the	sum	process	in	Eq.	(9.24)	where	the	Xn	are	iid	Cauchy	random	variables	with	a	=	1.	(d)	Find	CX1t,	t	+	d2,	d	7	0.	(b)	a	real-valued	even	function	of	f.	(10.8)	Equation	(10.8)	is	identical	to	Eq.
(4.80),	which	relates	the	pdf	to	its	corresponding	characteristic	function.	Finally	we	produce	the	output	vector	Y		AT	X.	In	this	section	we	briefly	present	a	number	of	general	tools	available	for	the	processing	of	random	signals.	Repeat	Problem	9.19	if	X(t)	and	Y(t)	are	independent	discrete-time	processes	and	X(t)	and	Y(t)	have	different	iid	random
processes.	A.	Sequences	of	independent	experiments.	In	general	this	is	not	enough	to	determine	probabilities	of	events	involving	Y(t).	Equation	(10.53)	provides	us	with	a	method	for	generating	discrete-time	random	processes	with	arbitrary	power	spectral	densities	or	autocorrelation	functions.	9.2(a).	Let	x(t)	be	a	deterministic,	finite-energy	time
signal	that	has	Fourier	transform	'	X1f2	=	f5x1t26	that	is	nonzero	only	in	the	frequency	range	ƒ	f	ƒ	…	W.	The	mean	and	covariance	functions	completely	specify	all	joint	distributions	of	a	Gaussian	random	process.	Find	the	pmf	of	S¿n	,	the	counting	process	for	Yn	.	(10.111)	j¿	=	1	By	dividing	both	sides	by	an	-	h1n2	we	finally	obtain	1	1n2	hj¿	+	1	n
RZ,X1n,	l2	=	a	1n2	-	h1	j¿	=	1	a	n	RX1n	-	j¿,	l2	for	l	=	0,	1,	Á	,	n	-	1.	After	multiplication	by	2	cos12pfct	+	®2,	we	have	2Y1t2	cos12pfct	+	®2	=	5A1t2	+	Nc1t262	cos212pfct	+	®2	-	Ns1t22	cos12pfct	+	®2	sin12pfct	+	®2	=	5A1t2	+	Nc1t2611	+	cos14pfct	+	2®22	-	Ns1t2	sin14pfct	+	2®2.	Should	the	increments	be	independent?	The	mean	and
autocorrelation	of	Zn	are	E3Zn4	=	E3A4	+	E3Yn4	=	0	Section	10.1	Power	Spectral	Density	585	SY	(	f	)	4σX	2	1		1	2	0	1	2	1	f	FIGURE	10.3	Power	spectral	density	of	moving	average	process	discussed	in	Example	10.7.	and	E3ZnZn	+	k4	=	E31Xn	+	Yn21Xn	+	k	+	Yn	+	k24	=	E3XnXn	+	k4	+	E3Xn4E3Yn	+	k4	+	E3Xn	+	k4E3Yn4	+	E3YnYn	+	k4	=
E3A24	+	RY1k2.	Example	9.10	Sinusoid	with	Random	Phase	Let	X1t2	=	cos1vt	+	®2,	where	®	is	uniformly	distributed	in	the	interval	1-p,	p2	(see	Fig.	9.76.	The	expression	for	the	mean	square	prediction	error	in	Eq.	(10.118)	can	be	simplified	by	using	Eq.	(10.119)	(see	Problem	10.72):	E3e2n	+	14	=	an1an	-	kn2E3e2n4	+	E3W2n4.	Index.	Sn	denotes
the	position	of	a	particle	at	time	n.	10.1.3	Power	Spectral	Density	as	a	Time	Average	In	the	above	discussion,	we	simply	stated	that	the	power	spectral	density	is	given	as	the	Fourier	transform	of	the	autocorrelation	without	supplying	a	proof.	Show	that	the	output	process	becomes	WSS	as	t	:	q	.	Should	the	increments	in	the	process	be	stationary?	Plot
the	power	spectral	density	of	the	modulated	signal	assuming	fc	=	a>p	and	fc	=	10a>p.	Sn	denotes	the	number	of	light	bulbs	that	have	failed	up	to	time	n.	Find	the	histogram	of	Yn	across	the	realizations	at	times	n	=	5,	n	=	50,	and	n	=	200.	P10.6).	(b)	Find	the	variance	of	the	shot	noise	process	if	h1t2	=	e	-bt	for	t	Ú	0.	The	plot	shows	the	alternating
covariance	values	and	the	expected	peak	values	of	-0.5	and	0.25	to	the	first	two	lags.	Let	RX1k2	=	911	-	ƒ	k	ƒ	>N2,	for	ƒ	k	ƒ	6	N	and	0	elsewhere.	9.124.	8.	For	example,	if	SY1f2	is	a	rational	function,	that	is,	if	it	consists	of	the	ratio	of	two	polynomials,	then	it	is	easy	to	factor	SX1f2	into	the	above	form,	as	Section	10.2	Response	of	Linear	Systems	to
Random	Signals	591	shown	in	the	next	example.	The	failure	rate	function.	As	in	the	case	of	continuous	random	processes,	SX1f2	can	be	shown	to	be	a	real-valued,	nonnegative,	even	function	of	f.	Á	Á	.	To	see	this	consider	two	time	intervals:	n0	6	n	…	n1	and	n2	6	n	…	n3	,	where	n1	…	n2	.	(b)	Compare	your	answer	to	P3N1t	+	d2	=	j	ƒ	N1t2	=	k4.	(b)
Find	the	joint	cdf	of	Yn	and	Yn	+	1	.	Amplitude	modulation	by	random	signals.	10.67.	b	-	4a2	4a2	+	4p2f2	b	+	4p2f2	2	RY1t2	is	found	by	inverting	the	above	expression:	RY1t2	=	1	5b	2e	-2aƒtƒ	-	2abe	-bƒtƒ6.	(a)	Find	the	autocovariance	of	Zn	and	determine	whether	Zn	is	wide-sense	stationary.	Find	the	histograms	for	D(t)	and	the	number	in	the	system
N(t)	at	t	=	50,	100,	150,	200.	(a)	For	X(t)	the	Wiener	process	with	a	=	1	and	0	6	t	6	1,	show	that	the	joint	pdf	of	X(t)	and	X(1)	is	given	by:	fX1t2,	X1121x1	,	x22	=	exp	b	-	1x2	-	x122	1	x21	B	+	Rr	2	t	11	-	t2	2p	2t11	-	t2	.	Let	A(t)	be	a	WSS	random	process	that	represents	an	information	signal.	We	can	perform	any	processing	required	in	the	discrete-time
domain,	and	we	can	then	apply	the	result	to	an	interpolator	to	recover	the	continuous-time	output.	In	general	the	filter	obtained	from	Eq.	(10.89)	will	be	noncausal,	that	is,	its	impulse	response	is	nonzero	for	t	6	0.	If	instead	we	use	the	structure	shown	in	Fig.	Is	Xn	mean	ergodic?	(b)	Find	conditions	on	the	complex-valued	random	variables	X1,	and	X2
for	X(t)	to	be	a	wide-sense	stationary	random	process.	The	N	=	10	filter	on	the	other	hand	severely	limits	the	variations	and	only	tracks	slower	longer-lasting	trends.	However,	H(	f	)	can	be	obtained	from	SZ,X1f2	by	finding	hm	=	f	-13SZ,X1f24,	keeping	the	causal	part	(i.e.,	hm	for	m	Ú	0)	and	setting	the	noncausal	part	to	0.	9.43.	It	is	easily	shown	that
the	mean	and	autocorrelation	of	Yn	are	given	by	E3Yn4	=	0,	and	11	+	a22s2X	E3YnYn	+	k4	=	c	as2X	0	k	=	0	k	=	;1	otherwise.	This	is	due	to	the	persistent	correlation	among	the	values	in	X21t2.	L.	10.3	for	a	=	1.	Find	the	resulting	realizations	of	Wn	and	Zn	.	J.	Thus	E3A	k1n2A	k1m24	=	1	2	ks	d	2	X	nm	for	all	n,	m	Z	-k>2,	0.	Case	1:	Xj's	Gaussian;
unknown	mean	and	known	variance.	Appendix:	subroutine	FFT(A,M,N).	If	customers	arrive	at	the	system	according	to	a	Poisson	process	with	parameter	l,	find	the	pmf	for	the	number	of	customers	that	arrive	during	one	customer’s	service	time.	Otherwise,	X1t0	,	z2	is	uniformly	distributed	in	the	interval	1-cos	2pt0	,	cos	2pt02	since	z	is	uniformly
distributed	in	3-1,	14	(see	Fig.	2WN0	OPTIMUM	LINEAR	SYSTEMS	Many	problems	can	be	posed	in	the	following	way.	9.4.	A	discrete-time	random	process	is	defined	by	Xn	=	sn,	for	n	Ú	0,	where	s	is	selected	at	random	from	the	interval	(0,	1).	What	is	the	relation	between	the	eigenvalues	of	KX1t1	,	t22	and	those	of	KY1t1	,	t22?	(10.27)	where	RX,Y1k2
is	the	cross-correlation	between	Xn	and	Yn	:	You	can	view	RX1k2	as	the	coefficients	of	the	Fourier	series	of	the	periodic	function	SX1f2.	Recall	that	the	correlation	coefficient	is	a	measure	of	the	extent	to	which	a	random	variable	can	be	predicted	as	a	linear	function	of	another.	(b)	Perform	a	test	at	a	5%	significance	level	to	determine	whether	the
increments	in	the	first	two	intervals	are	independent	random	variables.	10.6(c).	The	intersections	of	these	functions	yield	the	eigenvalues.	System	1	has	impulse	response	hn	=	11>22nu1n2	and	system	2	has	impulse	response	gn	=	11>42nu1n2	where	u1n2	=	1	for	n	Ú	0	and	0	elsewhere.	(a)	Find	the	joint	pmf	of	X1t12	and	Y1t22.	Problems	565	Section
9.6:	Stationary	Random	Processes	9.61.	The	filter	h1b2	that	minimizes	E31Z1t2	-	Y1t2224	satisfies	the	equation	RZ,X1t2	=	a	L-b	h1b2RX1t	-	b2	db	-b	…	t	…	a	Section	10.4	609	Optimum	Linear	Systems	and	has	mean	square	error	given	by	E31Z1t2	-	Y1t2224	=	RZ102	-	Example	10.21	a	L-b	h1b2RZ,X1b2	db.	a	RX1k2e	(10.143)	k	=	-M	The
approximation	here	involves	neglecting	autocorrelation	terms	outside	3-M,	M	-	16.	(9.32)	and	(9.33),	Sn	has	mean	n12p	-	12	and	variance	4np11	-	p2.	572	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	(d)	Substitute	the	f1t2	from	part	c	into	the	integral	equation	of	part	a	to	show	that	if	f1t2	=	A	cos	bt,	then	b	is	the	root	of	tan	bT	=	a/b,	and	if	f1t2	=	B	sin	bt,	then	b	is
the	root	of	tan	bT	=	-b/a.	10.62.	Is	Uk	a	widesense	stationary	random	process?	(a)	Find	the	joint	pmf	of	Bn	and	Bn	+	1	for	n	even;	n	odd.	Let	X(t)	be	the	random	telegraph	signal	introduced	in	Example	9.24.	A	random	process	is	stationary	if	its	joint	distributions	are	independent	of	the	choice	of	time	origin.	The	blocksize	k	determines	the	number	of
frequencies	for	which	the	spectral	density	is	computed	(i.e.,	the	frequency	resolution).	Generate	a	sequence	Xn	of	iid	random	variables	that	are	uniformly	distributed	in	(0,	1).	(b)	Is	X(t)	mean	square	periodic?	L-W	2	(10.15)	The	autocorrelation	for	this	process	is	obtained	from	Eq.	(10.8):	RX1t2	=	=	=	W	1	N	ej2pft	df	2	0	L-W	1	e	-j2pWt	-	ej2pWt	N	2	0	-
j2pt	N0	sin12pWt2	2pt	.	j2pf	+	1	-j2pf	+	1	If	we	let	G1f2	=	j2pf	+	23	,	j2pf	+	1	then	it	is	easy	to	verify	that	W1f2	=	1>G1f2	is	the	whitening	causal	filter.	10.7(a)	for	an	iid	input	Xn	.	Consider	the	second-order	autoregressive	process	defined	by	Yn	=	3	1	Y	-	Yn	-	2	+	Wn	,	4	n-1	8	where	the	input	Wn	is	a	zero-mean	white	noise	process.	Find	the
autocorrelation	function	of	Ym	.	Equation	(10.40)	supposes	that	the	input	was	applied	at	an	infinite	time	in	the	past.	Example	9.3	Find	the	following	probabilities	for	the	random	process	introduced	in	Example	9.1:	P3X11,	z2	=	04	and	P3X11,	z2	=	0	and	X12,	z2	=	14.	For	example,	an	event	could	represent	the	arrival	of	a	customer	to	a	service	station
or	the	breakdown	of	a	component	in	some	system.	Repeat	parts	a,	b,	and	c	for	Zm	.	Let	X1t2	=	A	cos	vt	+	B	sin	vt,	where	A	and	B	are	iid	Gaussian	random	variables	with	zero	mean	and	variance	s2.	Note	that	the	pdf	of	Y1t0	,	z2	does	not	depend	on	t0	.	Overview	of	book.	(c)	Are	the	input	and	output	processes	uncorrelated?	Try	the	options	identified	in
part	c	and	comment	on	the	accuracy	of	the	results	by	comparing	them	to	the	exact	value	of	RX1t2.	The	process	N(t)	inherits	the	property	of	independent	and	stationary	increments	from	the	underlying	binomial	process.	Are	the	processes	jointly	widesense	stationary?	10.33.	The	sample	functions	generally	exhibit	the	same	type	behavior	as	in	the
previous	figures.	T:	q	T:	q	T	(10.3)	We	show	at	the	end	of	this	section	that	the	power	spectral	density	of	X(t)	is	given	by	the	Fourier	transform	of	the	autocorrelation	function:	SX1f2	=	f5RX1t26	=	q	L-	q	RX1t2e	-j2pft	dt.	H.	The	autocorrelation	function	of	the	iid	process	is	found	from	Eq.	(9.7):	RX1n1	,	n22	=	CX1n1	,	n22	+	m2.	Mean	delay	in	M/G/I
systems	with	priority	service	discipline.	SUMMARY	•	The	power	spectral	density	of	a	WSS	process	is	the	Fourier	transform	of	its	autocorrelation	function.	We	now	present	the	Einstein-Wiener-Khinchin	theorem,	which	states	that	the	power	spectral	density	of	a	wide-sense	stationary	random	process	is	given	by	the	Fourier	transform	of	the
autocorrelation	function.1	10.1.1	Continuous-Time	Random	Processes	Let	X(t)	be	a	continuous-time	WSS	random	process	with	mean	mX	and	autocorrelation	function	RX1t2.	We	know	that	Sn	itself	is	a	Gaussian	random	variable	with	mean	m	and	variance	s2/n,	and	so	it	tends	towards	the	value	m	as	n	increases.	One	approach	is	to	use	the	matrix
approaches	developed	in	Section	6.6	to	generate	individual	vectors	with	a	specified	covariance	matrix.	We	modified	Eq.	(10.86)	to	provide	the	optimum	linear	predictor	for	Xt	based	on	two	observations	Xt-10	and	Xt-20	that	are	in	the	relatively	remote	past.	10.17).	10.61.	(d)	Find	an	expression	for	the	resulting	mean	square	error.	8.	(b)	Under	what
conditions	is	X(t)	a	wide-sense	stationary	random	process?	Let	Xa	=	Za	+	Na	as	in	Example	10.21,	where	Za	is	the	first-order	moving	average	process	of	Example	10.7,	and	Na	is	white	noise.	(a)	A	WSS	Gaussian	random	process	X(t)	is	applied	to	two	linear	systems	as	shown	in	Fig.	Examples	of	discrete-time	random	processes.	Plot	the	sample	functions
for	the	first	200	steps.	Davenport,	Probability	and	Random	Processes:	An	Introduction	for	Applied	Scientists	and	Engineers,	McGraw-Hill,	New	York,	1970.	Many	information	signals,	e.g.,	voice,	music,	imagery,	occur	naturally	as	analog	signals	that	are	continuous-valued	and	that	vary	continuously	in	time	or	space	or	both.	10.75.	10.91.	(d)	Repeat	part
c	with	Xn	given	by	the	random	step	process.	The	interarrival	times	in	a	Poisson	process	are	iid	exponential	random	variables.	Hint:	Use	the	characteristic	function	method.	M/G/I	analysis	using	embedded	Markov	chains.	(a)	Find	the	pdf	of	Z(t).	m¿	=	-1k	-	12	Why	is	the	estimator	biased?	•	We	are	interested	in	specifying	the	joint	behavior	of	the
random	variables	within	a	family	(i.e.,	the	temperature	at	two	time	instants).	Let	H(t)	be	the	output	of	the	hard	limiter	in	Problem	9.11.	10.47.	(b)	Show	that	X(t)	does	not	have	a	mean	square	derivative,	and	show	that	the	second	mixed	partial	derivative	of	its	autocorrelation	function	has	a	delta	function.	s2X	0	The	power	spectral	density	of	the	process
is	found	by	substituting	RX1k2	into	Eq.	(10.24):	SX1f2	=	s2X	-	1	1	6	f	6	.	(a)	Is	the	random	amplitude	sinusoid	in	Example	9.9	a	stationary	random	process?	Example	9.15	Binomial	Counting	Process	Let	the	Ii	be	the	sequence	of	independent	Bernoulli	random	variables	in	Example	9.13,	and	let	Sn	be	the	corresponding	sum	process.	(a)	Show	that	a	WSS
random	process	is	mean	ergodic	if	q	L-	q	ƒ	C1u2	ƒ	6	q	.	Let	Yn	=	aYn	-	1	+	Xn	where	Y0	=	0.	Schafer,	Discrete-Time	Signal	Processing,	Prentice	Hall,	Englewood	Cliffs,	N.J.,	1989.	Problems	Requiring	Cumulative	Knowledge	9.132.	Thus	n	P3Sn	=	2k	-	n4	=	¢	≤	pk11	-	p2n	-	k	k	for	k	H	50,	1,	Á	,	n6.	Use	the	FFT	to	calculate	and	plot	SX1f2	for	the
following	discrete-time	processes:	(a)	RX1k2	=	4aƒk	ƒ,	for	a	=	0.25	and	a	=	0.75.	9.84.	•	The	orthogonality	condition	can	be	used	to	obtain	equations	for	linear	systems	that	minimize	mean	square	error.	Customers	play	a	$1	game	machine	according	to	a	Poisson	process	with	rate	l.	Variance	of	periodogram	estimate.	The	steady	state	mean	square	error
eq	must	satisfy	eq	=	a2	eq	+	s2W	.	Section	10.3	Bandlimited	Random	Processes	601	10.3.2	Amplitude	Modulation	by	Random	Signals	Many	of	the	transmission	media	used	in	communication	systems	can	be	modeled	as	linear	systems	and	their	behavior	can	be	specified	by	a	transfer	function	H(f	),	which	passes	certain	frequencies	and	rejects	others.	In
general,	we	wish	to	predict	Zn	in	terms	of	Zn	-	1	,	Zn	-	2	,	Á	,	Zn	-	p:	p	Yn	=	a	hbZn	-	b	.	Example	10.12	A	random	telegraph	signal	is	passed	through	an	RC	lowpass	filter	which	has	transfer	function	H1f2	=	b	,	b	+	j2pf	where	b	=	1>RC	is	the	time	constant	of	the	filter.	(10.16)	RX1t2	is	shown	in	Fig.	We	can	usually,	but	not	always,	obtain	a	causal	filter
with	transfer	function	H(	f	)	such	that	SY1f2	=	H1f2H	…1f2.	What	is	the	pdf	of	Zn	as	n	:	q	?	(b)	Suppose	you	are	to	perform	N	=	2M	point	FFT	of	SX1f2.	Suppose	that	An	and	Bn	are	zero-mean,	Gaussian	random	processes	with	autocorrelation	functions	RA1k2	=	s21r1ƒk	ƒ	RB1k2	=	s22r2ƒkƒ.	Show	that	fn1t2	are	also	the	eigenfunctions	for	KY1t1	,	t22.
The	cross-power	spectral	density	is	then	SZ,X1t2	=	SZ1f2.	(a)	Find	the	smoothing	filter	given	by	Eq.	(10.89)	when	Zn	is	a	first-order	autoregressive	process	with	s2X	=	9	and	a	=	1/2	and	Nn	is	white	noise	with	s2N	=	4.	Example	9.7	Binomial	Counting	Process	Let	Xn	be	a	sequence	of	independent,	identically	distributed	Bernoulli	random	variables	with
p	=	1/2.	9.81.	Section	10.2:	Response	of	Linear	Systems	to	Random	Signals	10.22.	10.10(c):	(1)	X(t)	is	sampled	at	the	Nyquist	rate;	(2)	the	samples	X(nT)	are	input	into	a	digital	filter	in	Fig.	We	assume	that	Wn	and	Nn	are	uncorrelated	at	all	times	n1	and	n2	.	For	example,	we	may	be	interested	in	the	temperatures	at	city	a,	X(t),	and	city	b,	Y(t).
Example	9.19	Joint	pdf	of	Sum	of	iid	Gaussian	Sequence	Let	Xn	be	a	sequence	of	iid	Gaussian	random	variables	with	zero	mean	and	variance	s2.	A	time	function	that	varies	rapidly	has	the	weighting	concentrated	at	higher-frequency	components.	Proof	of	the	central	limit	theorem.	Find	the	pdf	of	Z(t)	in	Problem	9.13	if	X	and	Y	are	jointly	Gaussian
random	variables.	(c)	Find	the	mean	square	error	for	the	optimum	filter	in	part	b.	(a)	Find	the	probability	that	a	message	arrives	first	on	line	2.	(d)	Find	the	mean	square	error	for	the	optimum	filter	in	part	c.	E3e2n4	+	1	The	mean	square	error	sequence	is	therefore	given	by	E3e204	=	E3Z204	=	0	9	We	caution	the	student	that	there	are	two	common
ways	of	defining	the	gain.	Y(t)	FIGURE	10.5	A	linear	system	with	a	random	input	signal.	Since	events	occur	at	a	rate	of	l	events	per	second,	the	average	number	of	events	in	the	interval	[0,	t]	is	lt.	In	general	this	filter	will	be	noncausal.	Example	10.27	Output	Autocorrelation	and	Cross-Correlation	Consider	Example	10.12,	where	a	random	telegraph
signal	X(t)	with	a	=	1	is	passed	through	a	lowpass	filter	with	b	=	1	and	b	=	10.	The	random	processes	X(t)	and	Y(t)	are	said	to	be	independent	random	processes	if	the	vector	random	variables	X	=	1X1t12,	Á	,	X1tk22	and	Y	=	1Y1t¿12,	Á	,	Y1t¿j22	are	independent	for	all	k,	j,	and	all	choices	of	t1	,	Á	,	tk	and	t¿1	,	Á	,	t¿j:	FX,Y	(x1,	Á	,xk,	y1,	Á	,yj)	=	FX	(X1,
Á	,Xk)	FY	(y1,	Á	,yj).	What	is	the	impact	of	d?	(a)	Show	that	the	pmf	of	the	process	N1t2	=	N11t2	+	N21t2	is	given	by:	P3N1t	+	t2	-	N1t2	=	k4	=	1m1t	+	t2	-	m1t22k	k!	e	-1m1t	+	t2	-	m1t22	for	k	=	0,	1,	Á	where	m1t2	=	E3N1t24.	(a)	Under	what	conditions	is	the	time	average	6X1t	+	t2X1t27	T	a	valid	estimate	for	the	autocorrelation	RX1t2	of	a	WSS
random	process	X(t)?	Appendix	A.	(c)	an	imaginary	odd	function	of	f.	k	2	For	n	=	-k>2	and	n	=	0,	(10.135a)	A	2k1n2	'	n	2	pk	a	b	=	sX	b	r.	For	linear	systems	the	principal	tools	for	signal	processing	are	the	convolution	and	Fourier	transform.	(10.81)	The	following	theorems	summarize	the	above	results.	We	develop	these	important	examples	more	fully
in	Sections	9.3	to	9.5.	Example	9.5	iid	Bernoulli	Random	Variables	Let	Xn	be	a	sequence	of	independent,	identically	distributed	Bernoulli	random	variables	with	p	=	1/2.	(a)	Show	that	RX1k2	=	0	for	ƒ	k	ƒ	7	p.	(b)	Find	the	mean	square	error	in	part	a.	A	ternary	information	source	produces	an	iid,	equiprobable	sequence	of	symbols	from	the	alphabet	5a,
b,	c6.	(10.33)	586	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	Consider	the	expected	value	of	the	periodogram	estimate:	1	'	'	'	E3pk1f24	=	E3xk1f2x	*k1f24	k	=	k-1	k-1	1	E	B	a	Xme	-j2pfm	a	Xiej2pfi	R	k	m=0	i=0	=	1	k-1	k-1	-j2pf1m	-	i2	a	E3XmXi4e	k	ma	=0	i=0	=	1	k-1	k-1	-j2pf1m	-	i2	.	(b)	One	of	the	remarkable	indicators	of	long-range
dependence	in	nature	comes	from	a	set	of	observations	of	the	minimal	water	levels	in	the	Nile	river	for	the	years	622–1281	[Beran,	p.	(9.74a)	and	(9.74b).	(c)	Generate	100	outcomes	of	a	Bernoulli	random	process	Xn	,	and	find	the	resulting	Yn	and	Zn	.	iid	random	processes.	(b)	Suppose	that	a	deterministic	signal	is	sampled	at	a	rate	below	the	Nyquist
rate.	Do	these	results	agree	with	the	trends	you	expect?	Suppose	that	X102	=	+1	or	-1	with	probability	1/2,	and	suppose	that	X(t)	changes	polarity	with	each	occurrence	of	an	event	in	a	Poisson	process	of	rate	a.	(a)	Show	how	to	use	the	FFT	to	calculate	the	periodogram	estimate	in	Eq.	(10.32).	(a)	Find	the	pmf	of	the	sum	process	Sn	.	Is	Wk	a	Gaussian
random	process?	(c)	Are	uncorrelated	processes	independent?	Mn	=	n	(a)	Find	the	mean,	variance,	and	covariance	of	Mn	.	10.7	NUMERICAL	TECHNIQUES	FOR	PROCESSING	RANDOM	SIGNALS	In	this	chapter	our	discussion	has	combined	notions	from	random	processes	with	basic	concepts	from	signal	processing.	The	multinomial	probability	law.
10.14.	10.83.	The	mean	and	variance	of	a	discrete-time	random	process	Xn	are	defined	as:	mX1n2	=	E3Xn4	and	VAR3Xn4	=	E31Xn	-	mX1n2224.	(b)	Perform	a	chi-square	goodness-of-fit	test	to	test	whether	N11102	and	N21102	are	independent	random	variables.	Section	10.6	Estimating	the	Power	Spectral	Density	Smoothed	periodogram	0.3	0.2	0.1
16	32	k	48	64	FIGURE	10.18	Sixty-four-point	smoothed	periodogram	with	N	=	10,	Xn	iid	uniform	in	(0,	1),	SX1f	2	=	1>12	=	0.083.	A	continuous-time	stochastic	process	is	one	in	which	I	is	continuous	(i.e.,	the	real	line	or	the	nonnegative	real	line).	230–233],	we	consider	the	periodogram	of	samples	of	a	white	noise	process	with	SX1f2	=	s2X	at	the
frequencies	f	=	n>k,	-k>2	…	n	6	k>2,	which	will	cover	the	frequency	range	-1>2	…	f	6	1>2.	To	see	why	this	happens,	in	the	next	section	we	compute	the	statistics	of	the	periodogram	estimate	for	a	white	noise	Gaussian	random	process.	Note	that	mX1t2	and	VAR[X(t)]	are	deterministic	functions	of	time.	(c)	Find	the	joint	pmf	of	X(t)	and	X1t	+	d2.	On
the	other	hand,	X21t2	retains	significant	correlation	with	its	previous	values	and	so	the	mean	square	error	provides	a	significant	reduction	from	the	unit	variance.	Let	X11t2	and	X21t2	be	jointly	WSS	and	jointly	Gaussian	random	processes	that	are	input	into	two	linear	time-invariant	systems	as	shown	below:	X11t2	:	冷	h11t2	冷	:	Y11t2	X21t2	:	冷	h21t2
冷	:	Y21t2	(a)	Find	the	cross-correlation	function	of	Y11t2	and	Y21t2.	Reliability	of	systems.	The	white	Gaussian	noise	process	results	from	taking	the	derivative	of	the	Wiener	process.	Show	that	any	set	of	orthonormal	functions	can	be	used	as	the	eigenfunctions	for	X(t)	in	its	KarhunenLoeve	expansion.	-1	A2n	+	1	(a)	Find	the	autocorrelation	function
of	Yn	.	For	example,	the	temperature	in	a	certain	city	and	the	demand	placed	on	the	local	electric	power	utility	vary	together	in	time.	(a)	Compute	several	128-point	periodograms	and	verify	the	random	behavior	of	the	periodogram	as	a	function	of	f.	The	various	frequency	domain	results	for	linear	systems	that	relate	input,	output,	and	cross-spectral
densities	can	be	evaluated	numerically	using	the	FFT.	(a)	Find	SY1f2.	D.	Estimation	using	causal	filters.	Repeat	Example	10.26	with	a	=	0.5	and	a	=	2.	Sequences	of	dependent	experiments.	490	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	The	randomness	in	z	induces	randomness	in	the	observed	function	X1t,	z2.	y2	-	y1	y1	The	requested	probability	is	then:	P3Sn1
=	0,	Sn2	=	n2	-	n14	=	¢	n2	-	n1	n1	n2	-	n1	11	-	p2n1	=	pn2	-	n111	-	p2n1	≤	¢	≤p	n2	-	n1	0	which	is	what	we	would	obtain	from	a	direct	calculation	for	Bernoulli	trials.	p	MSE	1	2	0.99750	0.99750	Coefficients	0.04977	0.04977	0	TABLE	10.3(b)	Long-term	prediction:	long-range	dependent	process,	Hurst	=	0.9,	s2X	=	1,	CX(1)	=	0.7411.	10.10(c)	is
designed	to	have	transfer	function:	H1f2	=	j2pf>T	for	ƒ	f	ƒ	6	1/2.	(10.22)	Equation	(10.22)	implies	that	SY1f2	=	f5RY1T26	=	f5RX1T26	=	SX1f2.	Discuss	how	the	increment	interval	in	the	simulation	should	be	selected.	(b)	Find	SY1f2	and	RY1t2.	Note	that	the	collection	of	cdf’s	must	be	consistent	in	the	sense	that	lower-order	cdf’s	are	obtained	as
marginals	of	higher-order	cdf’s.	q	q	(10.51)	594	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	By	taking	the	Fourier	transform	of	RY1k2	it	is	readily	shown	that	the	power	spectral	density	of	Yn	is	(10.52)	SY1f2	=	ƒ	H1f2	ƒ	2SX1f2.	(10.113b)	620	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	Suppose	we	substitute	the	coefficients	in
Eq.	(10.113b)	into	Eq.	(10.106):	1n2	n	1n2	1n	-	12	Yn	+	1	=	h1	Xn	+	a	1an	-	h1	2hj¿	j¿	=	1	1n2	Xn	-	j¿	1n2	=	h1	Xn	+	1an	-	h1	2Yn	1n2	=	anYn	+	h1	1Xn	-	Yn2,	(10.114)	where	the	second	equality	follows	from	Eq.	(10.104).	10.7.3	Generation	of	Random	Processes	Finally,	we	are	interested	in	obtaining	discrete-time	and	continuous-time	sample	functions
of	the	inputs	and	outputs	of	systems.	(c)	Do	Wn	or	Zn	have	independent	increments?	Find	the	Wiener	filter	in	Example	10.25	if	N(t)	is	white	noise	of	noise	density	N0>2	=	1>3	and	Z(t)	has	power	spectral	density	Sz1f2	=	4	.	Let	Y(t)	be	the	random	signal	obtained	by	switching	between	the	values	0	and	1	according	to	the	events	in	a	Poisson	process	of
rate	l.	We	are	now	ready	to	find	the	statistics	of	the	periodogram	estimates	at	the	frequencies	f	=	n>k.	b	=	-b	Theorem	Let	X(t)	and	Z(t)	be	continuous-time,	zero-mean,	jointly	wide-sense	stationary	processes,	and	let	Y(t)	be	an	estimate	for	Z(t)	of	the	form	t+b	Y1t2	=	Lt	-	a	a	h1t	-	b2X1b2	db	=	L-b	h1b2X1t	-	b2	db.	Figures	10.9(a)	and	(b)	show	the
result	of	passing	an	iid	Gaussian	sequence	Xn	through	first-order	autoregressive	filters	as	in	Eq.	(10.54).	Generating	correlated	vector	random	variables.	The	mean	square	error	can	also	be	seen	to	decrease	with	increasing	order	p	+	1	of	the	estimator.	Finally,	we	note	that	if	the	input	process	Xn	is	a	Gaussian	WSS	random	process,	then	the	output
process	Yn	is	also	a	Gaussian	WSS	random	whose	statistics	are	completely	determined	by	the	mean	and	autocorrelation	function	provided	by	Eqs.	Pairs	of	discrete	random	variables.	The	Fourier	series	and	the	Karhunen-Loeve	expansions	are	examples	of	this	type	of	representation.	If	the	answer	is	yes,	find	the	power	spectral	density.	592	Chapter	10
Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	SY	(	f	)	SX	(	f	)	W2	f0	W1	W	0	(a)	W	W1	f0	W2	f	HLP(	f	)	1	W	0	(b)	f	W	HBP(	f	)	1	1	W2	f0	W1	0	(c)	W1	f0	W2	f	FIGURE	10.6	(a)	Input	signal	to	filters	is	X1t2	+	Y1t2,	(b)	lowpass	filter,	(c)	bandpass	filter.	The	joint	pdf	of	two	jointly	continuous	random	variables.	10.13(c)	(see	Problem	10.57).	Find	an	expression
for	X(t)	and	for	the	autocorrelation	function.	9.6	can	be	modified	as	shown	in	Fig.	The	laplace	transform	of	the	pdf.	Problems	Requiring	Cumulative	Knowledge	10.88.	In	fact,	from	Example	10.11	we	know	the	output	is	the	original	information	signal,	A(t).	Find	the	autocorrelation	function	of	Wk	.	(b)	Find	SY1f2	in	terms	of	SX1f2.	For	example,	In	could
be	an	indicator	function	for	the	event	“a	light	bulb	fails	and	is	replaced	on	day	n.”	Since	In	is	a	Bernoulli	random	variable,	it	has	mean	and	variance	mI1n2	=	p	VAR3In4	=	p11	-	p2.	The	Wiener	process	has	independent,	stationary	increments	that	are	Gaussian	distributed.	T	Lt	-	T	(a)	Find	the	impulse	response	h(t)	and	the	transfer	function	H(f).	Let	X(t)
be	a	random	process	with	independent	increments.	Hint:	Use	the	independent	increments	property	of	Sn	.	First,	let	us	consider	the	special	case	where	the	observation	process	is	white,	that	is,	for	the	discrete-time	case	RX1m2	=	dm	.	508	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	Suppose	that	the	interval	[0,	t]	is	divided	into	n	subintervals	of	very	short	duration	d
=	t>n.	The	sample	functions,	however,	do	not	exhibit	the	jaggedness	of	the	other	examples,	which	are	based	on	the	generation	of	many	more	random	variables.	.	If	I	=	1t	-	a,	t2,	then	we	have	a	filtering	problem	in	which	we	estimate	Zt	in	terms	of	the	a	+	1	most	recent	noisy	observations.	Thus	the	rate	at	which	a	deterministic	time	function	varies	is
related	to	the	weighting	function	of	the	Fourier	series	or	transform.	Let	An	be	a	sequence	of	zero-mean,	unit-variance	independent	Gaussian	random	variables.	Let	z	be	selected	at	random	from	the	interval	1-p,	p2	and	let	Y1t,	z2	=	cos12pt	+	z2.	Time	averages	of	random	processes	and	ergodic	theorems.	Sampling	with	replacement	and	without
ordering.	The	following	two	examples	show	how	more	complex	and	interesting	processes	can	be	built	from	iid	sequences.	function	[CXall]=CX_est	(X,	L,	M_est)	N=length(X);	%	N	is	number	of	samples	CX=zeros	(1,L+1);	%	L	is	maximum	lag	M_est=mean(X)	%	Sample	mean	for	m=1:L+1,	%	Add	product	terms	for	n=1:N-m+1,	CX(m)=CX(m)	+	(X(n)	-
M_est)	*	(X(n+m-1)-	M_est);	end;	CX	(m)=CX(m)	/	(N-m+1);	%	Normalize	by	number	of	terms	end;	for	i=1:L,	CXall(i)=CX(L+2-i);	%	Lags	1	to	L	end	CXall(L+1:2*L+1)=CX(1:L+1);	%	Lags	L	+	1	to	2L	+	1	The	Wiener	random	process	can	also	be	generated	as	a	sum	process.	Find	and	plot	SX1f2.	(b)	Find	SZ1f2.	(9.39)	The	conditional	pmf’s	are	found	by
noting	that	X(t)	will	have	the	same	polarity	as	X(0)	only	when	an	even	number	of	events	occur	in	the	interval	(0,	t].	(b)	What	is	the	average	power	of	the	output?	(a)	Find	the	mean	and	autocovariance	of	X(t).	Section	10.4	Optimum	Linear	Systems	605	After	lowpass	filtering,	the	recovered	signal	is	A1t2	+	Nc1t2.	The	joint	behavior	of	two	or	more
random	processes	is	specified	by	the	collection	of	joint	distributions	for	all	possible	choices	of	time	samples	of	the	processes.	Fourier	series	and	Karhunen-Loeve	expansion.	How	can	6Y1t27	T	be	used	to	estimate	P3X1t2	…	x4?	dt	Find	an	expression	for	SY1f2	and	RY1t2.	Find	and	plot	SX1f2	for	f0	=	0.5,	1,	1.75,	p.	Shubert,	Probabilistic	Models	in
Engineering	Sciences,	vol.	In	this	section,	we	discuss	two	of	the	amplitude	modulation	methods.	Find	RY1k2,	SY1f2,	and	E3Y2n4.	•	The	variance	of	the	periodogram	estimate	for	the	power	spectral	density	does	not	approach	zero	as	the	number	of	samples	is	increased.	The	axiomatic	approach	to	a	theory	of	probability.	Similarly,	the	bandpass	filter
removes	X(t)	and	passes	Y(t).	Hint:	Use	auxilliary	variables.	Find	the	probability	that	both	customers	arrived	during	the	first	minute.	(b)	Generate	four	realizations	of	an	iid	zero-mean	unit-variance	Gaussian	sequence	of	length	128.	Since	X0	,	Wn	,	and	Nn	are	zero-mean,	it	then	follows	that	E3en4	=	0	for	all	n.	The	variance	gives	an	indication	of	the
spread	in	the	values	taken	on	by	X(t)	at	different	time	instants.	9.24.	P10.8	recover	the	input	signals	to	a	QAM	signal?	The	transfer	function	of	such	a	system	is	defined	by	q	H1f2	=	a	hie	-j2pfi.	The	filter	has	transfer	function	1	H1f2	=	.	Basic	Concepts	of	Probability	Theory.	Find	the	corresponding	transfer	function	H(	f	),	and	then	SX1f2.	(a)	Suppose
that	Xn	is	a	Bernoulli	process.	Beran	[ref	10]	discusses	long	memory	processes.	Let	X(t)	be	a	zero-mean	Gaussian	random	process	with	autocovariance	function	given	by	CX1t1	,	t22	=	4e-2ƒt1	-	t2ƒ.	L-	q	The	optimum	filters	must	satisfy	Eqs.	Another	useful	property	of	random	processes	that	allows	us	to	readily	obtain	the	joint	probabilities	is	the	Markov
property.	The	pdf	or	pmf	of	Sn	is	found	using	the	convolution	or	characteristic-equation	methods	presented	in	Section	7.1.	Note	that	Sn	depends	on	the	“past,”	S1	,	Á	,	Sn	-	1	,	only	through	Sn	-	1	,	that	is,	Sn	is	independent	of	the	past	when	Sn	-	1	is	known.	Since	Yn	is	the	prediction	for	time	n,	anYn	is	the	prediction	for	the	next	time	instant,	n	+	1,
based	on	the	“old”	information	(see	Eq.	(10.102)).	9.47.	Packets	arrive	at	a	multiplexer	at	two	ports	according	to	independent	Poisson	processes	of	rates	l1	=	1	and	l2	=	2	packets/second,	respectively.	10.59.	9.85.	Examples	10.19	and	10.20	show	that	different	choices	of	Zt	and	Xa	and	of	observation	interval	correspond	to	different	estimation
problems.	A	more	detailed	analysis	[Jenkins	and	Watts,	p.	Let	An	be	the	Gaussian	random	process	in	Problem	9.138.	Probability	Models	in	Electrical	and	Computer	Engineering.	(10.133a)	n,	m	Z	0	-	k>2,	0	(10.133b)	It	can	similarly	be	shown	that	E3Bk1n2Bk1m24	=	1	2	ksX	dnm	2	E3A	k1n2Bk1m24	=	0	for	all	n,	m.	2	Thus,	the	power	spectral	density	is
SX1f2	=	=	a2	f5cos	2pf0t6	2	a2	a2	d1f	-	f02	+	d1f	+	f02,	4	4	(10.14)	where	we	have	used	the	table	of	Fourier	transforms	in	Appendix	B.	The	output	of	the	digital	filter	is	given	by:	p	Y1kT2	=	a	b	nX11k	-	n2T2	n=0	and	the	corresponding	autocorrelation	from	Eq.	(10.51)	is:	p	p	RY1kT2	=	a	a	b	n	b	iRX11k	+	n	-	i2T2.	The	arrival	rate	is	l	=	1/4	inquiries	per
second,	so	the	interarrival	times	are	exponential	random	variables	with	parameter	l.	Apply	the	result	in	part	d	to	the	random	telegraph	signal.	•	Finally,	Section	10.7	introduces	methods	for	implementing	and	simulating	the	processing	of	random	signals.	(9.36)	Equation	(9.36)	implies	that	T	is	an	exponential	random	variable	with	parameter	l.	For	l	6	n,
we	can	equate	the	right-hand	sides	of	Eqs.	Find	an	exact	expression	for	VAR3	6X1t2	7	T4	in	Example	9.48.	(c)	Find	mY1t2	and	CY1t,	t	+	d2	for	d	7	1	and	0	6	d	6	1.	10.7.2	Filtering	Techniques	The	autocorrelation	and	power	spectral	density	functions	provide	us	with	information	about	the	average	behavior	of	the	processes.	(a)	Find	the	optimum	p	=	1
filter	for	estimating	Za	.	Does	Y(t)	have	a	mean	square	derivative?	9.109.	Show	that	Y11t2	and	Y21t2	are	independent	random	processes.	Entropy	as	a	measure	of	information.	558	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	(a)	Find	the	pmf	of	Y(t).	9.22.	Plot	the	histogram	for	outcomes	in	each	realization.	Figure	9.7(c)	shows	four	sample	functions	in	the
asymmetric	case	where	p	=	3/4.	(b)	pdf	of	sinusoid	with	random	phase.	*10.6	ESTIMATING	THE	POWER	SPECTRAL	DENSITY	Let	X0	,	Á	,	Xk	-	1	be	k	observations	of	the	discrete-time,	zero-mean,	wide-sense	stationary	process	Xn	.	This	reflects	the	fact	that	as	time	progresses,	that	is,	as	n	grows,	the	range	of	values	that	can	be	assumed	by	the	process
increases.	Let	the	random	process	X1t2	=	u1t	-	S2	be	a	unit	step	function	delayed	by	an	exponential	random	variable	S,	that	is,	X1t2	=	1	for	t	Ú	S,	and	X1t2	=	0	for	t	6	S.	(c)	For	what	value	of	b	is	Yn	a	white	noise	process?	(10.110)	From	Eq.	(10.109)	we	have	RX1n,	l2	=	RZ,X1n,	l2,	so	we	can	replace	the	first	term	on	the	right-hand	of	Eq.	(10.110)	and
then	move	the	resulting	term	to	the	left-hand	side:	n+1	1n2	2RZ,X1n,	l2	=	a	hj	RX1n	+	1	-	j,	l2	1an	-	h1n2	1	j=2	n	1n2	=	a	hj¿	+	1RX1n	-	j¿,	l2.	In	a	peer-to-peer	network,	the	number	of	peers	in	the	system	varies	with	time.	P10.2.	Is	RX1t2	=	p1t>T2	a	valid	autocorrelation	function?	2	Equation	(10.15)	with	W	=	q	shows	that	such	a	process	must	have
infinite	average	power.	10.10(b)	to	show	that	the	recovered	signal	contains	additional	signal	components	from	the	adjacent	bands.	The	random	time	functions	in	the	above	examples	can	be	viewed	as	numerical	quantities	that	evolve	randomly	in	time	or	space.	(b)	Plot	SY1f2	if	RX1t2	is	as	in	Problem	10.1a.	P9.1.	The	random	process	X(t)	is	defined	as
X1t2	=	Ag1t2,	where	A	assumes	the	values	;1	with	equal	probability.	(10.23)	Note	from	Eq.	(10.21)	that	the	cross-power	spectral	density	is	complex.	10.80.	9.41.	Long-term	arrival	rates	and	associated	averages.	We	therefore	conclude	that	the	number	of	event	occurrences	N(t)	in	the	interval	[0,	t]	has	a	Poisson	distribution	with	mean	lt:	P3N1t2	=	k4
=	1lt2k	k!	e	-lt	for	k	=	0,	1,	Á	.	Consider	the	following	autoregressive	processes:	Wn	=	2Wn	-	1	+	Xn	W0	=	0	Zn	=	3/4	Zn	-	1	+	Xn	Z0	=	0.	9.11.	A	random	process	is	cyclostationary	if	its	joint	distributions	are	invariant	with	respect	to	shifts	of	the	time	origin	by	integer	multiples	of	some	period	T.	2	2j	BA	(10.69)	The	resulting	power	spectral	density	is
as	shown	in	Fig.	(c)	Find	the	joint	pmf	for	Xn	and	Xn	+	k	.	10.9(b).	9.13.	644	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	(a)	Find	SX1f2	and	express	it	in	the	form:	SX1f2	=	1	1	¢	1	-	e	-j2pf	≤	¢	1	-	z1ej2pf	≤	z1	2z1	a1	-	1	-j2pf	1	e	b	a1	-	ej2pf	b	2	2	.	Hint:	For	this	system,	H1f2	=	j2pf.	Suppose	the	autoregressive	process	defined	in	Problem
10.42	is	the	input	to	the	following	moving	average	system:	Zn	=	Yn	-	1/4Yn	-	1	.	10.4.1	The	Orthogonality	Condition	It	is	easy	to	show	that	the	optimum	filter	must	satisfy	the	orthogonality	condition	(see	Eq.	6.56),	which	states	that	the	error	et	must	be	orthogonal	to	all	the	observations	Xa	,	that	is,	0	=	E3etXa4	for	all	a	H	I	=	E31Zt	-	Yt2Xa4	=	0,	or
equivalently,	E3ZtXa4	=	E3YtXa4	(10.75)	for	all	a	H	I.	Find	the	signal-to-noise	ratio	of	the	recovered	signal.	q	(10.24)	k=-	Note	that	we	need	only	consider	frequencies	in	the	range	-1>2	6	f	…	1>2,	since	SX1f2	is	periodic	in	f	with	period	1.	10.12.	(b)	What	is	the	distribution	of	the	coefficients	in	the	Fourier	series?	Figure	9.3(d)	shows	the	histogram	for
the	samples	of	the	sinusoid	with	random	phase.	An	amplitude	modulation	(AM)	system	produces	a	transmission	signal	by	multiplying	A(t)	by	a	“carrier”	signal	cos12pfct	+	®2:	X1t2	=	A1t2	cos12pfct	+	®2,	(10.62)	where	we	assume	®	is	a	random	variable	that	is	uniformly	distributed	in	the	interval	10,	2p2,	and	®	and	A(t)	are	independent.	Let	Y(t)	be
the	output	of	a	linear	system	with	impulse	response	h(t)	and	input	X(t).	Increasing	the	first	few	orders	provides	significant	improvements,	but	a	point	of	diminishing	returns	is	reached	around	p	+	1	=	3.	If	In	indicates	that	a	light	bulb	fails	and	is	replaced	on	day	n,	then	Sn	denotes	the	number	of	light	bulbs	that	have	failed	up	to	day	n.	Independence	of
two	random	variables.	(b)	Show	that	X(t)	is	not	stationary.	9.96.	The	M/M/infinity	queueing	system.	(10.67b)	Note	that	Eq.	(10.67a)	implies	that	SA1f2	=	SB1f2,	a	real-valued,	even	function	of	f,	as	shown	in	Fig.	9.86.	(a)	Is	Yn	a	stationary	random	process	if	Xn	is	an	iid	integer-valued	process?	(c)	Find	the	mean	and	autocovariance	of	Xs1t2	the	randomly
phase-shifted	version	of	X(t)	given	by	Eq.	(9.72).	In	addition,	Eqs.	A	multiplexer	combines	these	two	sequences	into	a	combined	sequence	Uk	,	that	is,	U2n	=	Xn	,	9.74.	(c)	Find	Re1k2	as	follows:	Let	Z	=	ej2pf,	factor	the	denominator	Se1f2,	and	take	the	inverse	transform	to	show	that:	Re1k2	=	sX2	z1	a11	-	z212	z1ƒkƒ	where	0	6	z1	6	1.	Section	10.5
Then	we	can	solve	for	kn:	kn	=	anE3e2n4	E3e2n4	+	E3N	2n4	The	Kalman	Filter	621	(10.119)	.	If	we	denote	the	innovations	by	(10.115)	In	=	Xn	-	Yn	then	Eq.	(10.114)	becomes	Yn	+	1	=	anYn	+	knIn	.	The	sample	function	for	Sn	corresponding	to	a	particular	sequence	of	Ii’s	is	shown	in	Fig.	Xn	Yn		αYn1	Xn	αYn1	Unit	delay	α	(a)	Xn	Unit	delay	Xn	Unit
delay	Unit	delay	Xn1	Xn2	Xnk	Zn		Xn	(b)	FIGURE	9.8	(a)	First-order	autoregressive	process;	(b)	Moving	average	process.	Let	s(t)	be	a	periodic	square	wave	with	period	T	=	1	which	is	equal	to	1	for	the	first	half	of	a	period	and	-1	for	the	remainder	of	the	period.	Before	proceeding	to	find	the	variance	of	the	periodogram	estimate,	we	note	that	the
periodogram	estimate	is	equivalent	to	taking	the	Fourier	transform	of	an	estimate	for	the	autocorrelation	sequence;	that	is,	'	pk1f2	=	k-1	a	rNk1m2e	-j2pfm,	(10.125)	m	=	-1k	-	12	where	the	estimate	for	the	autocorrelation	is	rNk1m2	=	(See	Problem	10.77.)	1	k	-	ƒmƒ	-	1	XnXn	+	m	.	9.2.3	Multiple	Random	Processes	In	most	situations	we	deal	with	more
than	one	random	process	at	a	time.	10.15	is	q	H21f2	=	a	RZ,X¿1m2e	-j2pfm	(10.97)	m=0	by	Eq.	(10.95).	Thus	filtered	white	noise	can	be	used	to	synthesize	WSS	random	processes	with	arbitrary	power	spectral	densities,	and	hence	arbitrary	autocorrelation	functions.	It	can	be	shown	that	the	transfer	function	of	the	linear	system	596	Chapter	10
Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	defined	by	the	above	equation	is	p	H1f2	=	a	b	i¿e	-j2pfi¿	i¿	=	0	.	The	sample	functions	vary	over	a	wide	range	of	positive	and	negative	values.	9.87.	Previous	chapters	provide	us	with	several	tools	for	the	generation	of	random	signals	that	can	act	as	inputs	to	the	systems	of	interest.	In	the	next	section	we
show	an	alternative	method	for	specifying	the	probabilities	of	events	involving	a	stochastic	process.	9.4.2	Random	Telegraph	Signal	and	Other	Processes	Derived	from	the	Poisson	Process	Many	processes	are	derived	from	the	Poisson	process.	Let	P3N1t2	=	k4	=	k	lt	1	a	b	1	+	lt	1	+	lt	k	=	0,	1,	2,	Á	.	Let	Xn	=	Zn	+	Nn	,	where	Zn	and	Nn	are
independent	random	processes,	Nn	is	a	white	noise	process	with	s2N	=	1,	and	Zn	is	a	first-order	autoregressive	process	with	RZ1k2	=	411>22ƒk	ƒ.	9.45.	The	Wiener	process	is	a	Gaussian	random	process.	Consider	a	sequence	of	independent	repetitions	of	the	experiment,	and	let	Xj1n2	be	the	indicator	function	for	outcome	j.	(c)	What	is	the	average
power	of	the	output?	492	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	It	is	clear	that	a	general	description	of	a	random	process	should	provide	probabilities	for	vectors	of	samples	of	the	process.	Let	fn1t2	be	the	eigenfunctions	corresponding	to	KX1t1	,	t22.	(b)	For	the	p	=	1	and	p	=	2	cases,	write	and	solve	the	matrix	equation	for	the	filter	coefficients.	It	then	follows
that	the	random	walk	also	has	independent	and	stationary	increments.	Similarly,	the	probability	that	the	second	bit	is	0	and	the	seventh	is	1	is	P3I2	=	0,	I7	=	14	=	P3I2	=	04P3I7	=	14	=	p11	-	p2.	(c)	Find	the	pmf	for	N(t),	the	total	number	of	messages	that	arrive	in	an	interval	of	length	t.	(b)	Evaluate	part	a	if	X(t)	is	white	Gaussian	noise.	(a)	Verify	that
the	unit-sample	response	is	hn	=	211>22n	-	11>42n	for	n	Ú	0,	and	0	otherwise.	The	sample	variance	across	the	50	realizations	increases	steadily	and	is	close	to	the	actual	variance	function	which	is	at	=	2t.	(b)	Use	the	approach	in	Problem	10.64	to	find	the	power	spectral	density	of	the	error	Se1f2.	Papoulis	and	S.	(a)	Before	performing	an	FFT	of
SX1f2,	you	are	asked	to	calculate	the	power	in	the	aliasing	error	if	the	signal	is	treated	as	if	it	were	bandlimited	with	bandwidth	kW0	.	(d)	Generate	100	outcomes	of	a	Bernoulli	process.	(10.78)	and	(10.79),	which	in	this	case	become	Y1t2	=	q	RZ,X1m2	=	a	hbRX1m	-	b2	q	for	all	m	b=-	(10.88a)	q	RZ,X1t2	=	(10.88b)	h1b2RX1t	-	b2	db	for	all	t.	9.52.
Hint:	E3e21t24	=	Re102.	Consider	the	counting	process	for	X(n):	S1n2	=	X1n2	+	X1n	-	12	+	Á	+	X112	S102	=	0.	The	error	introduced	by	these	components	is	called	aliasing.	(c)	Is	Xn	a	cyclostationary	random	process?	9.1.	The	joint	behavior	of	the	random	process	at	these	k	time	instants	is	specified	by	the	joint	cumulative	distribution	of	the	vector
random	variable	X1	,	X2	,	Á	,	Xk	.	An	autoregressive	process	Yn	is	produced	as	follows:	Yn	=	a1Yn	-	1	+	Á	+	aqYn	-	q	+	Wn	,	where	Wn	is	a	zero-mean	white	noise	process.	Computer	Programs	for	Generating	Random	Variables.	For	each	value	of	p,	plot	the	sample	functions	for	n	=	200	trials.	Therefore,	we	can	rewrite	Eq.	(10.77)	as	follows:	a	RZ,X1t	-
a2	=	a	hbRX1t	-	b	-	a2	t	-	a	…	a	…	t	+	b.	The	axioms	of	probability.	10.57.	10.11.	Watts,	Spectral	Analysis	and	Its	Applications,	Holden	Day,	San	Francisco,	1968.	practice.	Thus	the	pdf	of	Sn	is	an	Erlang	random	variable:	fSn1y2	=	1ly2n	-	1	1n	-	12!	le	-ly	for	y	Ú	0.	The	independent	increment	property	follows	from	the	fact	that	the	numbers	of	successes
in	disjoint	time	intervals	are	independent.	Find	the	output	Y(t)	of	the	interpolator.	Hint:	Express	Zn	in	terms	of	Xn	,	Xn	-	1	,	Á	,	X1	.	10.53.	(b)	Find	the	autocorrelation	function	of	X(t).	Figure	10.20(b)	shows	the	output	autocorrelation	and	we	see	that	indeed	for	b	=	10	(the	solid	line),	RY1t2	is	close	to	the	double-sided	exponential	of	RX1t2.	Find	the
probability	that	in	a	1-minute	period,	3	inquiries	arrive	during	the	first	10	seconds	and	2	inquiries	arrive	during	the	last	15	seconds.	(e)	Evaluate	the	power	in	the	error	signal	in	part	c	if	SX1f2	is	as	in	Problem	10.1b.	10.49.	9.62.	(c)	Evaluate	part	a	when	h1t2	=	p1t2,	a	rectangular	pulse	of	duration	T	seconds.	Markov	processes.	For	this	reason,	we
also	say	that	Sn	has	stationary	increments.	(a)	Find	the	covariance	function	of	X(t).	10.6.2	Smoothing	of	Periodogram	Estimate	A	fundamental	result	in	probability	theory	is	that	the	sample	mean	of	a	sequence	of	independent	realizations	of	a	random	variable	approaches	the	true	mean	with	probability	one.	(c)	Are	Yn	and	Xn	jointly	stationary	random
processes	if	Xn	is	an	iid	process?	9.105.	Consider	the	time	T	between	event	occurrences	in	a	Poisson	process.	All	of	this	power	is	concentrated	at	the	frequencies	;f0	,	so	the	power	density	at	these	frequencies	is	infinite.	We	then	call	the	svd	to	obtain	A.	Find	an	expression	for	E3	ƒ	Xt2	-	Xt1	ƒ	24	in	terms	of	autocorrelation	function.	(b)	Find	the	joint	pdf
of	X(t)	and	X1t	+	s2.	Gray	and	L.	Is	the	pulse	amplitude	modulation	random	process	in	Example	9.38	cyclostationary?	(a)	Suppose	that	Xn	and	Yn	are	independent	Bernoulli	random	processes.	P10.7.	Sketch	the	power	spectral	density	of	the	QAM	signal.	(b)	Find	the	histogram	of	the	time	that	elapses	until	the	second	arrival	and	compare	it	to	the
theoretical	pdf.	We	are	interested	in	estimating	the	desired	signal	at	time	t.	Let	Xn	=	cos12pf0n	+	®2,	where	®	is	a	uniformly	distributed	random	variable	in	the	interval	10,	2p2.	We	might	expect	that	as	we	increase	the	number	of	samples	k,	the	periodogram	es'	timate	converges	to	SX1f2.	The	resulting	process	Zn	is	nonstationary	in	general.We
assume	that	the	process	Zn	is	not	available	to	us,	and	that	instead,	as	shown	in	Fig.	(10.31)	SY1f2	is	shown	in	Fig.	It	can	be	shown	that	N(t)	can	be	represented	by	N1t2	=	Nc1t2	cos12pfct	+	®2	-	Ns1t2	sin12pfct	+	®2,	(10.70)	SNc1f2	=	SNs1f2	=	5SN1f	-	fc2	+	SN1f	+	fc26L	(10.71)	SNc,Ns1f2	=	j5SN1f	-	fc2	-	SN1f	+	fc26L	,	(10.72)	where	Nc1t2	and
Ns1t2	are	jointly	wide-sense	stationary	processes	with	and	where	the	subscript	L	denotes	the	lowpass	portion	of	the	expression	in	brackets.	A	fair	coin	is	tossed;	if	the	outcome	is	heads	then	Xn	=	1	for	all	n,	and	Xn	=	-1	for	all	n,	otherwise.	The	algorithm	can	be	implemented	easily	and	has	consequently	found	application	in	a	broad	range	of	detection,
estimation,	and	signal	processing	problems.	(10.77)	Section	10.4	Optimum	Linear	Systems	607	Equation	(10.77)	shows	that	E3ZtXa4	depends	only	on	t	-	a,	and	thus	Xa	and	Zt	are	jointly	wide-sense	stationary	processes.	Repeat	Problem	10.78	with	Xn	a	first-order	autoregressive	process	with	autocorrelation	function:	RX1k2	=	1.92ƒkƒ;	RX1k2	=
11>22ƒkƒ;	RX1k2	=	1.12ƒkƒ.	P10.3.	(b)	Find	the	total	average	power.	Assume	that	the	following	two	conditions	hold:	1.	Let	Y1t2	=	X1t	+	d2	-	X1t2,	where	X(t)	is	a	Gaussian	random	process.	What	value	of	H	corresponds	to	this	slope?	(b)	SX1f2	=	1/2	+	1/2	cos	2pf	for	ƒ	f	ƒ	6	1/2.	Note	'	that	Eq.	(10.36)	shows	that	SX1f2	is	nonnegative	for	all	f,	since	pk1f2
is	nonnegative	for	all	f.	503	504	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	The	above	increments	do	not	have	any	of	the	Xn’s	in	common,	so	the	independence	of	the	Xn’s	implies	that	the	increments	1Sn1	-	Sn02	and	1Sn3	-	Sn22	are	independent	random	variables.	Find	the	form	of	the	predictor	and	its	mean	square	error	as	n	:	q	.	The	mean	of	Dn	is	mD1n2	=
E3Dn4	=	E32In	-	14	=	2E3In4	-	1	=	2p	-	1.	Let	Z1t2	=	X1t2	-	aX1t	-	s2,	where	X(t)	is	the	Wiener	process.	The	increment	in	a	random	walk	process	is	determined	by	the	same	number	of	successes	as	a	binomial	process.	Since	RX1t2	and	SX1f2	are	even	functions	various	simplifications	are	possible.	Note	that	there	are	two	roots	per	interval	of	length	p.
10.6(b).	Let	N11t2	and	N21t2	denote	the	number	of	heads	and	tails	recorded	up	to	time	t,	respectively.	Thus	Zn	represents	a	sequence	of	noisy	measurements	of	the	random	variable	A.	564	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	9.54.	(10.105)	At	the	next	time	instant,	we	need	to	find	n+1	1n2	Yn	+	1	=	a	hj	Xn	+	1	-	j	(10.106)	j=1	by	solving	a	system	of	1n	+	12
*	1n	+	12	equations:	n+1	1n2	RZ,X1n	+	1,	l2	=	a	hj	RX1n	+	1	-	j,	l2	j=1	for	l	=	0,	1,	Á	,	n.	(b)	Find	the	joint	density	function	of	Y1t12	and	Y1t22.	The	autocovariance	function	is	obtained	from	Eq.	(9.6)	as	follows.	Let	Z(t)	be	defined	by	Z1t2	=	X1t2	cos	vt	+	Y1t2	sin	vt.	Hint:	Consider	E3X31t24.	9.79.	The	expected	value	of	X.	(9.31)	(9.32)	506	Chapter	9
Random	Processes	The	property	of	independent	increments	allows	us	to	compute	the	autocovariance	in	an	interesting	way.	The	answer	to	this	question	involves	looking	more	closely	at	the	problem	of	power	spectral	density	estimation.	Section	10.1	Power	Spectral	Density	579	Substitution	into	Eq.	(10.4)	implies	that	SX1f2	=	q	L-	q	q	=	L-	q	RX1t25cos
2pft	-	j	sin	2pft6	dt	RX1t2	cos	2pft	dt,	(10.6)	since	the	integral	of	the	product	of	an	even	function	1RX1t22	and	an	odd	function	1sin	2pft2	is	zero.	(c)	Comment	on	the	width	of	confidence	intervals	for	estimates	of	the	mean	of	longrange	dependent	processes	relative	to	those	of	iid	processes.	(b)	Find	the	pdf	for	the	time	until	a	message	arrives	on	either
line.	Convolution	in	discrete-time	(Eq.	(10.48))	is	quite	simple	and	so	convolution	is	the	workhorse	in	linear	signal	processing.	(10.125)	and	(10.126)	for	the	periodogram	and	the	autocorrelation	function	estimate.	Let	N(t)	be	a	Poisson	random	process	with	parameter	l.	(a)	Show	that	the	autocorrelation	of	Yn	satisfies	the	following	set	of	equations:	q
RY102	=	a	aiRY1i2	+	RW102	i=1	q	RY1k2	=	a	aiRY1k	-	i2.	k	for	the	self-similar	process	in	Example	9.50	with	s2	=	1	for:	H	=	0.5,	H	=	0.6,	H	=	0.75,	H	=	0.99.	Let	N21t2	be	another	Poisson	process	that	is	independent	of	N11t2,	that	has	arrival	rate	l2	,	and	that	is	started	at	t	=	1.	The	coefficients	X(nT)	have	autocorrelation	RX1nT2	which	is	given	by:
RX1nT2	=	=	N0	sin12pWnT2	2pnT	N0W	sin1pn2	pn	=	=	b	N0	sin12pWn>2W2	2pn>2W	N0W	0	for	for	n	=	0	n	Z	0.	(e)	Use	the	matrix	function	of	Octave	to	solve	parts	c	and	d	for	p	=	3,	4,	5.	Find	the	sample	mean	and	sample	variance	for	the	outcomes	in	each	realization.	Is	X(t)	a	stationary	random	process?	(d)	Does	X(t)	have	a	mean	square	integral?
(10.76)	If	we	substitute	Eq.	(10.73)	into	Eq.	(10.76)	we	find	a	E3ZtXa4	=	E	B	a	hbXt	-	bXa	R	b	=	-b	for	all	a	H	I	a	=	a	hbE3Xt	-	bXa4	b	=	-b	a	=	a	hbRX1t	-	a	-	b2	b	=	-b	for	all	a	H	I.	Continuous-time	random	processes.	Let	X(t)	be	a	wide-sense	stationary	random	process.	The	notion	of	a	random	variable.	(9.28)	Finally,	the	stationary	increments	property
implies	that	the	joint	pmf	of	Sn	is	given	by:	P3Sn1	=	y1	,	Sn2	=	y2	,	Sn3	=	y34	=	P3Sn1	=	y14P3Sn2	-	n1	=	y2	-	y14P3Sn3	-	n2	=	y3	-	y24.	1	k	2	1	Example	9.18	2	k	1	k-1	(9.30)	Joint	pmf	of	Binomial	Counting	Process	Find	the	joint	pmf	for	the	binomial	counting	process	at	times	n1	and	n2	.	(b)	Find	the	mean	square	error	of	the	optimum	estimator.
From	Eq.	(9.16),	the	crosscovariance	is	then	equal	to	the	cross-correlation:	CX,Y1t1	,	t22	=	RX,Y1t1	,	t22	=	E3cos1vt1	+	®2	sin1vt2	+	®24	1	1	=	E	c	-	sin1v1t1	-	t222	+	sin1v1t1	+	t22	+	2®2	d	2	2	1	=	-	sin1v1t1	-	t222,	2	since	E3sin1v1t1	+	t22	+	2®24	=	0.	Compare	these	histograms	to	the	theoretical	pmf.	9.16.	Assume	the	amplitudes	and
occurrence	times	are	independent.	Sampling	without	replacement	and	with	ordering.	ƒ	602	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	1	1	=	RA1t2Ec	cos12pfct2	+	cos12pfc12t	+	t2	+	2®2	d	2	2	=	1	RA1t2	cos12pfct2,	2	(10.63)	where	we	used	the	fact	that	E3cos12pfc12t	+	t2	+	2®24	=	0	(see	Example	9.10).	Properties	of	relative
frequency.	10.69.	The	power	spectral	density	for	the	observation	process	is	SX1f2	=	SZ1f2	+	SN1f2	=	3	+	4p2f2	1	+	4p2f2	=	¢	j2pf	+	23	-j2pf	+	23	≤¢	≤.	10.4.	(a)	Find	the	autocorrelation	function	corresponding	to	the	power	spectral	density	shown	in	Fig.	When	dealing	with	discretetime	processes,	we	usually	use	n	to	denote	the	time	index	and	Xn	to
denote	the	random	process.	9.18.	Note,	however,	that	X1t12	and	Y1t22	are	uncorrelated	random	variables	for	t1	and	t2	such	that	v1t1	-	t22	=	kp	where	k	is	any	integer.	(b)	Find	the	cdf	of	Xn	.	(10.41)	through	(10.43)	are	enough	to	determine	all	joint	pdf’s	involving	the	Gaussian	random	process	Y(t).	Discuss	what	leeway	is	afforded	by	increasing	N.
Show	that	Y¿1t2	is	equal	to	X(t)	in	the	mean	square	sense.	Assume	that	®	is	uniformly	distributed	in	10,	2p2.	Find	the	mean	of	the	total	time	waited	by	all	the	messages	that	arrive	during	the	hour.	10.51.	Hint:	Use	auxiliary	variables.	Equations	(10.41)	through	(10.43)	only	enable	us	to	determine	the	mean	and	autocorrelation	function	of	the	output
process	Y(t).	10.28.	Let	X(t)	have	power	spectral	density	given	by	SX1f2	=	b	2e	-f	>2W0	>	22p.	9.139.	A	computer	method	for	synthesizing	randomness:	random	number	generators.	We	then	observe	that	as	long	as	1>T	Ú	2W,	then	P(	f	)	in	the	above	expressions	selects	the	k	=	0	term	in	the	summation,	which	corresponds	to	X(	f	).	Burke's	theorem:
Departures	from	M/M/c	systems	Proof	of	Burke's	theorem	using	time	reversibility.	The	embedded	Markov	chains.	In	the	filtered	Poisson	process	(Eq.	(9.45)),	let	h(t)	be	a	pulse	of	unit	amplitude	and	duration	T	seconds.	Do	not	assume	that	the	process	is	wide-sense	stationary.	X1t,	z2	The	graph	of	the	function	X1t,	z2	versus	t,	for	z	fixed,	is	called	a
realization,	sample	path,	or	sample	function	of	the	random	process.	Therefore	A	k1n2	and	Bk1n2	are	also	jointly	Gaussian	random	variables.	In	addition,	it	is	usually	not	possible	to	identify	an	underlying	probability	space	for	the	family	of	observed	functions	of	time.	10.74.	Hint:	Use	a	partial	fraction	expansion	of	SW,Z1f2	prior	to	finding	RW,Z1k2.
Discrete	random	variables.	The	independence	of	the	In’s	makes	probabilities	easy	to	compute.	4.	The	linear	increasing	trend	of	the	Poisson	process	is	evident	in	the	figure.	9.64.	Note	the	strong	linear	growth	trend	in	the	process.	SUMMARY	•	A	random	process	or	stochastic	process	is	an	indexed	family	of	random	variables	that	is	specified	by	the	set
of	joint	distributions	of	any	number	and	choice	of	random	variables	in	the	family.	(a)	A	WSS	process	X(t)	is	applied	to	a	linear	system	at	t	=	0.	Show	that	the	Karhunen-Loeve	expansion	of	a	WSS	mean-square	periodic	process	X(t)	yields	its	Fourier	series.	(10.142)	In	order	to	have	a	discrete	Fourier	transform,	we	must	have	t0f0	=	1>N,	which	is
equivalent	to:	t0	=	1>Nf0	and	T	=	Mt0	=	1>2f0	and	W	=	Mf0	=	1>2t0	.	(d)	Find	the	cross-covariance	between	Z(t)	and	X(t).	Are	Z(t)	and	X(t)	jointly	stationary	random	processes?	Example	10.3	White	Noise	The	power	spectral	density	of	a	WSS	white	noise	process	whose	frequency	components	are	limited	to	the	range	-W	…	f	…	W	is	shown	in	Fig.	(b)
Now	consider	a	Poisson	process	in	which	the	arrival	rate	l1t2	is	a	piecewise	constant	function	of	time.	The	sample	functions	now	have	a	strong	linear	trend	consistent	with	the	mean	n12p	-	12.	•	The	FFT,	convolution,	and	matrix	techniques	are	basic	tools	for	analyzing,	simulating,	and	implementing	processing	of	random	signals.	(c)	Find	the	mean	and
autocorrelation	functions	of	Y(t).	This	does	not	happen.	(c)	Use	the	matrix	function	of	Octave	to	solve	parts	a	and	b	for	p	=	3,	4,	5.	•	Finally,	in	Section	9.10	we	present	methods	for	generating	random	processes.	(a)	Discrete-time	dice	process	in	Problem	9.2.	(b)	Alternating	sign	process	in	Problem	9.3.	(c)	Xn	=	sn,	for	n	Ú	0	in	Problem	9.4.	9.93.
Problem	9.99b	gives	a	sufficient	condition	for	mean	ergodicity	for	discrete-time	random	processes.	B.	X(t)	h(t)	Y(t)		Z(t)	FIGURE	P10.5	10.34.	10.15.	Oppenheim	and	R.	2	10.24.	(a)	Use	the	covariance	matrix	factorization	approach	to	generate	a	sequence	of	1024	Gaussian	samples	with	autocovariance	h1t2	=	e	-2ƒtƒ.	The	following	function	will	compute
the	optimum	linear	coefficients	and	the	mean	square	error	of	the	optimum	predictor:	function	[mse]=	Lin_Est_AR	(order,rho,varsig,varnoise)	n=[0:1:order-1]	r=varsig*rho.^n;	R=varnoise*eye(order)+toeplitz(r);	H=inv(R)*transpose(r)	mse=varsig-transpose(H)*transpose(r);	endfunction	Table	10.1	gives	the	values	of	the	optimal	predictor	coefficients
and	the	mean	square	error	as	the	order	of	the	estimator	is	increased	for	the	first-order	autoregressive	process	with	s2Z	=	4,	r	=	0.9,	and	noise	variance	s2N	=	4.	Is	X(t)	wide-sense	stationary?	Show	that	Y(t)	and	W(t)	are	independent	random	processes	if	the	filters	have	nonoverlapping	bands.	Karhunen-Loeve	expansion.	V.	•	Section	10.3	considers
two	important	applications	of	signal	processing:	sampling	and	modulation.	(b)	Find	the	joint	pmf	of	Sn	and	Sn	+	k	.	Thus	Eq.	(10.82)	for	the	optimum	filter	becomes	p	RZ1m2	=	a	hb5RZ1m	-	b2	+	RN1m	-	b26	m	H	50,	1,	Á	,	p6.	9.2a).	Thus	the	probability	that	both	arrive	during	the	first	minute	is	11/222	=	1/4.	Find	RYX1t2,	SYX1f2,	RY1t2,	and	SY1f2.
9.67.	The	generation	of	discrete-time	white	Gaussian	noise	is	trivial	and	involves	the	generation	of	a	sequence	of	iid	Gaussian	random	variables.	The	random	process	Sn	is	an	example	of	a	one-dimensional	random	walk.	(a)	Show	that	Z(t)	is	wide-sense	stationary.	1,	Wiley,	New	York,	1979.	Find	the	optimum	filter	and	its	mean	square	error	in	Problem
10.61	if	t1	=	t	-	d	and	t2	=	t	-	2	d,	and	RX1t2	=	e	-	aƒ	t	ƒ	Compare	the	performance	of	this	filter	to	the	performance	n	1t2	=	aX1t	-	d2.	Find	the	average	power	of	the	difference	signal.	In	is	then	an	iid	random	process	taking	on	values	from	the	set	50,	16.	(b)	Find	SY1f2,	RY1k2,	and	E3Y2n4.	(b)	Find	RW,Y1k2	and	RW,Z1k2;	find	SW,Y1f2	and	SW,Z1f2.	25
20	15	10	5	0	0	5	10	15	20	25	(a)	30	35	40	45	50	20	18	16	14	12	10	8	6	4	2	0	0	100	200	300	400	500	600	700	800	900	1000	(b)	FIGURE	9.18	(a)	Ten	sample	functions	of	a	Poisson	random	process	with	l	=	0.4.	(b)	Sample	mean	and	variance	of	ten	sample	functions	of	a	Poisson	random	process	with	l	=	0.4.	552	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	1.5	1	0.5	0
0.5	1	1.5	0	10	20	30	40	50	1	0.9	0.8	0.7	0.6	0.5	0.4	0.3	0.2	0.1	20	40	(a)	60	80	100	(b)	FIGURE	9.19	(a)	Sample	function	of	a	random	telegraph	process	with	l		0.4.	(b)	Estimate	of	covariance	function	of	a	random	telegraph	process.	(b)	Use	part	a	to	show	that	for	0	6	t	6	1,	the	conditional	pdf	of	X(t)	given	X102	=	X112	=	0	is:	fX1t21x	ƒ	X102	=	X112	=	02
=	exp	b	-	1	x2	B	Rr	2	t11	-	t2	2p	2t11	-	t2	.	Repeat	Problem	9.94	with	X1t2	=	A	cos12pft	+	®2,	where	A	is	as	in	Problem	9.94,	®	is	a	random	variable	uniformly	distributed	in	10,	2p2,	and	A	and	®	are	independent	random	variables.	In	words,	every	real-valued	bandpass	process	can	be	treated	as	if	it	had	been	generated	by	a	QAM	modulator.	Note	that
the	mean	varies	with	t.	1:	Basic	Results,	Springer-Verlag,	New	York,	1987.	If	the	input	to	a	linear,	time-invariant	system	is	a	random	process	X(t)	as	shown	in	Fig.	The	actual	choice	of	k	and	N	depends	on	the	nature	of	the	signal	being	investigated.	Proof	of	Jackson's	theorem.	Example	10.20	Prediction	Suppose	we	want	to	predict	Zt	in	terms	of	its
recent	past:	5Zt	-	a	,	Á	,	Zt	-	16.	Pillai,	Probability,	Random	Variables,	and	Stochastic	Processes,	McGraw-Hill,	New	York,	2002.	(c)	Show	that	P3Sn2	=	j	ƒ	Sn1	=	i,	Sn0	=	k4	=	P3Sn2	=	j	ƒ	Sn1	=	i4,	where	n2	7	n1	7	n0	.	Derive	Eq.	(10.120)	for	the	mean	square	prediction	error.	(9.21)	Section	9.3	Discrete-Time	Processes:	Sum	Process,	Binomial	Counting
Process,	and	Random	Walk	In	499	Sn	5	4	3	2	1	0	1	0	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	n	8	0	0	1	2	3	4	(a)	5	6	7	8	n	(b)	FIGURE	9.4	(a)	Realization	of	a	Bernoulli	process.	Example	10.29	Generation	of	White	Gaussian	Noise	Find	a	method	for	generating	white	Gaussian	noise	for	a	simulation	of	a	continuous-time	communications	system.	Random	Processes.	A	zero-mean
white	noise	sequence	is	input	into	a	cascade	of	two	systems	(see	Fig.	2	2	Problems	10.82.	P10.1.	(a)	Find	the	power	spectral	density	corresponding	to	RX1t2	=	g1t>T2.	9.4(a).	(9.11)	The	autocorrelation	and	autocovariance	functions	of	a	discrete-time	random	process	Xn	are	defined	as	follows:	RX1n1	,	n22	=	E3X1n12X1n224	(9.12)	and	CX1n1	,	n22	=
E35X1n12	-	mX1n1265X1n22	-	mX1n2264	=	RX1n1	,	n22	-	mX1n12mX1n22.	(b)	Kalman	filter.	Generating	vectors	of	random	variables	with	specified	covariances.	(4.37)	and	(4.38):	VAR3Dn4	=	VAR32In	-	14	=	2	2	VAR3In4	=	4p11	-	p2.	Thus	this	smoothing	procedure	must	be	viewed	as	an	approximation	to	the	computation	and	averaging	of
independent	periodograms.	Let	Dn	=	Xn	-	Xn	-	d	,	where	d	is	an	integer	constant	and	Xn	is	a	zero-mean,	WSS	random	process.	(c)	Four	sample	functions	of	asymmetric	random	walk	with	p		3/4.	(9.2)	If	the	stochastic	process	is	discrete-valued,	then	a	collection	of	probability	mass	functions	can	be	used	to	specify	the	stochastic	process:	pX1,	Á	,	Xk1x1	,
x2	,	Á	,	xk2	=	P3X1t12	=	x1	,	X1t22	=	x2	,	Á	,	X1tk2	=	xk4	(9.3)	for	any	k	and	any	choice	of	sampling	instants	n1	,	Á	,	nk	.	Stationary	random	processes.	T,	which	is	the	ratio	of	the	variance	of	the	sample	mean	of	a	long-range	dependent	process	relative	to	the	variance	of	the	sample	mean	of	an	iid	process.	Generating	vectors	of	jointly	Gaussian	random
variables.	Let	X(t)	and	Y(t)	be	independent	wide-sense	stationary	random	processes,	and	define	Z1t2	=	X1t2Y1t2.	(b)	Evaluate	part	a	when	h1t2	=	u1t2,	a	unit	step	function.	If	the	Xi	are	not	Gaussian,	we	note	from	Eqs.	Example	10.24	Infinite	Smoothing	Find	the	transfer	function	for	the	optimum	filter	for	estimating	Z(t)	from	X1a2	=	Z1a2	+	N1a2,	a	H
1-	q	,	q	2,	where	Z1a2	and	N1a2	are	independent,	zero-mean	random	processes.	Mean	and	variance	of	sums	of	random	variables.	The	general	moving	average	process	is	the	special	case	of	the	ARMA	process	with	a1	=	a2	=	Á	=	aq	=	0.	500	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	Dn	Sn	3	2	1	0	1	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	1	9	10	11	12	n	n	0	1	(a)	(b)	FIGURE	9.5	(a)
Realization	of	a	random	step	process.	Does	the	pulse	amplitude	modulation	random	process	discussed	in	Example	9.38	have	a	mean	square	integral?	Find	E31N1t2	-	N1t02224	and	use	the	result	to	show	that	N(t)	is	mean	square	continuous.	Try	to	fit	a	pmf	to	each	histogram.	For	example,	Dn	might	represent	the	change	in	position	of	a	particle	that
moves	along	a	straight	line	in	jumps	of	;1	every	time	unit.	(b)	Show	that	S(n)	has	independent	increments,	then	find	the	joint	pmf	of	S(n)	and	S1n	+	k2.	Note	that	mX1t2	is	a	constant	and	that	CX1t1	,	t22	depends	only	on	ƒ	t1	-	t2	ƒ	.	(10.94)	Thus	in	this	special	case,	the	optimum	causal	filter	has	coefficients	given	by	hm	=	b	0	RZ,X1m2	m	6	0	m	Ú	0.	By
taking	the	limit	W	:	q	in	Eq.	(10.16),	we	find	that	the	autocorrelation	of	such	a	process	approaches	RW1t2	=	N0	d1t2.	(b)	What	is	the	answer	in	part	a	if	p	=	1/2?	Sn	is	then	the	counting	process	that	gives	the	number	of	successes	in	the	first	n	Bernoulli	trials.	570	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	Find	E36Y1t27	T4.	(a)	Plot	a	sample	function	of	Y(t)
corresponding	to	a	typical	sample	function	of	N(t).	(c)	Apply	the	methods	in	parts	a	and	b	to	the	experiment	in	Problem	9.118b.	Let	X1t2	=	Xejvt	where	X	is	a	random	variable.	9.128.	(10.90)	and	(10.91)	into	Eq.	(10.89)	gives	H1f2	=	SZ1f2	SZ1f2	+	SN1f2	.	Sn	can	represent	the	position	of	a	particle	at	time	n.	(c)	Find	the	joint	pdf	of	Z1t12	and	Z1t22	in
part	b.	1n	-	12	The	orthogonality	principle	implies	that	the	optimum	filter	5hj	n	1n	-	12	E	B	¢	Zn	-	a	hj	j=1	Xn	-	j	≤	Xl	R	=	0	6	satisfies	for	l	=	0,	1,	Á	,	n	-	1,	which	leads	to	a	set	of	n	equations	in	n	unknowns:	n	1n	-	12	RZ,X1n,	l2	=	a	hj	j=1	RX1n	-	j,	l2	for	l	=	0,	1,	Á	,	n	-	1.	(9.19)	Thus,	the	mean	is	constant.	1	0	1	t	FIGURE	P9.1	(a)	Find	the	pmf	of	X(t).
(10.56)	Eq.	(10.56)	provides	us	with	the	interesting	interpretation	depicted	in	Fig.	10.23.	Long,	“Introduction	to	Octave,”	University	of	Cambridge,	September,	2005,	available	online.	8	616	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	The	inverse	Fourier	transform	of	Eq.	(10.99)	yields	the	desired	RZ,X¿1k2,	which	can	then	be	substituted
into	Eq.	(10.97)	to	obtain	H21f2.	(a)	Show	that	6Y1t27	T	is	the	proportion	of	time	in	the	time	interval	1	-T,	T2	that	X1t2	H	1a,	b4.	10.66.	(c)	An	interpolator	takes	the	sequence	Vm	and	inserts	zeros	between	samples	to	form	the	sequence	Wk	:	A	10A	30A	50A	70A	90A	11	Á	.	RZ112	RZ1p	-	12	h1	RZ1p	-	22	h2	.	(c)	Apply	your	result	in	part	a	to	an	iid
continuous-valued	random	process.	In	Example	9.46,	we	found	the	autocorrelation	function	of	the	transient	response	of	this	filter	for	a	white	Gaussian	noise	input	(see	Eq.	(9.97a)).	Xnk	Section	9.4	Poisson	and	Associated	Random	Processes	507	The	sum	process	can	be	generalized	in	a	number	of	ways.	9.	The	vector	X1n2	=	1X01n2,	X11n2,	X21n22
then	constitutes	a	vector-valued	Bernoulli	random	process.	For	this	choice	of	observation	interval,	Eq.	(10.78)	becomes	p	RZ,X1m2	=	a	hbRX1m	-	b2	b=0	m	H	50,	1,	Á	,	p6.	Prediction.	9.141.	We	also	refer	to	random	processes	as	stochastic	processes.	In	Example	9.51	let	the	parameters	in	the	Karhunen-Loeve	expansion	for	a	Wiener	process	in	the
interval	0	…	t	…	T	be	T	=	1,	s2	=	1:	q	q	2	1	pt	1	=	a	Xn	22	sinan	-	bpt	X1t2	=	a	Xn	sinan	-	b	A	T	2	T	2	n=1	n=1	where	the	Xn	are	zero-mean,	independent	Gaussian	random	variables	with	variance	ln	=	s2T2	1	=	.	Solve	the	infinite-smoothing	problem	in	Example	10.24	if	Z(t)	and	N(t)	are	as	given	in	Example	10.25.	Define	the	continuous-time	random
process	X1t,	z2	by	X1t,	z2	=	z	cos12pt2	-q	6	t	6	q.	j	=	1,	Á	,	n.	(b)	Find	the	whitening	causal	filter.	10.8.	Let	Y1t2	=	X1t2	-	X1t	-	d2.	2	(a)	(b)	(c)	(d)	(e)	(f)	Plot	the	sample	function	of	Y(t)	corresponding	to	the	binary	sequence	0010110.	(a)	Are	the	moving	average	processes	Yn	in	Problem	9.24	mean	ergodic?	RZ1p2	RZ1p	-	12	RZ112	RZ102	.	Explain.
Conditional	probability.	Let	Y1t2	=	g1t	-	T2	as	in	Problem	9.6,	but	let	T	be	an	exponentially	distributed	random	variable	with	parameter	a.	Since	A	k1n2	and	Bk1n2	are	jointly	Gaussian	random	variables,	this	implies	that	they	are	zero-mean,	independent	Gaussian	random	variables.	(9.26)	Thus	increments	in	intervals	of	the	same	length	have	the	same
distribution	regardless	of	when	the	interval	begins.	(a)	Find	the	mean	and	variance	of	Yn	.	Clearly,	any	sequence	of	k	bits	has	a	corresponding	subinterval	of	length	(and	hence	probability)	2	-k.	(a)	Find	SY,X1f2	and	RY,X1t2	in	terms	of	RX1t2	and	SX1f2.	Solve	the	infinite-smoothing	problem	in	Example	10.24	if	Z(t)	is	bandlimited	white	noise	of	density
N1>2	and	N(t)	is	(infinite-bandwidth)	white	noise	of	noise	density	N0>2.	9.83.	pdf	of	linear	transformations.	Let	6X21t27	T	denote	a	time-average	estimate	for	the	mean	power	of	a	WSS	random	process.	5.	Continuous	sample	spaces.	The	cross-correlation	RX,Y	(t1	,	t2)	of	X(t)	and	Y(t)	is	defined	by	RX,Y1t1	,	t22	=	E3X1t12Y1t224.	The	following
example	shows	how	we	can	imagine	a	stochastic	process	as	resulting	from	nature	selecting	z	at	the	beginning	of	time	and	gradually	revealing	it	in	time	through	X1t,	z2.	10.9.	Do	Problem	10.8	if	X(t)	has	the	triangular	autocorrelation	function	g(t/T	)	in	Problem	10.1	and	Fig.	(b)	Compute	the	smoothed	periodogram	based	on	10,	20,	and	50	independent
periodograms.	10.2(b).	(b)	Is	X(t)	mean	square	continuous?	Discrete-time	random	processes.	10.38.	494	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	The	mean	function	mX1t2	and	the	variance	function	VAR[X(t)]	of	a	continuous-time	random	process	X(t)	are	defined	by	mX1t2	=	E3X1t24	=	q	L-	q	xfX1t21x2	dx,	(9.4)	and	q	VAR3X1t24	=	L-	q	1x	-	mX1t222	fX1t21x2	dx,
(9.5)	where	fX1t21x2	is	the	pdf	of	X(t).	Let	Z(t)	be	the	random	signal	obtained	by	switching	between	the	values	0	and	1	according	to	the	events	in	a	counting	process	N(t).	(b)	Evaluate	the	pmf	in	part	a	if	T	is	an	exponential	random	variable	with	parameter	b.	(10.91)	Substituting	Eqs.	(c)	Find	SZ1f2	if	X(t)	and	N(t)	are	independent	random	processes.
Finite-source	queueing	systems.	Therefore,	the	power	spectral	density	of	the	process	is	SX1f2	=	q	0	L-	q	e2ate	-j2pft	dt	+	L0	e	-2ate	-j2pft	dt	=	1	1	+	2a	-	j2pf	2a	+	j2pf	=	4a	.	10.68.	Problems	639	10.36.	The	cross-power	spectral	density	between	Z(t)	and	X(t)	is	SZ,X1f2	=	SZ1f2,	since	the	signal	and	noise	are	independent	random	processes.	The
probability	that	the	interevent	time	T	exceeds	t	seconds	is	equivalent	to	no	event	occurring	in	t	seconds	(or	in	n	Bernoulli	trials):	P3T	7	t4	=	P3no	events	in	t	seconds4	=	11	-	p2n	=	a1	:	e	-lt	lt	n	b	n	as	n	:	q	.	We	are	also	interested	in	obtaining	sample	functions	of	the	inputs	and	outputs	of	systems.	9.134.	pT1f2	is	called	the	periodogram	estimate	and	we
are	interested	in	the	power	spectral	density	of	X(t)	which	is	defined	by:	1	'	'	SX1f2	=	lim	E3pT1f24	=	lim	E3	ƒ	x1f2	ƒ	24.	A	decimator	takes	every	other	sample	to	form	the	random	process	Vm:	(a)	(b)	(c)	(d)	A1A3A5A7A9A11	(a)	Find	the	autocorrelation	function	of	Vm	.	Compare	the	pmf	and	autocovariance	of	Y(t)	with	that	of	the	random	telegraph
signal.	Response	of	a	linear	system	to	random	input.	The	general	estimation	problem	becomes	this	prediction	problem	if	we	let	the	observation	Xa	be	the	past	a	values	of	the	signal	Za	,	that	is,	Xa	=	Za	t	-	a	…	a	…	t	-	1.	(a)	Find	P3Sn	=	04	for	the	random	walk	process.	For	b	=	1	the	output	autocorrelation	differs	significantly	from	RX1t2.	The
realizations	of	Y1t,	z2	are	phase-shifted	versions	of	cos	2pt	as	shown	in	Fig	9.2(b).	The	unit-sample	response	can	be	determined	from	Eq.	(10.54):	0	hn	=	c	1	an	n	6	0	n	=	0	n	7	0.	Change	variables,	letting	u	=	t	+	s	-	r:	SY1f2	=	q	q	q	L-	q	L-	q	L-	q	h1s2h1r2RX1u2e	-j2pf1u	-	s	+	r2	ds	dr	du	q	=	q	h1s2ej2pfs	ds	L-	q	L-	q	…	=	H	1f2H1f2SX1f2	=	ƒ	H1f2	ƒ	2
SX1f2,	q	h1r2e	-j2pfr	dr	L-	q	RX1u2e	-j2pfu	du	(10.43)	where	we	have	used	the	definition	of	the	transfer	function.	(10.39)	A	system	is	said	to	be	causal	if	the	response	at	time	t	depends	only	on	past	values	of	the	input,	that	is,	if	h1t2	=	0	for	t	6	0.	We	can	generate	sample	functions	of	the	random	telegraph	signal	by	taking	the	Poisson	process	N(t)	and
calculating	X1t2	=	21N1t2	modulo	22	-	1.	q	1	+	a	aie	-j2pfi	i=1	The	power	spectral	density	of	the	ARMA	process	is	SY1f2	=	ƒ	H1f2	ƒ	2s2W	.	(a)	Show	that	the	signal	x(t)	is	recovered	in	Figure	10.10(b)	as	long	as	the	sampling	rate	is	above	the	Nyquist	rate.	The	autocorrelation	of	Z(t)	is	RZ1t2	=	E3Z1t	+	t2Z1t24	=	E31X1t	+	t2	+	Y1t	+	t221X1t2	+
Y1t224	=	RX1t2	+	RYX1t2	+	RXY1t2	+	RY1t2.	*Section	9.10:	Generating	Random	Processes	9.118.	a	wide-sense	cyclostationary	random	process?	(9.14)	The	processes	X(t)	and	Y(t)	are	said	to	be	orthogonal	random	processes	if	RX,Y1t1	,	t22	=	0	for	all	t1	and	t2	.	(c)	For	the	value	of	W	in	part	a,	identify	the	values	of	the	parameters	f0	,	T,	and	t0	for	N
=	128,	256,	512,	1024.	Continuous-time	Markov	chains.	559	where	X	and	Y	are	a	pair	of	random	variables	with	means	mX	,	mY	,	variances	s2X	,	s2Y	,	and	correlation	coefficient	rX,Y	.	Since	the	autocorrelation	and	autocovariance	functions	are	related	by	RX1t2	=	CX1t2	+	m2X	,	the	power	spectral	density	is	also	given	by	SX1f2	=	f5CX1t2	+	m2X6	=
f5CX1t26	+	m2X	d1f2,	(10.10)	where	we	have	used	the	fact	that	the	Fourier	transform	of	a	constant	is	a	delta	function.	Joint	characteristic	function	of	Gaussian	random	variables.	The	power	spectral	density	of	the	output	Y(t)	is	then	SY1f2	=	ƒ	H1f2	ƒ	2	N0	.	Transform	methods.	Independence	of	events.	The	three	types	of	random	variables.	(a)	9.104.
The	sum	process	Sn	has	independent	increments	in	nonoverlapping	time	intervals.	(10.84)	610	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	If	we	divide	both	sides	of	Eq.	(10.84)	by	s2Z	and	let	≠	=	s2N>s2Z	,	we	obtain	the	following	matrix	equation:	Á	rp	1	h0	1	+	≠	r	r2	p	Á	r	r	1	+	≠	r	r	-1	h1	(10.85)	r	1	+	≠	Á	rp	-	2	U	E	#	U	=	E	#	U.	Since
df	L	1>N,	the	transformation	in	the	reverse	direction	is	scaled	differently:	RX1k2	=	1>2	L-1>2	SX1f2e	-j2pkf	df	L	1	M-1	m	SX	a	be	-j2pkm>N.	Hint:	Use	the	independent	increments	property	of	N(t).	(b)	Find	the	mean	and	autocorrelation	functions	of	X(t).	A	computer	method	for	evaluating	the	distribution	of	a	random	variable	using	the	discrete
Fourier	transform.	In	Problem	10.25,	let	RX1t2	=	11	-	ƒ	t	ƒ	>T2	for	ƒ	t	ƒ	6	T	and	zero	elsewhere.	The	Markov	property	of	the	binomial	counting	process	is	easy	to	deduce.	10.16(a):	Zn	=	an	-	1Zn	-	1	+	Wn	-	1	n	=	1,	2,	Á	,	(10.102)	where	Z0	is	the	random	variable	at	time	0,	an	is	a	known	sequence	of	constants,	and	Wn	is	a	sequence	of	zero-mean
uncorrelated	random	variables	with	possibly	time-varying	variances	5E3W	2n46.	(a)	Find	the	joint	density	function	of	X1t12	and	X1t22.	The	following	examples	give	a	preview	of	how	we	construct	complex	models	from	simple	models.	(c)	Check	your	work	by	evaluating	the	answer	in	part	b	for	t	=	t1	and	t	=	t2	.	n=0	i=0	The	autocorrelation	of	Y(t)	is
found	from	the	interpolation	formula	(Eq.	10.60):	q	q	p	p	RY1t2	=	a	RY1kT2p1t	-	kT2	=	a	a	a	b	n	b	iRX11k	+	n	-	i2T2p1t	-	kT2	q	q	k=p	k=-	n=0	i=0	q	p	=	a	a	b	n	b	i	b	a	RX11k	+	n	-	i2T2p1t	-	kT2	r	q	n=0	i=0	p	k=-	p	=	a	a	b	n	b	iRX1t	+	1n	-	i2T2.	A	1	0	x	1	FIGURE	P10.2	10.3.	(a)	Find	the	power	spectral	density	SY1f2	of	a	random	process	with
autocorrelation	function	RX1t2	cos12pf0t2,	where	RX1t2	is	itself	an	autocorrelation	function.	9.115.	9.117.	Therefore	the	autocovariance	function	is	zero	everywhere	except	for	n1	=	n2	.	Beran,	Statistics	for	Long-Memory	Processes,	Chapman	&	Hall/CRC,	New	York,	1994.	Find	the	corresponding	crosspower	spectral	density.	What	gives	rise	to	this
delta	function?	Find	the	probability	that	P3Sn1	=	0,	Sn2	=	n2	-	n14,	that	is,	the	first	n1	trials	are	failures	and	the	remaining	trials	are	all	successes.	In	the	last	section	we	show	how	to	use	the	FFT	to	calculate	SX1f2	and	RX1k2.	(b)	(c)	(d)	(e)	9.103.	(a)	Evaluate	6X1t27	T	,	find	its	limit	as	T	:	q	,	and	compare	to	mX1t2.	9.10.2	Generating	Linear
Combinations	of	Deterministic	Functions	In	some	situations	a	random	process	can	be	represented	as	a	linear	combination	of	deterministic	functions	where	the	coefficients	are	random	variables.	9.137.	Suppose	the	machine	dispenses	a	random	reward	X	each	time	it	is	played.	Since	Sn	and	the	increment	Sk	-	Sn	are	independent,	CS1n,	k2	=	E31Sn	-
nm224	+	E31Sn	-	nm24E31Sk	-	Sn	-	1k	-	n2m24	=	E31Sn	-	nm224	=	VAR3Sn4	=	ns2,	since	E3Sn	-	nm4	=	0.	A	large	choice	of	possible	filter	functions	is	available	for	both	continuous-time	and	discrete-time	systems.	9.40.	Consider	the	signal	that	results	from	averaging	the	sequence	of	observations:	Sn	=	1X1	+	X2	+	Á	+	Xn2/n	for	n	=	0,	1,	Á	.
Orthogonal?	Next	we	restrict	our	attention	to	a	discrete	set	of	N	=	2M	frequency	values	at	kf0	so	that	-W	=	-Mf0	6	1-M	+	1)f0	6	Á	6	1M	-	12f0	6	W,	and	then	approximate	the	integral	by	a	sum:	RX1t2	L	M-1	-j2pmf0t	f0	.	9.27.	Let	X(t)	be	the	pulse	amplitude	modulation	process	introduced	in	Example	9.38	with	T	=	1.	Does	the	long-range	dependence	of
the	process	increase	or	decrease	with	H?	(a)	Show	that	S(n)	has	a	multinomial	distribution.	The	power	spectral	density	is	then	SZ1f2	=	f5RX1t2	+	RYX1t2	+	RXY1t2	+	RY1t26	=	SX1f2	+	SYX1f2	+	SXY1f2	+	SY1f2.	The	generation	of	continuous-time	white	Gaussian	noise	is	not	so	simple.	10.40.	Equation	(10.46)	allows	us	to	determine	the	power
spectral	density	of	the	output	sequence.	Find	the	power	spectral	density	of	the	output	Y(t).	Specify	the	orthonormal	set	of	eigenfunctions	and	the	corresponding	eigenvalues.	Second,	we	find	the	best	estimator	for	Zn	using	the	whitened	observation	process	Xnœ	as	given	by	Eq.	(10.95).	Find	the	mean	and	autocovariance	of	Z(t).	Suppose	that	these
three	symbols	are	encoded	into	the	respective	binary	codewords	00,	01,	10.	We	will	develop	the	Kalman	filter,	which	has	the	structure	in	Fig.	Unlike	the	binomial	process,	the	random	walk	can	increase	or	decrease	over	time.	Again	suppose	that	the	time	interval	[0,	t]	is	divided	into	n	subintervals	of	length	d	=	t/n.	Let	q	n	1t2	=	X	aqX1nT2p1t	-	nT2
where	p1t2	=	sin1pt>T2	n=-	pt>T	,	(10.59)	n	1t2	=	X1t2	in	the	mean	square	sense.	The	mean	of	the	smoothed	estimator	is	1	N	'	'	'	E3pk,i1f24	=	E3pk1f24	E8pk1f29N	=	a	N	i=1	=	k-1	a	m¿	=	-1k	-	12	e1	-	ƒ	m¿	ƒ	fRX1m¿2e	-j2pfm¿,	k	(10.141)	where	we	have	used	Eq.	(10.35).	9.66.	Estimation	using	the	entire	realization	of	the	observed	process.	The
linear	trend	in	the	sample	mean	function	is	very	clear;	the	sample	variance	function	is	also	linear	but	is	much	more	variable.	9.2	SPECIFYING	A	RANDOM	PROCESS	There	are	many	questions	regarding	random	processes	that	cannot	be	answered	with	just	knowledge	of	the	distribution	at	a	single	time	instant.	It	is	easy	to	show	that	the	p(t)	in	Eq.
(10.56)	corresponds	to	the	ideal	lowpass	filter	in	Fig.	We	can	then	perform	whatever	digital	processing	is	necessary.	However,	as	k	:	q	,	we	see	i	–	(k	1)		m	–	i	0		m	–	i	k–1	k–	k–1	FIGURE	10.4	Range	of	summation	in	Eq.	(10.34).	The	impulse	response	h(t)	can	also	be	specified	by	giving	its	Fourier	transform,	the	transfer	function	of	the	system:	H1f2	=



f5h1t26	=	q	L-	q	h1t2e	-j2pft	dt.	(b)	For	the	ARMA	process	find	the	cross-power	spectral	density	from	E3YnXm4,	and	then	the	power	spectral	density	from	E3YnYm4.	C.	The	mean,	autocorrelation,	and	autocovariance	functions.	The	probability	of	more	than	one	event	occurrence	in	a	subinterval	is	negligible	compared	to	the	probability	of	observing	one
or	zero	events.	Distribution	of	number	in	the	system.	Deterministic	models.	For	smaller	values	of	r,	the	correlation	for	distant	samples	drops	off	more	quickly	and	the	coefficients	place	even	lower	weighting	on	them.	2	2	Problems	637	10.20.	9.129.	Let	Sn	denote	a	binomial	counting	process.	The	optimum	predictors	for	higher-order	systems	set	the
other	coefficients	to	zero,	and	the	mean	square	error	remains	at	0.4577.	Therefore	we	can	simulate	sampled	bandlimited	white	Gaussian	noise	by	generating	a	sequence	X(nT).	The	increments	of	Sn	in	these	disjoint	time	intervals	are	given	by	Sn1	-	Sn0	=	Xn0	+	1	+	Á	+	Xn1	Sn3	-	Sn2	=	Xn2	+	1	+	Á	+	Xn3	.	The	choice	of	k	and	N	is	determined	by	the
desired	frequency	resolution	and	variance	of	the	estimate.	9.120.	Matrix	numerical	methods	are	used	to	find	the	optimum	linear	systems.	Suppose	that	we	are	given	that	only	one	arrival	occurred	in	an	interval	[0,	t]	and	we	let	X	be	the	arrival	time	of	the	single	customer.	*Section	10.6:	Estimating	the	Power	Spectral	Density	10.77.	For	example,	in
speech	recognition	systems,	decisions	are	made	on	the	basis	of	a	voltage	waveform	corresponding	to	a	speech	utterance.	Find	RZ1t2	and	SZ1f2.	The	minimum	sampling	rate	1/2W	is	called	the	Nyquist	sampling	rate.	10.78.	(a)	Are	independent	random	processes	orthogonal?	In	principle,	one	can	deduce	the	probability	of	events	involving	a	stochastic
process	at	various	instants	of	time	from	probabilities	involving	z	by	using	the	equivalent-event	method	introduced	in	Chapter	4.	9.127.	(b)	Realization	of	a	binomial	process.	Next	we	evaluate	Eq.	(10.99):	SZ,X¿1f2	=	SZ,X1f2	G	…1f2	=	1	-	j2pf	2	1	+	4p2f2	23	-	j2pf	2	=	11	+	j2pf2123	-	j2pf2	=	c	c	,	+	1	+	j2pf	23	-	j2pf	(10.101)	Section	10.5	The	Kalman
Filter	617	where	c	=	2>11	+	232.	(a)	Use	the	orthogonality	principle	to	find	the	best	estimator	for	X(t)	of	the	form	n	1t2	=	aX1t	2	+	bX1t	2,	X	1	2	where	t1	and	t2	are	given	time	instants.	9.17.	Let	Y(t)	be	the	output	of	a	linear	system	with	impulse	response	h(t)	and	input	X1t2	+	N1t2.	The	time	of	the	tenth	arrival	is	the	sum	of	ten	such	iid	random
variables,	thus	E3S104	=	10E3T4	=	10	=	40	sec	l	10	VAR3S104	=	10	VAR3T4	=	2	=	160	sec2.	(b)	Plot	SX1f2	for	a	=	0.25	and	a	=	0.75,	and	comment	on	the	effect	of	the	value	of	a.	Mean	value	analysis.	(9.35a)	The	independent	increments	property	also	allows	us	to	calculate	the	autocovariance	of	N(t).	A	stochastic	process	is	said	to	be	discrete-time	if
the	index	set	I	is	a	countable	set	(i.e.,	the	set	of	integers	or	the	set	of	nonnegative	integers).	10.6.1	Variance	of	Periodogram	Estimate	Following	the	approach	of	[Jenkins	and	Watts,	pp.	Other	examples.	Mean	delay	in	M/G/I	systems.	Use	the	FFT	to	find	the	output	power	spectral	density	in	the	following	systems:	(a)	Input	Xn	with	RX1k2	=	4aƒkƒ,	for	a	=
0.25,	H1f2	=	1	for	ƒ	f	ƒ	6	1/4.	Gaussian	random	processes.	The	transmission	signal	is	demodulated	by	multiplying	it	by	the	carrier	signal	and	lowpass	filtering,	as	shown	in	Fig.	Example	10.7	Moving	Average	Process	Let	the	process	Yn	be	defined	by	Yn	=	Xn	+	aXn	-	1	,	(10.29)	where	Xn	is	the	white	noise	process	of	Example	10.6.	Find	SY1f2.	A	detailed
example:	a	packet	voice	transmission	system.	(b)	Find	P3Sn2	=	j	ƒ	Sn1	=	i4,	where	n2	7	n1	.	Find	the	joint	pdf	of	the	corresponding	sum	process	at	times	n1	and	n2	.	(a)	Find	RY,X1k2	and	SY,X1f2.	On	the	other	hand,	a	rapidly	varying	random	process	quickly	becomes	uncorrelated	with	itself,	and	RX1t2	decreases	rapidly	with	t.	(c)	Find	the	joint	pdf	of
Yn	,	Yn	+	1	,	and	Yn	+	2	.	Section	10.3	3	4	2	3	Bandlimited	Random	Processes	597	2	1	1	0	0	1	1	2	3	2	10	20	30	40	50	(a)	60	70	80	90	100	3	10	20	30	40	50	(b)	60	70	80	90	100	FIGURE	10.9	(a)	First-order	autoregressive	process	with	a	=	0.1;	(b)	with	a	=	0.75.	(10.135b)	Thus	we	conclude	from	Eqs.	References	[6]	and	[7]	give	accessible	introductions	to
the	spectral	factorization	problem.	Let	X(t)	have	autocorrelation	function	RX1t2	=	s2e-at	.	However,	it	becomes	wide-sense	stationary	as	the	response	reaches	“steady	state”	(see	Example	9.46	and	Problem	10.29).	Consider	the	computation	of	RX1t2	and	SX1f2	for	continuous-time	processes:	RX1t2	=	q	L-	q	SX1f2e	W	-j2pft	df	L	L-W	SX1f2e	-j2pft	df.	Is
Y(t)	mean	square	continuous?	Continuous-time	systems.	Continuity,	derivative,	and	integrals	of	random	processes.	Figure	9.19(b)	shows	an	estimate	of	the	covariance	function	of	the	random	telegraph	signal.	10.26.	Van	Trees	[ref	9]	gives	detailed	examples	on	the	application	of	the	Karhunen-Loeve	expansion.	10.6:	P1f2	=	f5p1t26	=	b	1	0	-W	…	f	…	W
ƒ	f	ƒ	7	W.	(b)	Find	E3Z21t24.	The	corresponding	power	spectral	density	is	SX1f2	=	SZ1f2	+	SN1f2.	(c)	Let	Y(t)	be	the	continuous-time	signal	that	results	when	the	output	of	the	filter	in	part	b	is	fed	to	an	interpolator	operating	at	the	Nyquist	rate.	For	example,	the	probability	that	the	first	four	bits	in	the	sequence	are	1001	is	P3I1	=	1,	I2	=	0,	I3	=	0,	I4
=	14	=	P3I1	=	14P3I2	=	04P3I3	=	04P3I4	=	14	=	p211	-	p22.	The	sampling	theorem	provides	an	important	bridge	between	continuous-time	and	discrete-time	signal	processing.	2	2	(10.28)	Thus	the	process	Xn	contains	all	possible	frequencies	in	equal	measure.	A	time	function	that	varies	slowly	has	the	weighting	concentrated	at	the	low-frequency
sinusoidal	components.	A	wide-sense	stationary	Gaussian	random	process	is	also	stationary.	The	only	difference	between	real	signal	processing	and	simulated	signal	processing	is	that	the	former	usually	has	real-time	requirements,	whereas	the	latter	allows	us	to	perform	our	processing	at	whatever	rate	is	possible	using	the	available	computing	power.
p1	MSE	1	2	3	4	5	2.0000	1.4922	1.3193	1.2549	1.2302	Coefficients	0.5	0.37304	0.32983	0.31374	0.30754	0.28213	0.22500	0.20372	0.19552	0.17017	0.13897	0.12696	0.10510	0.08661	0.065501	Section	10.4	Optimum	Linear	Systems	611	For	this	problem,	Xa	=	Za	,	so	Eq.	(10.79)	becomes	p	RZ1m2	=	a	hbRZ1m	-	b2	b=1	m	H	51,	Á	,	p6.	We	can	obtain
the	output	of	a	linear	system	by	letting	a	be	the	impulse	response	and	b	the	input	random	sequence.	Trends	in	the	behavior	of	X(t)	are	reflected	in	the	variation	of	mX1t2	with	time.	9.48.	Both	of	these	properties	greatly	facilitate	the	calculation	of	joint	probabilities.	The	autocorrelation	of	the	process	is	given	by	RX1k2	=	1-	1/22ƒk	ƒ.	9.1)	since	we	are
mapping	z	onto	a	real	number.	622	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	E3e2n	+	14	=	a1a	-	kn2E3e2n4	+	s2W	=	a¢	a	≤	E3e2n4	+	s2W	1	+	E3e2n4	for	n	=	1,	2,	Á	.	Figure	9.10	shows	a	sample	function	of	X(t).	This	is	the	same	equation	that	was	found	for	continuous-time	systems.	Let	N(t)	be	the	Poisson	process,	and	suppose	we
form	the	phase-modulated	process	Y1t2	=	a	cos12pft	+	pN1t22.	Note	that	the	mean	and	variance	of	this	process	grow	linearly	with	time.	The	M/M/I	queue.	It	also	allows	us	to	consider	certain	nonstationary	signals.	Example	10.13	Filtered	White	Noise	Let	Xn	be	a	white	noise	sequence	with	zero	mean	and	average	power	s2X.	The	increment	of	the
random	process	in	the	interval	t1	6	t	…	t2	is	defined	as	X1t22	-	X1t12.	Since	et	=	Zt	-	Yt	,	the	mean	square	error	is	then	E3e2t	4	=	E3et1Zt	-	Yt24	=	E3etZt4,	7	Equation	(10.79)	can	also	be	solved	by	using	the	Karhunen-Loeve	expansion.	Figure	10.20(a)	shows	ƒ	H1f2	ƒ	2	and	SX1f2	for	b	=	10.	Find	the	joint	pmf	for	1Yn	,	Yn	+	1	,	Yn	+	22.	(b)	Evaluate
6X1t	+	t2X1t27,	find	its	limit	as	T	:	q	,	and	compare	to	RX1t	+	t,	t2.	If	a	random	process	is	stationary,	then	mX1t2	is	constant,	and	RX1t1	,	t22	depends	only	on	t1	-	t2	.	10.8	to	the	continuous-time	input	X(t).	Let	X1t2	=	As1t2	and	Y1t2	=	Bs1t2,	where	A	and	B	are	independent	random	variables	that	assume	values	+1	or	-1	with	equal	probabilities,	where
s(t)	is	the	periodic	square	wave	in	Problem	9.75.	We	discuss	some	of	these	in	the	problems.	cyclostationary?	l	In	applications	where	the	Poisson	process	models	customer	interarrival	times,	it	is	customary	to	say	that	arrivals	occur	“at	random.”	We	now	explain	what	is	meant	by	this	statement.	From	Eq.	(10.115),	we	have	that	the	innovations	satisfy	In
=	Xn	-	Yn	=	Zn	+	Nn	-	Yn	=	Zn	-	Yn	+	Nn	=	en	+	Nn	,	where	en	=	Zn	-	Yn	is	the	prediction	error.	9.107.	Find	the	output	if	Z(t)	is	input	into	an	ideal	lowpass	filter	with	transfer	function	shown	in	Fig.	Gaussian	approximation	for	binomial	probabilities.	10.7(b)	is	easily	obtained	using	this	conv.	10.2(a).	P10.4.	Find	an	expression	for	the	joint	pdf	of	Y1t12
and	W1t22.	Hint:	For	zero-mean,	jointly	Gaussian	random	2	2	2	2	variables	E3X	Z	4	=	E3X	4E3Z	4	+	2E3XZ42.	N	Thus	the	variance	of	the	smoothed	estimator	can	be	reduced	by	increasing	N,	the	number	of	periodograms	used	in	Eq.	(10.140).	In	particular,	suppose	we	seek	a	linear	estimate	Y(t)	for	the	continuous-time	random	process	Z(t)	in	terms	of
observations	of	the	continuous-time	random	process	X1a2	in	the	time	interval	t	-	a	…	a	…	t	+	b:	t+b	Y1t2	=	Lt	-	a	a	h1t	-	b2X1b2	db	=	L-b	h1b2X1t	-	b2	db.	This	explains	the	erratic	appearance	of	the	periodogram	estimate	as	a	function	of	f.	m=0	(10.95)	Note	Eq.	(10.95)	is	not	SZ,X1f2,	since	the	limits	of	the	Fourier	transform	in	Eq.	(10.95)	do	not
extend	from	-	q	to	+	q	.	Try	different	values	of	n	and	come	up	with	a	recommendation	on	how	n	should	be	selected.	Equation	(10.70)	allows	us	to	represent	the	received	signal	by	Y1t2	=	5A1t2	+	Nc1t26	cos12pfct	+	®2	-	Ns1t2	sin12pfct	+	®2.	(b)	Repeat	part	a	if	in	addition	to	the	erasures,	individual	0’s	in	the	Bernoulli	process	are	changed	to	1’s	with
probability	b.	Bandpass	signals	are	characterized	as	having	their	power	spectral	density	concentrated	about	some	frequency	much	greater	than	zero.	In	this	section	we	introduce	the	sampling	theorem	for	wide-sense	stationary	bandlimited	random	processes,	which	addresses	the	conversion	of	signals	into	discrete-time	sequences.	Figure	10.21(b)
shows	that	the	sample	correlation	coefficient	that	is	obtained	by	dividing	the	autocovariance	by	the	sample	variance.	where	v1	Z	v2	.	If	the	system	of	interest	is	bandlimited	to	W	Hertz,	then	we	need	to	model	white	noise	limited	to	W	Hz.	In	Example	10.3	we	found	this	type	of	noise	has	autocorrelation:	RX1t2	=	N0	sin12pWt2	2pt	.	Substituting	for	et
yields	E3e2t	4	=	E31Zt	-	Yt2Zt4	=	E3ZtZt4	-	E3YtZt4	=	RZ102	-	E3ZtYt4	a	=	RZ102	-	E	B	Zt	a	hbXt	-	b	R	b	=	-b	a	=	RZ102	-	a	hbRZ,X1b2.	The	autocorrelation	of	this	process	is	RX1k2	=	b	k	=	0	k	Z	0.	Repeat	Problem	10.31b	if	h11t2	and	h21t2	are	ideal	bandpass	filters	as	in	Example	10.11.	The	cross-correlation	between	the	observation	and	the
desired	signal	is	RZ,X1t2	=	E3Z1t	+	t2X1t24	=	E3Z1t	+	t21Z1t2	+	N1t224	=	E3Z1t	+	t2Z1t24	+	E3Z1t	+	t2N1t24	=	RZ1t2,	since	Z(t)	and	N(t)	are	zero-mean,	independent	random	processes.	(a)	Find	the	equation	for	the	optimum	filter	for	estimating	Za	.	9.65.	Find	the	pmf	for	the	number	of	items	dispensed	in	time	t.	Suppose	Xn	is	a	white	Gaussian
noise	process	in	Problem	10.37.	Example	10.28	Generation	of	Correlated	Gaussian	Random	Variables	Generate	256	samples	of	the	autoregressive	process	in	Example	10.14	with	a	=	-	0.5,	sX	=	1.	498	9.3	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	DISCRETE-TIME	PROCESSES:	SUM	PROCESS,	BINOMIAL	COUNTING	PROCESS,	AND	RANDOM	WALK	In	this
section	we	introduce	several	important	discrete-time	random	processes.	(a)	Find	P3N1t	-	d2	=	j	ƒ	N1t2	=	k4	with	d	7	0,	where	N(t)	is	a	Poisson	process	with	rate	l.	Find	the	cross-covariance	of	X(t)	and	Y(t).	(d)	Find	the	joint	pdf	of	Sn	and	Sn	+	k	.	Find	the	power	spectral	density	and	autocorrelation	of	the	output.	9.57.	(a)	Propose	a	method	for
estimating	the	covariance	function	of	the	sum	process	in	Problem	9.118.	(d)	If	Uk	is	wide-sense	cyclostationary,	find	the	mean	and	correlation	function	of	the	randomly	phase-shifted	version	of	Uk	as	defined	by	Eq.	(9.72).	(a)	Plot	the	variance	of	the	sample	mean	given	by	Eq.	(9.110)	vs.	Let	the	unit-sample	response	hn	be	the	response	of	a	discrete-
time,	linear,	timeinvariant	system	to	a	unit-sample	input	dn:	dn	=	b	n	=	0	n	Z	0.	The	probability	density	function.	9.8(a).	For	example,	in	prediction,	we	are	interested	in	predicting	future	values	of	a	signal	in	terms	of	past	values.	Limiting	probabilities.	Substituting	RZ1m2	and	RN1m2	into	Eq.	(10.83)	yields	the	following	set	of	linear	equations:	p	s2Zr
ƒmƒ	=	a	hb1s2Zr	ƒm	-	bƒ	+	s2Nd1m	-	b22	b=0	m	H	50,	Á	,	p6.	Sn	has	a	tendency	to	either	grow	if	p	7	1/2,	or	to	decrease	if	p	6	1/2.	(b)	Find	the	amount	of	power	contained	in	the	frequencies	ƒ	f	ƒ	7	k	/	2pa,	where	k	=	1,	2,	3.	Thus	the	autocorrelation	of	Y(t)	depends	only	on	t,	and	since	the	E[Y(t)]	is	a	constant,	we	conclude	that	Y(t)	is	a	widesense
stationary	process.	The	Fourier	transform	of	Eq.	(10.98)	gives	an	expression	that	is	easier	to	work	with:	SZ,	X¿1f2	=	W…1f2SZ,X1f2	=	Xn	W(	f	)	X	n	H	2(	f	)	SZ,X1f2	G	…1f2	.	The	expression	on	the	right-hand	side	of	Eq.	(10.42)	depends	only	on	t.	(b)	For	the	parameters	in	part	a,	plot	12T	+	122H	-	1	vs.	Multiple	random	variables.	Find	the	resulting
mean	square	error.	b	2	+	4p2	f2	a2	+	4p2	f2	630	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	1	0.9	0.8	0.7	0.6	0.5	0.4	0.3	0.2	0.1	0	25	20	15	10	5	0	f	(a)	5	10	15	20	25	0.9	0.8	0.7	0.6	0.5	0.4	0.3	0.2	0.1	0	4	3	2	1	0	t	1	2	3	4	(b)	FIGURE	10.20	(a)	Transfer	function	and	input	power	spectral	density;	(b)	Autocorrelation	of	filtered	random
telegraph	with	filter	b		10.	Compare	the	operation	and	performance	of	the	Wiener	and	Kalman	filters	for	the	signals	discussed	in	Example	10.26.	The	mean	of	an	iid	process	is	obtained	from	Eq.	(9.4):	mX1n2	=	E3Xn4	=	m	for	all	n.	In	Problem	10.10,	let	X1t2	=	a	cos12pf0	t	+	®2	where	®	is	a	uniform	random	variable	in	10,	2p2.	(a)	Find	the	cross-
correlation	and	cross-covariance	for	Xn	and	Yn	in	Problem	9.16.	10.50.	(b)	Express	Wn	and	Zn	in	terms	of	Xn	,	Xn	-	1	,	Á	,	X1	and	then	find	E3Wn4	and	E3Zn4.	9.58.	Stark	and	J.	Find	RY1t2.	The	M/M/I	system	with	finite	capacity.	Plot	the	empirical	cdf	and	compare	it	to	the	theoretical	cdf.	X11t2	and	its	previous	values	are	almost	uncorrelated,	so	the
best	predictor	has	a	mean	square	error	of	almost	1,	which	is	the	variance	of	X11t2.	Let	N(t)	be	the	Poisson	process.	(10.112)	This	set	of	equations	is	identical	to	Eq.	(10.105)	if	we	set	1n	-	12	hj	1n2	=	hj	+	1	for	j	=	1,	Á	,	n.	10.4.2	Prediction	The	linear	prediction	problem	arises	in	many	signal	processing	applications.	Compare	the	performance	of	the
optimal	linear	predictor	for	these	processes	for	short-term	as	well	as	long-term	predictions.	(a)	Is	the	difference	of	two	independent	Poisson	random	processes	also	a	Poisson	process?	Problems	561	9.30.	Wn	hn	Yn	gn	Zn	FIGURE	P10.6	10.41.	2	2	The	ideal	lowpass	filter	passes	SA1f2	and	blocks	SA1f	;	2fc2,	which	is	centered	about	;	f,	so	the	output	of
the	lowpass	filter	has	power	spectral	density	SY1f2	=	SA1f2.	In	modulation,	we	are	interested	in	converting	low-frequency	information	signals	into	high-frequency	transmission	signals	that	propagate	more	readily	through	various	transmission	media.	Is	the	following	WSS	random	process	X(t)	mean	ergodic?	When	B	=	K	Y	is	a	covariance	matrix,	svd
returns	the	diagonal	matrix	D	of	eigenvalues	of	K	Y	as	well	as	the	matrices	U	=	P	and	V	=	P	T.	9.70.	The	sampled	function	is	then	represented	by:	q	xs1t2	=	a	x1nT2d1t	-	nT2.	Repeat	Problem	9.26	with	Xn	=	3/4Xn	-	1	+	Yn	where	Yn	is	an	iid	random	process.	For	n	Ú	1,	define	Zn	=	u1a	-	Xn2,	where	u(x)	is	the	unit	step	function,	that	is,	Xn	=	1	if	and
only	if	Xn	…	a.	(10.37b)	RESPONSE	OF	LINEAR	SYSTEMS	TO	RANDOM	SIGNALS	Many	applications	involve	the	processing	of	random	signals	(i.e.,	random	processes)	in	order	to	achieve	certain	ends.	Let	X(t)	and	Y(t)	be	independent	Gaussian	random	processes	with	zero	means	and	the	same	covariance	function	C1t1	,	t22.	where	RX,Y1t2	is	the
cross-correlation	between	X(t)	and	Y(t):	RX,Y1t2	=	E3X1t	+	t2Y1t24.	Sequential	experiments.	The	Octave	function	svd(B)	performs	a	singular	value	decomposition	of	the	matrix	B,	see	[Long].	(b)	Apply	your	result	in	part	a	for	the	random	phase	sinusoid	in	Example	9.2.	9.101.	7.	(b)	Plot	SX1f2	for	a	=	b	=	0.5	and	a	=	0.75	=	3b	and	comment	on	the
effect	of	value	of	a>b.	>	>	>	>	>	>	>	>	>	>	M=zeros(100,1);	n=1:1:100;	N=transpose(n);	v=1./((N-0.5).^2	*pi	^2);	t=0.01:0.01:1;	p=(N-0.5)*t;	x=normal_rnd(M,v,100,1);	y=sqrt(2)*sin(pi	*p);	z=transpose(x)*y	plot(z)	%	Number	of	coefficients	%	Variances	of	coefficients	%	Argument	of	sinusoid	%	Gaussian	coefficients	%	sin	terms	Figure	9.21	shows
the	Karhunen-Loeve	expansion	for	the	Wiener	process	using	100	terms.	(d)	Write	the	matrix	equation	for	the	2p	+	1	filter	coefficients.	Find	the	mean	and	covariance	functions	of	the	discrete-time	sampled	process	Xn	=	X1nT2	for	n	=	0,	;1,	;2,	Á	.	t	512	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	X(t)	and	X(0)	will	differ	in	sign	if	the	number	of	events	in	t	is	odd:	q
1at22j	+	1	P3X1t2	=	;1	|	X102	=	p=1/2	>n=1000	>m=4	Section	9.10	Generating	Random	Processes	551	>	V=-1:2:1;	>	P=[1-p,p];	>	D=discrete_rnd(V,	P,	m,	n);	>	X=cumsum	(D);	>	plot	(X)	Figures	9.7(a)	and	9.7(b)	in	Section	9.3	show	four	sample	functions	of	the	symmetric	random	walk	process	for	p	=	1/2.	9.3b).	The	generation	of	sequences	of
WSS	but	correlated	sequences	of	Gaussian	random	variables	requires	more	work.	We	show	how	the	continuoustime	Poisson	random	process	can	be	obtained	as	the	limit	of	a	discrete-time	process.	(a)	Show	that	the	optimum	filter	must	satisfy	RX1t	+	d2	=	q	L0	h1x2RX1t	-	x2	dx	t	Ú	0.	Woods,	Probability,	Random	Processes,	and	Estimation	Theory	for
Engineers,	3d	ed.,	Prentice	Hall,	Upper	Saddle	River,	N.J.,	2002.	We	investigate	these	processes	in	Chapter	10.	a	stationary	process?	10.7.1	FFT	Techniques	The	Fourier	transform	relationship	between	RX1t2	and	SX1f2	is	fundamental	in	the	study	of	wide-sense	stationary	processes	and	plays	a	key	role	in	random	signal	analysis.	Specify	the	joint	pmf’s
for	Yn	.	Summary.	The	predictor	for	X21t2	612	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	TABLE	10.2(a)	Short-term	prediction:	autoregressive,	r	=	0.7411,	s2X	=	1,	CX(1)	=	0.7411.	Discrete	random	variables.	(9.35b)	Example	9.21	Inquiries	arrive	at	a	recorded	message	device	according	to	a	Poisson	process	of	rate	15	inquiries	per
minute.	A	random	process	X(t)	is	said	to	be	Markov	if	the	future	of	the	process	given	the	present	is	independent	of	the	past;	that	is,	for	any	k	and	any	choice	of	sampling	instants	t1	6	t2	6	Á	6	tk	and	for	any	x1	,	x2	,	Á	,xk	,	fX1tk21xk	ƒ	X1tk	-	12	=	xk	-	1	,	Á	,	X1t12	=	x12	=	fX1tk21xk	ƒ	X1tk	-	12	=	xk	-	12	(9.22)	Section	9.3	Discrete-Time	Processes:	Sum
Process,	Binomial	Counting	Process,	and	Random	Walk	Xn	Sn1	501	Sn		Sn1	Xn	Unit	delay	FIGURE	9.6	The	sum	process	Sn		X1		Á		Xn	,	S0		0,	can	be	generated	in	this	way.	A	recursive	equation	for	the	mean	square	prediction	error	is	obtained	from	Eq.	(10.117):	E3e2n	+	14	=	1a	n	-	kn22E3e2n4	+	E3W	2n4	+	k2nE3N	2n4,	(10.118)	with	initial
condition	E3e204	=	E3Z204.	pdf	of	sums	of	independent	random	variables.	9.2.1	Joint	Distributions	of	Time	Samples	Let	X1	,	X2	,	Á	,	Xk	be	the	k	random	variables	obtained	by	sampling	the	random	process	X1t,	z2	at	the	times	t1	,	t2	,	Á	,	tk	:	X1	=	X1t1	,	z2,	X2	=	X1t2	,	z,2,	Á	,	Xk	=	X1tk	,	z2,	as	shown	in	Fig.	Yn	can	be	viewed	as	the	output	of	the
recursive	system	in	Fig.	We	now	show	that	the	set	of	equations	in	Eq.	(10.107)	can	be	related	to	the	set	in	Eq.	(10.105).	(a)	Find	RX,Y1t2	and	RZ1t2.	Are	the	sample	means	of	Yn	and	Zn	in	part	a	close	to	their	respective	means?	Let	X(t)	be	a	WSS	Gaussian	random	process	with	RX1t2	=	e-ƒtƒ.	•	In	Section	9.6	we	introduce	the	class	of	stationary	random
processes	that	can	be	viewed	as	random	processes	in	“steady	state.”	•	In	Section	9.7	we	investigate	the	continuity	properties	of	random	processes	and	define	their	derivatives	and	integrals.	Reference	[10]	discusses	the	basic	theory	underlying	power	spectrum	estimation.	If	so,	find	its	mean	and	autocovariance	functions.	Testing	the	fit	of	a	distribution
to	data.	9.56.	Be	the	first.	For	example,	we	may	be	interested	in	the	temperature	at	a	given	locale	at	two	different	times.	(9.15)	Section	9.2	Specifying	a	Random	Process	497	The	cross-covariance	CX,Y(t1	,	t2)	of	X(t)	and	Y(t)	is	defined	by	CX,Y1t1	,	t22	=	E35X1t12	-	mX1t1265Y1t22	-	mX1t2264	=	RX,Y1t1	,	t22	-	mX1t12mX1t22.	Consider	the	predictor
in	Eq.	(10.86b).	Suppose	that	a	random	telegraph	signal	with	transition	rate	a	is	the	input	signal	in	an	amplitude	modulation	system.	Let	Z1t2	=	At3	+	B,	where	A	and	B	are	independent	random	variables.	Let	X(t)	and	Y(t)	be	independent,	wide-sense	stationary	random	processes	with	zero	means	and	the	same	covariance	function	CX1t2.	Assume	that	p
is	the	probability	of	heads.	If	we	now	let	n	:	q	(i.e.,	d	=	t/n	:	0)	and	p	:	0	while	np	=	lt	remains	fixed,	then	from	Eq.	(3.40)	the	binomial	distribution	approaches	a	Poisson	distribution	with	parameter	lt.	(10.73)	The	figure	of	merit	for	the	estimator	is	the	mean	square	error	E3e2t	4	=	E31Zt	-	Yt224,	Xt	–	a	ha	ha–1	Xt		a	1	(10.74)	Xt	h0	Yt	FIGURE	10.14	A
linear	system	for	producing	an	estimate	Yt	.	(10.107)	Up	to	this	point	we	have	followed	the	procedure	of	the	previous	section	and	we	find	that	the	dimensionality	of	the	problem	grows	with	the	number	of	observations.	Other	functions	use	filter(b,a,x)	to	provide	special	cases	of	filtering.	Similarly,	if	k	=	min1n,	k2,	we	would	have	obtained	ks2.	(c)	What
is	the	probability	of	error	in	this	system?	Random	Variables.	Find	the	limit	as	T	:	q	.	Assume	that	A(t)	is	the	signal	in	Problem	10.1b.	Find	the	mean	and	autocorrelation	functions	of	the	randomly	phase-shifted	version	of	X(t)	given	by	Eq.	(9.72).	Note	that	Eq.	(10.78)	is	identical	to	Eq.	(6.60)	for	estimating	a	random	variable	by	a	linear	combination	of
several	random	variables.	Is	the	Ornstein-Uhlenbeck	process	Gauss-Markov?	Computer	methods	for	generating	random	variables.	(b)	Use	part	a	to	show	that	N11t2	and	N21t2	are	independent	Poisson	random	variables	of	rates	plt	and	11	-	p2lt,	respectively:	P3N11t2	=	j,	N21t2	=	k4	=	1plt2j	j!	e-plt	111	-	p2lt2k	k!	e-11	-	p2lt.	Section	9.2	Specifying	a
Random	Process	495	The	mean,	variance,	autocorrelation,	and	autocovariance	functions	for	discretetime	random	processes	are	defined	in	the	same	manner	as	above.	Suppose	n	…	k	so	n	=	min1n,	k2,	then	CS1n,	k2	=	E31Sn	-	nm21Sk	-	km24	=	E31Sn	-	nm251Sn	-	nm2	+	1Sk	-	km2	-	1Sn	-	nm264	=	E31Sn	-	nm224	+	E31Sn	-	nm21Sk	-	Sn	-	1k	-	n2m24.
(a)	Find	the	histograms	for	increments	in	the	intervals	(0,	0.5],	(0.5,	1.5],	and	(1.5,	3.5]	and	compare	these	to	the	theoretical	pdf.	9.99.	Continuous	random	variables.	Find	the	mean	and	autocorrelation	functions	of	Y(t).	(c)	Plot	the	power	in	the	range	ƒ	f	ƒ	7	f0	as	a	function	of	f0	7	0.	Recall	that	equality	in	the	mean	square	then	X	sense	does	not	imply
equality	for	all	sample	functions,	so	this	version	of	the	sampling	theorem	is	weaker	than	the	version	in	Eq.	(10.56)	for	finite	energy	signals.	Let	X(t)	be	a	WSS	process	with	autocorrelation	function	RX1t2	and	power	spectral	density	SX1f2.	Section	9.5:	Gaussian	Random	Process,	Wiener	Process	and	Brownian	Motion	9.50.	The	autocovariance	CX(t1	,	t2)
of	a	random	process	X(t)	is	defined	as	the	covariance	of	X1t12	and	X1t22:	CX1t1	,	t22	=	E35X1t12	-	mX1t1265X1t22	-	mX1t2264.	Our	objective	is	to	find	for	each	time	n	the	minimum	mean	square	estimate	(actually	prediction)	of	Zn	based	on	the	observations	X0	,	X1	,	Á	,	Xn	-	1	using	a	linear	estimator	that	possibly	varies	with	time:	n	-	12	Yn	=	a	h1n
Xn	-	j	.	9.5(b).	Let	Y1t2	=	X21t2,	where	X(t)	is	the	Wiener	process.	10.92.	Let	the	input	to	the	counter	be	given	by	Dn	=	2In	-	1,	where	In	is	the	Bernoulli	random	process,	then	Dn	=	b	+1	-1	if	In	=	1	if	In	=	0.	(c)	What	is	the	pdf	of	the	continuous-time	process	that	results	if	the	output	of	the	digital	filter	is	fed	into	an	interpolator?	(9.16)	The	processes
X(t)	and	Y(t)	are	said	to	be	uncorrelated	random	processes	if	CX,Y1t1	,	t22	=	0	for	all	t1	and	t2	.	10.13(a),	arise	in	communication	systems	when	wide-sense	stationary	white	noise	is	filtered	by	bandpass	filters.	(a)	Find	the	pdf,	mean,	and	autocovariance	of	H(t)	if	X(t)	is	the	sinusoid	with	a	random	amplitude	presented	in	Example	9.2.	(b)	Find	the	pdf,
mean,	and	autocovariance	of	H(t)	if	X(t)	is	the	sinusoid	with	random	phase	presented	in	Example	9.9.	(c)	Find	a	general	expression	for	the	mean	of	H(t)	in	terms	of	the	cdf	of	X(t).	Example	9.16	One-Dimensional	Random	Walk	Let	Dn	be	the	iid	process	of	;1	random	variables	in	Example	9.14,	and	let	Sn	be	the	corresponding	sum	process.	The	second
assumption	implies	that	these	Bernoulli	trials	are	independent.	(b)	Find	mX(t)	and	CX1t1	,	t22.	10.18.	Let	Xn	consist	of	an	iid	sequence	of	Poisson	random	variables	with	mean	a.	The	n-step	transition	probabilities.	Every	hour	the	messages	that	have	arrived	during	the	previous	hour	are	forwarded	to	their	destination.	Find	the	signal-to-noise	ratio	in	the
recovered	signal	in	Example	10.18	if	SN1f2	=	af2	for	ƒ	f	;	fc	ƒ	6	W	and	zero	elsewhere.	The	above	discussion	has	only	considered	the	spectrum	estimation	for	a	white	noise,	Gaussian	random	process,	but	the	general	conclusions	are	also	valid	for	nonwhite,	non-Gaussian	processes.	The	predictor	for	X11t2	attains	all	of	the	benefit	of	prediction	with	a	p	=
1	system.	(a)	Find	the	relative	frequency	of	the	event	P3N1102	=	3	and	N1602	-	N1452	=	24	and	compare	it	to	the	theoretical	probability.	k	(10.129)	and	k-1	Bk1n2	=	a	Xm	sina	m=0	Then	it	follows	that	the	periodogram	estimate	is	n	2	1	1	'	n	(10.130)	pk	a	b	=	`	xN	k	a	b	`	=	5A	2k1n2	+	B2k1n26.	10.72.	Networks	of	queues:	Jackson's	theorem.	q
(10.60)	n=-	Next	we	consider	the	mean	square	error	associated	with	Eq.	(10.59):	n	1t26X1t24	-	E35X1t2	-	X	n	1t26X	n	1t24	n	1t2624	=	E35X1t2	-	X	E35X1t2	-	X	=	n	1t2X1t24	F	E	E3X1t2X1t24	-	E3X	n	1t24	-	E3X	n	1t2X	n	1t24	F	.	9.6,	which	shows	a	recursive	procedure	for	computing	Sn	in	terms	of	Sn	-	1	and	the	increment	Xn	.	Note	that	the	time
indices	of	X(t)	and	Y(t)	need	not	be	the	same.	Note	also	that	Eq.	(10.67b)	implies	that	SB,A1f2	is	a	purely	imaginary,	odd	function	of	f,	as	also	shown	in	Fig.	9.12.	6.	Let	Xn	=	Zn	+	Nn	,	where	Zn	and	Nn	are	independent,	zero-mean	random	processes.	A	moving	average	process	Xn	is	produced	as	follows:	Xn	=	Wn	+	a1Wn	-	1	+	Á	+	apWn	-	p	,	where	Wn
is	a	zero-mean	white	noise	process.	From	Eq.	(8.14),	we	have	RXY1t1	,	t22	=	E3X1t12Y1t224	=	E3X1t125X1t22	+	N1t2264	=	RX1t1	,	t22	+	E3X1t124E3N1t224	=	RX1t1	,	t22	+	mX1tl2mN1t22,	where	the	third	equality	followed	from	the	fact	that	X(t)	and	N(t)	are	independent.	Transformation	of	random	vectors.	Once	we	know	the	value	of	the	process
at	time	n	-	1,	the	values	of	the	random	process	prior	to	time	n	-	1	are	irrelevant.	A	fair	coin	is	tossed.	The	optimum	linear	coefficients	and	the	associated	mean	square	error	for	the	long-range	dependent	process	can	be	calculated	using	the	following	code.	Real	systems	however	are	bandlimited,	and	hence	we	always	end	up	dealing	with	bandlimited
white	noise.	First,	the	distribution	for	the	number	of	event	occurrences	in	any	interval	of	length	t	is	given	by	Eq.	(9.34a).	(b)	Apply	your	result	in	part	a	to	an	iid	discrete-valued	random	process.	Sum	of	a	random	number	of	random	variables.	Let	Y1t2	=	X1t22	cos12pfct	+	®2.	Filtering	of	Signal	Plus	Noise	Suppose	we	are	interested	in	estimating	the
signal	Zn	from	the	p	+	1	most	recent	noisy	observations:	a	H	I	=	5n	-	p,	Á	,	n	-	1,	n6.	This	theorem	forms	the	basis	for	modern	digital	signal	processing	systems.	The	term	1Xn	-	Yn2	is	called	the	“innovations,”	and	it	gives	the	discrepancy	between	the	old	prediction	and	the	observation.	Cylostationary	random	processes.	(b)	Find	the	joint	pdf	of	Xn	and
Yn	+	1	.	608	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	since	et	and	Yt	are	orthogonal.	(10.108)	and	(10.107):	n+1	1n2	anRZ,X1n,	l2	=	a	hj	RX1n	+	1	-	j,	l2	j=1	n+1	1n2	RX1n,	l2	+	a	hj	RX1n	+	1	-	j,	l2	=	h1n2	1	j=2	for	l	=	0,	1,	Á	,	n	-	1.	CHAPTER	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	10	In	this	chapter	we	introduce	methods	for
analyzing	and	processing	random	signals.	(10.4)	A	table	of	Fourier	transforms	and	its	properties	is	given	in	Appendix	B.	The	case	p	=	1/2	provides	a	precarious	balance,	and	we	will	see	later,	in	Chapter	12,	very	interesting	dynamics.	Example	9.8	Filtered	Noisy	Signal	Let	Xj	be	a	sequence	of	independent,	identically	distributed	observations	of	a	signal
voltage	m	corrupted	by	zero-mean	Gaussian	noise	Nj	with	variance	s2:	Xj	=	m	+	Nj	for	j	=	0,	1,	Á	.	We	are	finally	ready	to	obtain	an	expression	for	the	gain	kn	.	The	mean	of	X(t)	is	found	using	Eq.	(4.30):	496	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	mX1t2	=	E3cos1vt	+	®24	=	p	1	cos1vt	+	u2	du	=	0.	(c)	Find	the	joint	pdf	of	X1t12	and	X1t22.	Let	X0	,	Á	,	Xk	-	1
be	k	observations	from	the	discrete-time,	WSS	process	Xn	.	10.6(a).	The	function	can	be	modified	for	the	autoregressive	case.	Davisson,	Random	Processes:	A	Mathematical	Approach	for	Engineers,	Prentice	Hall,	Englewood	Cliffs,	N.J.,	1986.	For	example,	if	we	let	a	=	11>N,	1>N,	Á	,	1>N2	we	obtain	a	moving	average	filter:	Yn	=	1Wn	+	Wn	-	1	+	Á	+
Wn	-	N	+	12>N.	Time-reversible	Markov	chains.	The	Octave	function	fftconv(a,b,n)	implements	this	approach.	The	binomial	and	random	processes	are	sum	processes.	Hint:	First	show	that	E31X1t2-1X	Plot	the	power	spectral	density	of	the	amplitude	modulated	signal	Y(t)	in	Example	10.18,	assuming	fc	7	W;	fc	6	W.	Mean	square	derivatives.	(10.82)
The	cross-correlation	terms	in	Eq.	(10.82)	are	given	by	RZ,X1m2	=	E3ZnXn	-	m4	=	E3Zn1Zn	-	m	+	Nn	-	m24	=	RZ1m2.	9.138.	k	-	ƒmƒ	n=0	Show	that	if	we	estimate	the	power	spectrum	of	Xn	by	the	Fourier	transform	of	rN	kœ	1m2,	the	resulting	estimator	has	mean	'	E3pk1f24	=	k-1	a	RX1m¿2e	-j2pfm¿.	10.10(a).	(c)	For	what	other	arrival	functions	l1t2
does	the	pmf	in	part	a	hold?	9.3.2	Independent	Increments	and	Markov	Properties	of	Random	Processes	Before	proceeding	to	build	random	processes	from	iid	processes,	we	present	two	very	useful	properties	of	random	processes.	Equation	(10.51)	gives	q	q	q	s2Xak	j=0	1	-	a2	RY1k2	=	a	a	hjhis2Xdk	+	j	-	i	=	s2X	a	ajaj	+	k	=	j=0	i=0	Example	10.15	.
Find	SY1f2.	The	power	spectral	density	of	Xn	is	defined	as	the	Fourier	transform	of	the	autocorrelation	sequence	SX1f2	=	f5RX1k26	q	=	a	RX1k2e	-j2pfk.	This	is	consistent	with	the	fact	that	SX1f2	is	the	“density	of	power”	of	X(t)	at	the	frequency	f.	The	rejection	method.	Consider	the	following	estimator	for	the	autocorrelation	function	rN	kœ	1m2	=	1
k	-	ƒmƒ	-	1	a	XnXn	+	m	.	64	627	628	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	The	variance	of	the	smoothed	estimator	is	1	N	'	'	VAR38pk1f29N4	=	2	a	VAR3pk,i1f24	N	i=1	=	1	'	VAR3pk1f24	N	M	1	SX1f22.	(b)	Generate	50	realizations	of	the	process	Yn	with	a	=	1/2,	p	=	1/4,	and	p	=	1/2.	The	approach	used	in	Example	4.36	can	be	used	to
show	that	Y1t0	,	z2	has	an	arcsine	distribution:	1	ƒyƒ	6	1	,	fY1y2	=	p21	-	y2	(see	Fig.	9.78.	Find	the	output	if	Z(t)	is	input	into	an	ideal	bandpass	filter	with	transfer	function	shown	in	Fig.	Problems	641	(a)	Show	that	the	corresponding	impulse	response	is:	h0	=	0,	hn	=	10.48.	(10.132b)	i=0	The	correlation	between	A	k1n2	and	A	k1m2	(for	n,	m	not	equal
to	-k>2	or	0)	is	k-1	k-1	2pni	2pml	b	cosa	b	E3A	k1n2A	k1m24	=	a	a	E3XiXl4	cosa	k	k	i=0	l=0	k-1	2pmi	2pni	b	cosa	b	=	s2X	a	cosa	k	k	i=0	k-1	k-1	2p1n	-	m2i	2p1n	+	m2i	1	1	b	+	s2X	a	cosa	b,	=	s2X	a	cosa	k	k	i=0	2	i=0	2	where	we	used	the	fact	that	E3XiX14	=	s2Xdil	since	the	noise	is	white.	Examples	of	continuous-time	random	processes.	From
previous	chapters	we	know	that	Sn	is	the	sample	mean	of	an	iid	sequence	of	Gaussian	random	variables.	9.46.	Noise	impulses	occur	in	a	radio	transmission	according	to	a	Poisson	process	of	rate	l.	What	trends	do	the	processes	exhibit?	The	purpose	of	a	modulator	is	to	map	the	information	signal	A(t)	into	a	transmission	signal	X(t)	that	is	in	a	frequency
range	that	propagates	well	over	the	desired	medium.	Poisson	process.	9.37.	Example	10.2	Sinusoid	with	Random	Phase	Let	X1t2	=	a	cos12pf0t	+	®2,	where	®	is	uniformly	distributed	in	the	interval	10,	2p2.	(10.120)	Equations	(10.119),	(10.116),	and	(10.120)	when	combined	yield	the	recursive	procedure	that	constitutes	the	Kalman	filtering
algorithm:	Kalman	filter	algorithm:9	E3e204	=	E3Z204	Initialization:	Y0	=	0	For	n	=	0,	1,	2,	Á	kn	=	anE3e2n4	E3e2n4	+	E3N	2n4	Yn	+	1	=	anYn	+	kn1Xn	-	Yn2	E3e2n	+	14	=	an1an	-	kn2E3e2n4	+	E3W2n4.	9.59.	Let	X(t)	be	the	white	Gaussian	noise	process	introduced	in	Example	9.43.	Chapter	11	is	entirely	devoted	to	random	processes	that	satisfy
this	property.	The	transfer	function	of	the	second	filter	in	Fig.	(b)	Differentiate	the	above	integral	equation	to	obtain	the	differential	equation	d2	f1t2	=	dt2	a2	¢	l	-	2	l	s2	≤	a	f1t2.	(b)	How	should	the	bit	carried	by	each	pulse	be	recovered	based	on	the	samples	Y(nT)?	9.26.	We	focus	on	the	tools	provided	in	Octave	since	these	are	quite	useful	as	well	as
readily	available.	The	following	quadrature	amplitude	modulation	(QAM)	method	can	be	used	to	produce	such	signals:	X1t2	=	A1t2	cos12pfct	+	®2	+	B1t2	sin12pfct	+	®2,	(10.66)	where	A(t)	and	B(t)	are	real-valued,	jointly	wide-sense	stationary	random	processes,	and	we	require	that	(10.67a)	RA1t2	=	RB1t2	RB,A1t2	=	-RA,B1t2.	If	I	=	1-	q	,	t2,	that
is,	a	=	q	and	b	=	0,	then	we	have	a	filtering	problem	where	we	estimate	Zt	in	terms	of	noisy	observations	of	the	past	and	present.	The	magnitude	squared	of	xk1f2	is	a	measure	of	the	“energy”	at	the	frequency	f.	U2n	+	1	=	Yn	.	Assume	W0	=	1000	and	b	=	1.	Signal	processing	involves	converting	a	signal	from	one	form	into	another.	(10.133a)	through
(10.133d)	imply	that	the	periodogram	estimates	at	the	frequencies	f	=	-n>k	are	uncorrelated	random	variables.	CHECKLIST	OF	IMPORTANT	TERMS	Amplitude	modulation	ARMA	process	Autoregressive	process	Bandpass	signal	Causal	system	Cross-power	spectral	density	Einstein-Wiener-Khinchin	theorem	Filtering	Impulse	response	Innovations	634
Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	Kalman	filter	Linear	system	Long-range	dependence	Moving	average	process	Nyquist	sampling	rate	Optimum	filter	Orthogonality	condition	Periodogram	Power	spectral	density	Prediction	Quadrature	amplitude	modulation	Sampling	theorem	Smoothed	periodogram	Smoothing	System	Time-
invariant	system	Transfer	function	Unit-sample	response	White	noise	Wiener	filter	Wiener-Hopf	equations	Yule-Walker	equations	ANNOTATED	REFERENCES	References	[1]	through	[6]	contain	good	discussions	of	the	notion	of	power	spectral	density	and	of	the	response	of	linear	systems	to	random	inputs.	The	ith	customer	remains	logged	on	for	a
random	duration	of	Ti	seconds,	where	the	Ti	are	iid	random	variables	and	are	also	independent	of	the	arrival	times.	In	the	special	case	where	Wn	and	Nn	are	Gaussian	random	processes,	then	Zn	and	Xn	will	also	be	Gaussian	random	processes.	10.13(b).	Whether	or	not	an	event	occurs	in	a	subinterval	is	independent	of	the	outcomes	in	other
subintervals.	10.7(b)	with	a1	=	a2	=	Á	=	aq	=	0;	and	(3)	the	resulting	output	sequence	Yn	is	fed	into	the	interpolation	filter.	We	simply	need	to	filter	white	noise	through	a	filter	with	transfer	function	H1f2	=	2SY1f2.	Therefore	RD1t2	=	0	for	all	t,	and	W1t2	=	X1t2	in	the	mean	square	sense	since	E31W1t2	-	X1t2224	=	E3D21t24	=	RD102	=	0.	(a)
Sketch	some	sample	paths	of	the	process.	(b)	Show	that	a	discrete-time	WSS	random	process	is	mean	ergodic	if	q	a	ƒ	C1k2	ƒ	6	q	.	2	Show	that	RY1t2	=	RX1022	+	2RX	1t2.	In	an	image	processing	system,	the	intensity	and	color	of	the	image	varies	over	a	rectangular	region.	9.116.	(10.5)	1	This	result	is	usually	called	the	Wiener-Khinchin	theorem,	after
Norbert	Wiener	and	A.	Find	the	power	spectral	density	of	the	difference	between	the	input	and	output	of	the	filter.	Convert	the	continuous-time	signals	into	discrete-time	signals	by	sampling	the	amplitudes;	(2)	Representing	the	samples	using	a	fixed	number	of	bits.	9.71.	1a	-	j2pf2	1a	+	j2pf2	If	we	let	the	filter	transfer	function	be	H1f2	=	1>1a	+
j2pf2,	then	the	impulse	response	is	h1t2	=	e	-at	for	t	Ú	0,	which	is	the	response	of	a	causal	system.	The	sequence	Xn	is	called	the	iid	random	process.	Thus	its	autocovariance	is	given	by	Cs1n,	k2	=	min1n,	k24p11	-	p2.	a	SX1mf02e	m	=	-M	Finally,	we	also	focus	on	a	set	of	discrete	lag	values:	kt0	so	that	-T	=	-Mt0	6	1-M	+	16	t0	6	Á	6	1M	-	12t0	6	T.	(b)
Are	the	autoregressive	processes	Zn	in	Problem	9.25a	mean	ergodic?	How	would	you	check	whether	N11t2	and	N21t2	are	independent	random	processes?	2	11>22ks2X	11>22ks2X	(10.134)	The	quantity	in	brackets	is	the	sum	of	the	squares	of	two	zero-mean,	unit-variance,	independent	Gaussian	random	variables.	What	is	the	probability	that	a	t-
second	message	cannot	be	corrected?	q	(10.49)	i=-	The	derivation	from	the	previous	section	can	be	used	to	show	that	if	Xn	is	a	widesense	stationary	process,	then	Yn	is	also	wide-sense	stationary.The	mean	of	Yn	is	given	by	q	mY	=	mX	a	hj	=	mXH102.	The	notion	of	power	spectral	density	can	be	generalized	to	two	jointly	wide-sense	stationary
processes.	Mathematical	models	as	tools	in	analysis	and	design.	The	method	of	a	maximum	entropy.	Let	Xn	be	an	iid	sequence	of	zero-mean,	unit-variance	Gaussian	random	variables.	The	Kalman	filter.	We	therefore	conclude	that	the	interevent	times	in	a	Poisson	process	form	an	iid	sequence	of	exponential	random	variables	with	mean	1/l.	Thus	the
mean	of	the	output	Y(t)	is	the	constant	mY	=	H102mX	.	The	wide-sense	stationarity	of	the	processes	reduces	this	estimation	problem	to	the	one	considered	in	Section	6.5.	In	the	above	derivation	we	deliberately	used	the	notation	Zt	instead	of	Zn	to	suggest	that	the	same	development	holds	for	continuous-time	estimation.	Compare	this	with	the	mean
square	error	of	the	infinite-smoothing	filter	found	in	Problem	10.67.	Assume	that	customer	connection	times	are	an	exponential	random	variables	with	mean	5	seconds.	In	order	to	be	useful,	the	variance	of	the	periodogram	estimate	should	also	approach	zero.	If	we	divide	this	energy	by	the	total	“time”	k,	we	obtain	an	estimate	for	the	“power”	at	the
frequency	f	:	1	'	'	pk1f2	=	ƒ	xk1f2	ƒ	2.	Consider	a	linear	combination	of	two	sinusoids:	X1t2	=	A	1	cos1v0t	+	®	12	+	A	2	cos1	22v0t	+	®	22,	where	®	1	and	®	2	are	independent	uniform	random	variables	in	the	interval	10,	2p2,	and	A1	and	A2	are	jointly	Gaussian	random	variables.	(c)	Calculate	50	periodograms	as	in	part	b	and	show	the	average	of	the
periodograms	after	every	10	additional	realizations.	The	filter	that	minimizes	E31Zt	-	Yt224	satisfies	the	equation	a	RZ,X1m2	=	a	hbRX1m	-	b2	-b	…	m	…	a	b	=	-b	and	has	mean	square	error	given	by	a	E31Zt	-	Yt224	=	RZ102	-	a	hbRZ,X1b2.	H21f2	is	then	given	by	Eq.	(10.97).	2	1	0	X1	1	X2	1	X3	1	X4	1	X5	(9.40)	1	X6	X7	1	FIGURE	9.10	Sample	path	of	a
random	telegraph	signal.	(b)	Is	Yn	stationary	in	any	sense?	We	usually	suppress	the	z	and	use	X(t)	to	denote	a	random	process.	(d)	Repeat	part	c	if	customer	connection	times	are	exactly	5	seconds	long.	Use	the	model	to	find	an	expression	for	the	power	spectral	density	of	the	error	e1t2	=	Z1t2	-	Y1t2,	and	then	show	that	the	mean	square	error	is	given
by:	q	SZ1f2SN1f2	df.	We	now	show	how	the	power	spectral	density	arises	naturally	when	we	take	Fourier	transforms	of	realizations	of	random	processes.	Let	Tj	denote	the	iid	exponential	interarrival	times,	then	Sn	=	T1	+	T2	+	Á	+	Tn	.	(b)	Let	Np1t2	be	the	number	of	complete	pairs	generated	by	a	Poisson	process	up	to	time	t.	(b)	Show	that	Y11t2
and	Y21t2	are	jointly	WSS	and	jointly	Gaussian	random	processes.	In	filtering	and	smoothing,	we	are	interested	in	recovering	signals	that	have	been	corrupted	by	noise.	Building	a	probability	model.	Octave	has	a	function	filter(b,	a,	x)	which	takes	a	set	of	coefficients	b	=	1b	1	,	b	2	,	Á	,	b	p	+	12	and	a	=	1a1	,	a2	,	Á	,	aq2	as	coefficient	for	a	filter	as	in
Eq.	(10.55)	and	produces	the	output	corresponding	to	the	input	sequence	x.The	choice	of	a	and	b	can	lead	to	a	broad	range	of	discretetime	filters.	(e)	Repeat	part	d	if	Xn	is	the	random	step	process.	Section	10.3	Bandlimited	Random	Processes	599	The	proof	of	the	sampling	theorem	involves	the	following	steps.	The	process	is	said	to	be	“white”	in
analogy	to	white	light,	which	contains	all	frequencies	in	equal	amounts.	(c)	Suppose	we	meet	the	t0f0	=	1>N	requirement	by	letting	t0	=	f0	=	1>	2N.	(10.32)	m=0	'	'	Note	that	xk1f2	is	a	complex-valued	random	variable.	Note	that	the	counting	process	can	only	increase	over	time.	Verify	Eqs.	A	random	telegraph	signal	is	passed	through	an	ideal
lowpass	filter	with	cutoff	frequency	W.	Section	9.3:	Sum	Process,	Binomial	Counting	Process,	and	Random	Walk	9.21.	Proof	of	the	arrival	theorem.	The	first	application	involves	the	sampling	theorem,	which	states	that	bandlimited	random	processes	can	be	represented	in	terms	of	a	sequence	of	their	time	samples.	Equation	(10.6)	implies	that	SX1f2	is
real-valued	and	an	even	function	of	f.	The	realizations	of	this	random	process	are	sinusoids	with	amplitude	z,	as	shown	in	Fig.	9.5.	Let	g(t)	be	the	rectangular	pulse	shown	in	Fig.	The	method	for	factoring	SX1f2	as	specified	by	Eq.	(10.96)	is	called	spectral	factorization.	It	is	easily	shown	that	RD1t2	=	RW1t2	-	RWX1t2	-	RXW1t2	+	RX1t2.	Second,	the
limits	of	the	summation	in	Eq.	(10.35)	are	not	'	;	q	.	Under	what	conditions	does	SZ1f2	=	SX1f2	+	SY1f2?	Problems	569	Section	9.8:	Time	Averages	of	Random	Processes	and	Ergodic	Theorems	9.91.	Find	the	joint	pdf	of	X(t)	and	X1t	+	s2.	(10.89)	The	impulse	response	of	the	optimum	filter	is	then	obtained	by	taking	the	appropriate	inverse	transform.
Cadzow,	Foundations	of	Digital	Signal	Processing	and	Data	Analysis,	Macmillan,	New	York,	1987.	Example	10.1	Random	Telegraph	Signal	Find	the	power	spectral	density	of	the	random	telegraph	signal.	Let	N(t)	be	such	a	process	with	power	spectral	density	SN1f2.	Section	10.4	Optimum	Linear	Systems	615	We	now	show	how	the	solution	of	the
above	special	case	can	be	used	to	solve	the	general	case.	E3A	k1n24	=	0	=	E3Bk1n24	Note	also	that	the	n	=	-k>2	and	n	=	0	terms	are	different	in	that	Bk1-k>22	=	0	=	Bk102	k-1	A	k1-k>22	=	a	1-12iXi	i=0	(10.132a)	k-1	A	k102	=	a	Xi	.	Let	Y1t2	=	X1t2	+	W1t2,	where	X(t)	and	W(t)	are	orthogonal	random	processes	and	W(t)	is	a	white	Gaussian	noise
process.	(e)	Repeat	parts	a,	b,	c,	and	d	if	s	is	uniform	in	(1,	2).	9.	wide-sense	stationary?	the	sample	size	T	in	a	log-log	plot.	9.31.	Equation	(10.97)	states	that	H21f2	is	given	by	the	Fourier	transform	of	the	t	7	0	portion	of	RZ,X¿1t2:	c	H21f2	=	f5ce	-Tu1t26	=	.	Thus	P3X1t2	=	;1	|	X102	=	;	14	=	P3N1t2	=	even	integer4	q	1at22j	e	-at	=	a	j	=	0	12j2!	1	=	e	-
at	5eat	+	e	-at6	2	1	=	11	+	e	-2at2.	(a)	Under	what	conditions	is	this	time	average	a	valid	estimate	for	E3X21t24?	Generate	100	repetitions	of	the	experiment	in	Example	9.21.	The	elements	of	a	queueing	system.	The	smoothed	estimate	is	then	the	average	over	the	N	periodograms.This	method	is	called	Bartlett’s	smoothing	procedure.	The	gain	kn
must	minimize	the	mean	square	error	E3e2n	+	14.	Closed	networks	of	queues.	•	The	output	of	a	linear,	time-invariant	system	is	a	WSS	random	process	if	its	input	is	a	WSS	random	process	that	is	applied	an	infinite	time	in	the	past.	In	the	next	section	we	show	how	to	find	the	joint	pmf’s	of	Sn	using	conditional	probabilities.	10.10(b).	9.119.	Let	Y(t)	be
the	indicator	function	for	the	event	5a	6	X1t2	…	b6,	that	is,	Y1t2	=	b	1	0	if	X1t2	H	1a,	b4	otherwise.	(c)	Find	E3Z2n4.	Convergence	of	sequences	of	random	variables.	Is	the	answer	what	you	would	expect?	Thus	we	have	created	a	family	(or	ensemble)	of	random	variables	indexed	by	the	parameter	t,	5X1t,	z2,	t	H	I6.	For	simplicity,	suppose	that	the	Xn
are	integer-valued,	so	Sn	is	also	integer-valued.	We	are	interested	in	the	optimum	filter	for	estimating	Zn	from	Xn	,	Xn	-	1	,	Á	.	Finally,	the	term	h1n2	1	is	called	the	gain,	henceforth	denoted	by	kn	,	and	it	indicates	the	extent	to	which	the	innovations	should	be	used	to	correct	anYn	to	obtain	the	“new”	prediction	Yn	+	1	.	To	check	that	the	sequence	has
the	desired	autocovariance	we	use	the	function	autocov(X,H)	which	estimates	the	autocovariance	function	of	the	sequence	X	for	the	first	H	lag	values.	Customers	deposit	$1	in	a	vending	machine	according	to	a	Poisson	process	with	rate	l.	As	was	already	indicated,	when	dealing	with	power	spectral	densities	we	assume	that	the	processes	are	in	steady
state.	Define	the	discrete-time	random	process	X1n,	z2	by	n	=	1,	2,	Á	.	From	Table	4.1,	we	see	that	a	chi-square	random	variable	with	v	degrees	of	freedom	has	variance	2v.	If	n1	Z	n2	,	then	CX1n1	,	n22	=	E31Xn1	-	m21Xn2	-	m24	=	E31Xn1	-	m24E31Xn2	-	m24	=	0,	since	Xn1	and	Xn2	are	independent	random	variables.	P9.2.	1	0	1	2	t	3	FIGURE	P9.2
9.8.	9.9.	9.10.	Therefore	we	can	differentiate	Eq.	(10.118)	with	respect	to	kn	and	set	it	equal	to	zero:	0	=	-21a	n	-	kn2E3e2n4	+	2knE3N	2n4.	The	average	power	in	this	SX	(	f	)	N0	/2	W	f	W	(a)	RX(t)	N0W	4	2W	3	2W	2	2W	1	2W	0	1	2W	2	2W	3	2W	4	2W	(b)	FIGURE	10.2	Bandlimited	white	noise:	(a)	power	spectral	density,	(b)	autocorrelation	function.
Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals.	We	also	introduce	several	random	processes	that	are	derived	from	the	Poisson	process.	`	wk	a	b	`	=	k	ƒ	H1n>k2	ƒ	2	(10.138)	Thus	'	From	our	previous	results,	we	know	that	ƒ	wk1n>k2	ƒ	2>k	is	a	chi-square	random	variable	4	with	variance	sW	.	Thus,	SX1f2	=	SY1f2	does	not	imply	that	X1t2	=	Y1t2.	For	b	=
1,	on	the	other	hand,	the	filter	will	attenuate	more	of	the	significant	frequencies	of	X(t)	and	we	expect	more	change	in	the	output	autocorrelation.	Factor	SX1f2	as	in	Eq.	(10.96)	and	obtain	a	causal	whitening	filter	W1f2	=	1>G1f2.	(a)	Find	the	autocorrelation	function	of	X(t).	SX1f2	spans	the	range	of	frequencies	ƒ	f	ƒ	6	1/2,	so	we	restrict	attention	to	N
points	1/N	apart:	SX	a	q	m	b	=	a	RX1k2e	-j2pkf	`	L	N	k	=	-q	f	=	m>N	M-1	-j2pkm>N	.	Functions	of	several	random	variables.	The	number	of	customers	in	an	M/G/I	system.	(b)	Write	the	matrix	equation	for	the	filter	coefficients.	10.1	POWER	SPECTRAL	DENSITY	The	Fourier	series	and	the	Fourier	transform	allow	us	to	view	deterministic	time
functions	as	the	weighted	sum	or	integral	of	sinusoidal	functions.	9.44.	For	example,	the	ARMA	model	in	Example	10.15	is	capable	of	implementing	a	broad	range	of	transfer	functions.	Example	10.11	Ideal	Filters	Let	Z1t2	=	X1t2	+	Y1t2,	where	X(t)	and	Y(t)	are	independent	random	processes	with	power	spectral	densities	shown	in	Fig.	M.	How	would
you	check	whether	D(t)	is	a	Poisson	process?	9.114.	The	jth	interevent	time	is	denoted	by	Xj	=	Sj	-	Sj1	.	Octave	provides	several	functions	for	performing	convolutions	with	discrete-time	signals.	Figure	9.7(b)	shows	four	sample	functions	of	the	random	walk	process	with	p	=	1/2	for	1000	steps.	(a)	Generate	the	sequence	Sn	of	customer	arrival	times
and	the	corresponding	departure	times	given	by	Dn	=	Sn	+	Tn	,	where	the	connections	times	are	all	equal	to	1.	•	The	output	of	a	linear,	time-invariant	system	is	a	Gaussian	WSS	random	process	if	its	input	is	a	Gaussian	WSS	random	process.	Let	Yn	=	Xn	+	bXn	-	1	,	where	Xn	is	a	zero-mean,	first-order	autoregressive	process	with	autocorrelation
RX1k2	=	s2ak,	ƒ	a	ƒ	6	1.	Expected	value	of	functions	of	random	variables.	Communication	over	unreliable	channels.	n	jointly	Gaussian	random	variables.	(b)	Find	mX1t2.	Example	10.25	Wiener	Filter	Find	the	optimum	causal	filter	for	estimating	a	signal	Z(t)	from	the	observation	X1t2	=	Z1t2	+	N1t2,	where	Z(t)	and	N(t)	are	independent	random
processes,	N(t)	is	zero-mean	white	noise	density	1,	and	Z(t)	has	power	spectral	density	SZ1f2	=	2	.	Note	that	we	require	ƒ	a	ƒ	6	1	for	the	system	to	be	stable.6	Therefore	the	transfer	function	is	q	H1f2	=	a	ane	-j2pfn	=	n=0	1	1	-	ae	-j2pf	.	(c)	If	Bn	is	cyclostationary,	find	the	joint	pmf,	mean,	and	autocorrelation	functions	of	the	randomly	phase-shifted
version	of	Bn	as	defined	by	Eq.	(9.72).	Thus	W(t)	has	the	same	power	spectral	density	as	X(t).	RZ122	RZ112	.	The	mean	function	and	the	variance	function	of	the	Poisson	process	are	given	by:	mN1t2	=	E3N1t2	=	k4	=	lt	and	VAR3N1t24	=	lt.	576	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	9.140.	Theorem	Let	Xt	and	Zt	be	discrete-time,	zero-mean,	jointly	wide-sense
stationary	processes,	and	let	Yt	be	an	estimate	for	Zt	of	the	form	Yt	=	t+b	a	b=t-a	b	=	-b	a	ht	-	bXb	=	a	hbXt	-	b	.	In	practice,	a	sample	set	of	size	Nk,	X0	,	Á	,	XNk	-	1	is	divided	into	N	blocks	and	a	separate	periodogram	is	computed	for	each	block.	If	Wn	and	Nn	are	Gaussian	random	processes	in	Eq.	(10.102),	are	Zn	and	Xn	Markov	processes?	b	=	-b
(10.78)	The	optimum	linear	filter	must	satisfy	the	set	of	a	+	b	+	1	linear	equations	given	by	Eq.	(10.78).	B	A	f	2	f	1	FIGURE	P10.3	A	0	f1	f2	f	636	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	10.5.	A	random	process	X(t)	has	autocorrelation	given	by	RX1t2	=	s2Xe	-t	>2a	,	a	>	0.	The	algorithm	can	be	extended	in	matrix	form	to	accommodate	a
broader	range	of	processes.	Waiting	time	distribution	for	M/M/c.	Clearly,	we	can	use	this	procedure	to	write	the	joint	pmf	of	Sn	at	any	time	instants	n1	6	n2	6	Á	6	nk	in	terms	of	the	pmf	at	the	initial	time	instant	and	the	pmf’s	of	the	subsequent	increments:	Section	9.3	Discrete-Time	Processes:	Sum	Process,	Binomial	Counting	Process,	and	Random
Walk	505	P3Sn1	=	y1	,	Sn2	=	y2	,	Á	,	Snk	=	yk4	=	P3Sn1	=	y14P3Sn2	-	n1	=	y2	-	y14	Á	P3Snk	-	nk	-	1	=	yk	-	yk	-	14.	Problems	557	PROBLEMS	Sections	9.1	and	9.2:	Definition	and	Specification	of	a	Stochastic	Process	9.1.	In	Example	9.1,	find	the	joint	pmf	for	X1	and	X2	.	Computing	probabilities	using	counting	methods.	This	shows	Xn	is	a	WSS
discrete-time	process.	(b)	Suppose	Xn	is	a	Gaussian	random	process	with	autocorrelation	RX1k2	=	11>22ƒkƒ.	4	For	examples	of	nonlinear	systems	see	Problems	9.11	and	9.56.	The	random	telegraph	has	SX1f2	=	a>1a2	+	p2f22	and	the	filter	has	transfer	function	H1f2	=	b>1b	+	j2pf2,	so	RY1t2	is	given	by:	RY1t2	=	f	-1	E	ƒ	H1f2	ƒ	2	SX1f2	F	=	q	L-	q	b2
a2	df.	In	a	later	section,	we	show	that	Sn	is	an	example	from	the	class	of	Gaussian	random	processes.	(See	Problem	10.48.)	We	then	conclude	that	X	600	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	Example	10.17	Digital	Filtering	of	a	Sampled	WSS	Random	Process	Let	X(t)	be	a	WSS	process	with	power	spectral	density	SX1f2	that	is
nonzero	only	for	ƒ	f	ƒ	…	W.	X1n,	z2	=	bn	The	resulting	process	is	sequence	of	binary	numbers,	with	X1n,	z2	equal	to	the	nth	number	in	the	binary	expansion	of	z.	(a)	Find	SY1f2	and	SZ1f2.	•	The	sum	process	of	an	iid	sequence	has	the	property	of	stationary	and	independent	increments,	which	facilitates	the	evaluation	of	the	joint	pdf/pmf	of	the
Checklist	of	Important	Terms	•	•	•	•	•	•	•	•	•	•	•	555	process	at	any	set	of	time	instants.	(b)	Plot:	A(t),	the	number	of	arrivals	up	to	time	t;	D(t),	the	number	of	departures	up	to	time	t;	and	N1t2	=	A1t2	-	D1t2,	the	number	in	the	system	at	time	t.	4	+	4p2f2	10.70.	In	Example	9.50	show	that	VAR38Xn9T4	=	1s2212T	+	122H	-	2.	(c)	Solve	the	p	=	2	case,	if
s2Z	=	9,	r1	=	2>3,	s2N	=	1,	and	r2	=	1>3.	1n	-	1/222p2	1n	-	1/222p2	The	following	code	generates	the	100	Gaussian	coefficients	for	the	Karhunen-Loeve	expansion	for	the	Wiener	process.	A	block	multiplexer	takes	blocks	of	two	from	the	above	processes	and	interleaves	them	to	form	the	random	process	Ym:	A1A2B1B2A3A4B3B4A5A6B5B6	Á	.	We
used	an	N	=	256	FFT	to	evaluate	autocorrelation	functions	numerically	for	a	=	1	and	b	=	1	and	b	=	10.	Statistical	regularity.	(a)	Find	expressions	forP3X1t2	=	j4	if	Xn	is	Bernoulli.	The	joint	cdf	of	X	and	Y.	Show	that	if	X(t)	is	a	wide-sense	cyclostationary	random	process,	then	Xs1t2,	defined	by	Eq.	(9.72),	is	a	wide-sense	stationary	random	process	with
mean	and	autocorrelation	functions	given	by	Eqs.	Clearly	there	is	agreement	with	the	arcsine	pdf.	5	Section	10.2	Response	of	Linear	Systems	to	Random	Signals	589	Now	mX	=	E3X1t	-	t24	since	X(t)	is	wide-sense	stationary,	so	q	(10.41)	h1t2	dt	=	mXH102,	L-	q	where	H(	f	)	is	the	transfer	function	of	the	system.	See	Example	10.10	and	the	references
at	the	end	of	the	chapter.	(b)	SX,Y1f2	=	S…Y,X1f2.	Show	that	if	X(t)	is	a	mean	square	continuous	random	process,	then	X(t)	has	a	mean	square	integral.	(9.37)	Example	9.22	Find	the	mean	and	variance	of	the	time	until	the	tenth	inquiry	in	Example	9.20.	O.	It	can	then	be	shown	that	the	filter	h1b2	that	minimizes	the	mean	square	error	is	specified	by
RZ,X1t2	=	a	L-b	h1b2RX1t	-	b2	db	-b	…	t	…	a.	Find	the	ratio	of	signal	power	to	noise	power	at	the	output	of	the	filter.	Conversely,	Sn	=	j	if	the	number	of	+1’s	is	k	=	1j	+	n2/2.	Let	X(t)	be	the	input	process	with	power	spectral	density	SX1f2	=	N0	2	for	all	f.	It	can	be	seen	that	the	predictor	places	heavier	weight	on	more	recent	samples,	which	is
consistent	with	the	higher	correlation	of	such	samples	with	the	current	sample.	(b)	Repeat	part	a	if	Xn	and	Yn	are	independent	stationary	random	processes.	Find	the	mean	and	autocovariance	of	the	output	Y(t).	Smoothing	of	periodogram	estimate.	In	the	next	two	sections,	we	are	interested	in	determining	the	statistical	properties	of	the	output
process	when	the	input	is	a	widesense	stationary	random	process.	Note	that	this	is	a	generalization	of	the	methods	presented	in	Section	6.6	for	generating	vector	random	variables	with	arbitrary	covariance	matrix.	Dn		1	implies	that	the	particle	moves	one	step	to	the	right	at	time	n.	Note	that	RY1t2	can	also	be	found	by	computing	Eq.	(10.43)	and	then
taking	the	inverse	Fourier	transform.	Mean	square	continuity.	The	power	spectral	density	of	Zn	is	then	SZ1f2	=	E3A24d1f2	+	SY1f2,	where	we	have	used	the	fact	that	the	Fourier	transform	of	a	constant	is	a	delta	function.	Section	10.3:	Bandlimited	Random	Processes	10.45.	In	the	next	sections	we	encounter	several	processes	that	satisfy	the	Markov
property.	(10.128)	626	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	and	(10.129)	that	A	k	and	Bk	are	approximately	Gaussian	by	the	central	limit	theorem	if	k	is	large.	3.	In	another	example,	the	speech	compression	system	in	a	cellular	phone	predicts	the	value	of	the	speech	signal	at	the	next	sampling	time	based	on	the	previous	k	samples.
Equation	(10.93a)	is	then	q	RZ,X1m2	=	a	hb	dm	-	b	=	hm	b=0	m	Ú	0.	(b)	Show	that	Eq.	(9.118)	reduces	to	Eq.	(9.117)	when	X(t)	is	WSS	and	mean	square	periodic.	However,	if	the	input	process	is	a	590	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	Gaussian	WSS	random	process,	then	as	discussed	in	Section	9.7	the	output	process	will	also
be	a	Gaussian	WSS	random	process.	9.33.	U	RZ112	.	9.8(b),	we	obtain	an	example	of	a	moving	average	process.	1n2	a	n	-	h1	1n	-	12	(10.113a)	1n	-	12	Therefore,	if	at	step	n	we	have	found	h1	,	Á	,	hn	,	and	if	somehow	we	have	found	1n2	h1	,	then	we	can	find	the	remaining	coefficients	from	1n2	1n2	1n	-	12	hj	+	1	=	1a	n	-	h1	2hj	1n2	Thus	the	key
question	is	how	to	find	h1	.	p	MSE	10	10;20	0.79354	0.74850	Coefficients	0.45438	0.34614	0.23822	Section	10.4	Optimum	Linear	Systems	613	10.4.3	Estimation	Using	the	Entire	Realization	of	the	Observed	Process	Suppose	that	Zt	is	to	be	estimated	by	a	linear	function	Yt	of	the	entire	realization	of	Xt	,	that	is,	a	=	b	=	q	and	Eq.	(10.73)	becomes	q	Yt
=	a	hbXt	-	b	.	Generate	the	pair	1N11t2,	N21t22	by	assigning	arrivals	in	N(t)	to	N11t2	with	probability	p	=	0.25	and	to	N21t2	with	probability	0.75.	(10.92)	Note	that	the	optimum	filter	H(	f	)	is	nonzero	only	at	the	frequencies	where	SZ1f2	is	nonzero,	that	is,	where	the	signal	has	power	content.	n	1t2	=	X1t2	in	the	mean	square	sense.	9.9.	18	16	14	12
10	8	6	4	2	0	0	5	S0	S1	10	15	20	S7	25	30	35	40	45	50	S8	FIGURE	9.9	A	sample	path	of	the	Poisson	counting	process.	Figures	10.18	and	10.19	show	the	N	=	10	and	N	=	50	smoothed	periodograms	corresponding	to	the	unsmoothed	periodogram	of	Fig.	Section	10.5:	The	Kalman	Filter	10.73.	X(t)	and	Y(t)	are	not	uncorrelated	random	processes	because
the	cross-covariance	is	not	equal	to	zero	for	all	choices	of	time	samples.	X(t)	is	a	random	process,	so	pT1f2	is	also	a	'	random	process	but	over	a	different	index	set.	For	example,	the	simplest	joint	pdf	would	be:	fX1t12,Y1t221x,	y2	dxdy	=	P5x	6	X1t12	…	x	+	dx,	y	6	Y1t22	…	y	+	dy4.	If	p	7	0	then	we	also	know	that	Sn	has	a	tendency	to	grow	steadily
without	bound	over	time.	Example	10.9	(10.45b)	Filtered	White	Noise	Find	the	power	spectral	density	of	the	output	of	a	linear,	time-invariant	system	whose	input	is	a	white	noise	process.	574	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	9.131.	Set	operations.	9.88.	Let	Y1t2	=	h1t2	*	X1t2	and	Z1t2	=	X1t2	-	Y1t2	as	shown	in	Fig.	10.76.	The	autocorrelation	of	X(t)	is
E3X1t	+	t2X1t24	=	E3A1t	+	t2	cos12pfc1t	+	t2	+	®2A1t2	cos12pfct	+	®24	=	E3A1t	+	t2A1t24E3cos12pfc1t	+	t2	+	®2	cos12pfct	+	®24	SA(	f	)	W	0	(a)	ƒ	W	SX(	f	)	ƒc	0	(b)	ƒc	FIGURE	10.11	(a)	A	lowpass	information	signal;	(b)	an	amplitude-modulated	signal.	The	expected	value	of	random	variables.	(a)	Find	SX1f2.	Section	10.1	Power	Spectral	Density
581	From	Example	9.10,	the	autocorrelation	for	X(t)	is	RX1t2	=	a2	cos	2pf0t.	(e)	Find	the	values	of	A	and	B	that	normalize	the	eigenfunctions.	(d)	Is	X(t)	a	Gaussian	random	process?	The	entropy	of	a	random	variable.	Sn	is	an	integer-valued	nondecreasing	function	of	n	that	grows	by	unit	steps	after	a	random	number	of	time	instants.	10.17.	Assume
that	the	amplitudes	are	independent	of	the	phase	random	variables.	(10.9)	Equation	(10.9)	states	that	the	average	power	of	X(t)	is	obtained	by	integrating	SX1f2	over	all	frequencies.	We	will	proceed	as	follows:	•	In	Section	9.1	we	introduce	the	notion	of	a	random	process	(or	stochastic	process),	which	is	defined	as	an	indexed	family	of	random
variables.	(b)	Find	the	joint	pdf	of	Vm	and	Vm	+	k.	The	variability	about	this	trend	is	somewhat	less	than	in	the	symmetric	case	since	the	variance	function	is	now	n4p11	-	p2	=	3n/4.	Let	X(t)	and	Y(t)	be	jointly	Gaussian	random	processes.	Delay	distribution	in	M/M/I	system	and	arriving	customer's	distribution.	Use	the	FFT	to	calculate	and	plot	RX1k2
for	the	following	discrete-time	processes:	(a)	SX1f2	=	1	for	ƒ	f	ƒ	6	fc	and	0	elsewhere,	where	fc	=	1/8,	1/4,	3/8.	Generate	100	realizations	of	the	Wiener	process	with	a	=	1	for	the	interval	(0,	3.5)	using	the	random	walk	limiting	procedure.	Explain	the	difference,	if	any.	5.	The	pmf	of	Sn	is	found	as	follows.	We	also	introduce	the	binomial	counting	process
and	the	random	walk	process	as	special	cases	of	sum	processes.	The	geometric	probability	law.	10.6.	Let	Z1t2	=	X1t2	+	Y1t2.	Estimating	the	power	spectral	density.	Thus	if	we	filter	white	Gaussian	noise	with	power	spectral	density	s2	using	the	above	filter,	we	obtain	a	process	with	the	desired	power	spectral	density.	Arriving	customer's	distribution.
The	sampling	theorem	for	deterministic	signals	states	that	x(t)	can	be	recovered	exactly	from	the	sequence	of	samples	if	T	…	1>2W	or	equivalently	1>T	Ú	2W,	that	is,	the	sampling	rate	is	at	least	twice	the	bandwidth	of	the	signal.	Figure	9.7(c)	shows	four	sample	functions	for	p	=	3/4.	(10.50)	through	(10.52).	(a)	Find	the	mean	and	autocorrelation
functions	of	Sn	.	Show	that	X(t)	is	a	Gaussian	random	process.	Later	it	was	discovered	that	this	result	was	stated	by	Albert	Einstein	in	a	1914	paper	(see	Einstein).	Little's	formula.	Yaglom,	Correlation	Theory	of	Stationary	and	Related	Random	Functions,	vol.	(a)	Determine	whether	Z(t)	is	also	wide-sense	stationary.	Let	X(t)	denote	the	random
telegraph	signal,	and	let	Y(t)	be	a	process	derived	from	X(t)	as	follows:	Each	time	X(t)	changes	polarity,	Y(t)	changes	polarity	with	probability	p.	(b)	Is	Xn	a	stationary	random	process?	Use	the	expression	in	Eq.	(9.112)	for	a	long-range	dependent	process	to	determine	whether	the	sufficient	condition	is	satisfied.	10.16.	(a)	Find	the	cross-correlation	and
cross-covariance	between	H(t)	and	X(t)	when	the	input	is	a	sinusoid	with	random	amplitude	as	in	Problem	9.11a.	(b)	Four	sample	functions	of	symmetric	random	walk	process	with	p		1/2.	•	The	sampling	theorem	allows	the	representation	of	bandlimited	continuous-time	processes	by	the	sequence	of	periodic	samples	of	the	process.	Does	the
periodogram	vary	about	the	true	power	spectral	density?	Consider	two	cases:	d	7	1,	and	0	6	d	6	1.	(a)	Derive	Eq.	(9.118)	for	the	correlation	of	the	Fourier	coefficients	for	a	non-mean	square	periodic	process	X(t).	•	In	Section	9.9	we	describe	methods	for	representing	random	processes	by	Fourier	series	and	by	the	Karhunen-Loeve	expansion.	Case	2:
Xj's	Gaussian;	mean	and	variance	unknown.	510	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	Another	quantity	of	interest	is	the	time	Sn	at	which	the	nth	event	occurs	in	a	Poisson	process.	Specifying	of	a	random	process.	(a)	Find	the	histograms	for	N11102	and	N21102	and	compare	them	to	the	theoretical	pmf	by	performing	a	chi-square	goodness-of-fit	test	at	a	5%
significance	level.	A	sample	function	of	Sn	is	shown	in	Fig.	(a)	Find	CUX1t1	,	t22,	CUY1t1	,	t22,	and	CUV1t1	,	t22.	Mean	square	integrals.	9.77.	(b)	Find	RY1t2.	Evaluate	the	periodogram	estimate	for	the	random	process	X1t2	=	a	cos12pf0t	+	®2,	where	®	is	a	uniformly	distributed	random	variable	in	the	interval	10,	2p2.	It	is	evident	that	the	variance
of	the	power	spectrum	estimates	is	decreasing	with	N.	9.2.2	The	Mean,	Autocorrelation,	and	Autocovariance	Functions	The	moments	of	time	samples	of	a	random	process	can	be	used	to	partially	specify	the	random	process	because	they	summarize	the	information	contained	in	the	joint	cdf’s.	Explore	how	W,	T,	and	t0	vary	as	a	function	of	f0	.	For	0	6	x
6	t,	N(x)	is	the	number	of	events	up	to	time	x,	and	N1t2	-	N1x2	is	the	increment	in	the	interval	(x,	t],	then:	P3X	…	x4	=	P3N1x2	=	1	ƒ	N1t2	=	14	P3N1x2	=	1	and	N1t2	=	14	=	P3N1t2	=	14	P3N1x2	=	1	and	N1t2	-	N1x2	=	04	=	P3N1t2	=	14	P3N1x2	=	14P3N1t2	-	N1x2	=	04	=	P3N1t2	=	14	lxe	-lxe	-l1t	-	x2	lte	-lt	x	=	.	Writing	time	in	seconds,	the
probability	of	interest	is	P3N1102	=	3	and	N1602	-	N1452	=	24.	In	general	A(t)	will	be	“lowpass”	in	character,	that	is,	its	power	spectral	density	will	be	concentrated	at	low	frequencies,	as	shown	in	Fig.	7.	Thus	the	expression	in	the	brackets	has	variance	4,	and	the	periodogram	estimate	pN	k1n>k2	has	variance	2	1	'	n	VARcpk	a	b	d	=	a	s2X	b	4	=	s4X
=	SX1f22.	We	call	Sn	the	sum	process.	Let	X(t)	be	a	zero-mean	random	process	with	autocovariance	RX1t2	=	s2e-aƒtƒ.	2	2	The	output	signal-to-noise	ratio	is	then	SNR	=	10.4	s2A	.	Thus	for	a	pair	of	continuous-valued	random	processes	X(t)	and	Y(t)	we	must	specify	all	possible	joint	density	functions	of	X1t12,	Á	,	X1tk2	and	Y1t¿12,	Á	,	Y1t¿j2	for	all	k,	j,
and	all	choices	of	t1	,	Á	,	tk	and	t¿1	,	Á	,	t¿j	.	Xa	=	Za	+	Na	Find	the	set	of	linear	equations	for	the	optimum	filter	if	Za	and	Na	are	independent	random	processes.	b=1	TABLE	10.1	Effect	of	predictor	order	on	MSE	performance.	(a)	Find	the	probability	that	no	impulses	occur	during	the	transmission	of	a	message	that	is	t	seconds	long.	(b)	Find	the
power	spectral	density	of	Y(kT)	that	results	when	the	signal	in	Problem	10.1b	is	sampled	at	the	Nyquist	rate	and	processed	by	the	filter	in	part	a.	(a)	Under	what	conditions	is	X(t)	wide-sense	stationary?	Thus	we	must	have	that	lt	=	np.	If	so,	find	its	mean	and	autocorrelation	functions.	Repeat	Problem	9.130	using	Gaussian-distributed	increments	to
generate	the	Wiener	process.	Classes	of	states.	Why	are	X1	and	X2	independent?	Van	Trees,	Detection,	Estimation,	and	Modulation	Theory,	Wiley,	New	York,	1987.	Find	the	mean	square	error	for	the	Wiener	filter	found	in	Example	10.25.	Section	10.2	Response	of	Linear	Systems	to	Random	Signals	Xn	595	Yn	delay	a	(a)	Xn	delay	Yn	b1	a1	b2	a2	Xn1
delay	delay	Yn1	delay	delay	delay	Xnp	bp	aq	Ynq	(b)	FIGURE	10.7	(a)	Generation	of	AR	process;	(b)	Generation	of	ARMA	process.	Figure	9.7(a)	shows	the	first	100	steps	from	a	sample	function	of	the	random	walk	with	p	=	1/2.	(9.10)	From	Eq.	(5.32)	we	have	that	ƒ	rX1t1	,	t22	ƒ	…	1.	9.35.	9.23.	The	cross-power	spectral	density	SX,Y1	f	2	is	defined	by
SX,Y1f2	=	f5RX,Y1t26,	(10.11)	2	If	X(t)	is	a	voltage	or	current	developed	across	a	1-ohm	resistor,	then	X21t2	is	the	instantaneous	power	absorbed	by	the	resistor.	The	random	process	Z(t)	is	defined	by	Z1t2	=	2Xt	-	Y,	Problems	9.14.	(a)	Is	X(t)	mean	square	continuous?	Thus	Sn	has	mean	np	and	variance	np11	-	p2.	(d)	Show	that	Y(t)	is	a	Gaussian
random	process.	This	family	is	called	a	random	process.	H	1f2	=	G1f2	2	23	+	j2pf	The	impulse	response	of	this	filter	is	h1t2	=	cet-2	3	10.5	t	7	0.	9.5(a).	Following	the	above	approach	we	have	P3Sn1	=	y1	,	Sn2	=	y24	=	P3Sn1	=	y14P3Sn2	-	Sn1	=	y2	-	y14	=	¢	n2	-	n1	y2	-	y1	n	11	-	p2n2	-	n1	-	y2	+	y1	¢	1	≤	py111	-	p2n1	-	y1	≤p	y2	-	y1	y1	=	¢	n2	-	n1	n1
y2	≤	¢	≤	p	11	-	p2n2	-	y2.	(c)	Find	an	expression	for	the	power	spectral	density	of	the	sampled	bandlimited	random	process	X(t).	Thus	the	equivalent-event	approach	for	computing	the	probability	of	events	involving	X1t,	z2	in	terms	of	the	probabilities	of	events	involving	z	does	not	prove	useful	in	Section	9.2	fX(t0)(x)	491	Specifying	a	Random	Process
fY(t0)(x)	1/2	cos	2πt0		cos	2πt0	x	0	y	1	cos	2πt0	0	(a)	1	(b)	0.2	0.1	0.08	0.15	0.06	0.1	0.04	0.05	0.02	0	1	0.5	0	(c)	0.5	1	0	1	0.5	0	(d)	0.5	1	FIGURE	9.3	(a)	pdf	of	sinusoid	with	random	amplitude.	Are	the	following	processes	WSS	and	mean	ergodic?	(b)	Repeat	part	a	if	Xn	is	the	random	step	process.	Next,	the	independent	and	stationary	increments
property	allows	us	to	write	the	joint	pmf	for	N(t)	at	any	number	of	points.	(10.88a)	and	(10.88b),	are	considerably	more	difficult	to	solve.	T	with	s2	=	1	for:	H	=	0.5,	H	=	0.6,	H	=	0.75,	H	=	0.99.	Consider	the	sum	of	two	complex	exponentials	with	random	coefficients:	X1t2	=	X1ejv1t	+	X2ejv2t	9.112.	Under	what	conditions	does	the	receiver	shown	in
Fig.	Each	customer	arrives	during	the	first	minute	with	probability	1/2.	(b)	Use	the	Wiener-Hopf	method	to	find	the	optimum	filter	when	RX1t2	=	e	-2ƒtƒ.	Quite	often	the	information	signal	A(t)	(i.e.,	a	speech	or	music	signal)	is	not	at	the	frequencies	that	propagate	well.	The	process	of	sampling	x(t)	can	be	viewed	as	the	multiplication	of	x(t)	by	a	train	of
delta	functions	spaced	T	seconds	apart.	Gubner,	Probability	and	Random	Processes	for	Electrical	and	Computer	Engineering,	Cambridge	University	Press,	Cambridge,	2006.	Thus	the	periodogram	estimate	is	then	approximately	a	chi-square	random	variable.	(b)	Repeat	part	a	for	the	random	phase	sinusoid	in	Example	9.10.	Thus	Eq.	(10.34)	becomes	1
'	E3pk1f24	=	k	=	k-1	5k	-	ƒ	m¿	ƒ	6RX1m¿2e	-j2pfm¿	a	m¿	=	-1k	-	12	k-1	a	m¿	=	-1k	-	12	e1	-	ƒ	m¿	ƒ	fRX1m¿2e	-j2pfm¿.	The	demodulator	in	Fig.	The	above	equation	has	a	very	pleasing	interpretation,	as	shown	in	Fig.	9.63.	The	first	assumption	implies	that	the	outcome	in	each	subinterval	can	be	viewed	as	a	Bernoulli	trial.	(b)	Find	the	pdf	of	Y(t).	We	defer
this	topic	to	Section	10.6.	All	of	the	above	results	hold	for	a	continuous-time	WSS	random	process	X(t)	after	appropriate	changes	are	made	from	summations	to	integrals.	Let	Bn	be	the	sequence	of	binary	symbols	that	result	from	encoding	the	ternary	symbols.	Complete	the	proof	of	the	sampling	theorem	by	showing	that	the	mean	square	error	is	n
11t2	X1kT24	=	0,	all	k.	The	mean	and	variance	functions	of	the	realizations	are	obtained	using	the	commands	mean(transpose(X))	and	var(transpose(X)).	9.1.	On	the	other	hand,	if	we	fix	a	time	tk	from	the	index	set	I,	then	X1tk	,	z2	is	a	random	variable	(see	Fig.	9.53.	Table	10.3	shows	the	dramatic	impact	of	long-range	dependence	on	prediction
performance.	If	n1	=	n2	=	n,	then	CX1n1	,	n22	=	E31Xn	-	m224	=	s2.	Einstein,	“Method	for	the	Determination	of	the	Statistical	Values	of	Observations	Concerning	Quantities	Subject	to	Irregular	Observations,”	reprinted	in	IEEE	ASSP	Magazine,	October	1987,	p.	j	j=i	(10.104)	618	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	an		1	Zn		1
Unit	delay	Wn		1	Nn	Zn	Xn	(a)	Yn	an	Xn	Unit	delay		Yn	1	kn	(b)	FIGURE	10.16	(a)	Signal	structure.	(d)	Repeat	part	c	for	Problem	9.123b.	(b)	Repeat	if	the	input	is	a	sinusoid	with	random	phase	as	in	Problem	9.11b.	In	particular,	note	that	the	process	is	always	zero	for	values	of	t	where	cos	2pt	=	0.	In	Section	9.2	we	see	that	this	is	done	by	specifying
joint	distribution	functions,	as	well	as	mean	and	covariance	functions.	Define	the	“amplitude-modulated	signal”	by	Z1t2	=	X1t2	cos	vt	+	Y1t2	sin	vt.	The	power	spectral	density	of	the	output	W(t)	of	the	lowpass	filter	is	SW1f2	=	ƒ	HLP1f2	ƒ	2SX1f2	+	ƒ	HLP1f2	ƒ	2SY1f2	=	SX1f2,	since	HLP1f2	=	1	for	the	frequencies	where	SX1f2	is	nonzero,	and	HLP1f2	=
0	where	SY1f2	is	nonzero.	The	characteristic	function.	(a)	Find	the	mean	and	autocorrelation	functions	of	X(t).	9.130.	Random	telegraph	signal	and	other	processes	derived	from	the	Poisson	Process.	Introduction	to	Queueing	Theory.	11.	(c)	Xn	=	cos12pf0n	+	®2,	where	®	is	a	uniformly	distributed	in	(0,	2p]	and	f0	=	1000.	Time-reversed	Markov
chains.	(b)	Is	Yn	a	stationary	random	process	if	Xn	is	a	stationary	process?	(e)	Is	Y(t)	mean	square	continuous?	i=1	(b)	Use	these	recursive	equations	to	compute	the	autocorrelation	of	the	process	in	Example	10.22.	The	independent	increments	property	then	implies	that	P3Sn1	=	y1	,	Sn2	=	y2	,	Sn3	=	y34	=	P3Sn1	=	y14P3Sn2	-	Sn1	=	y2	-	y14P3Sn3	-
Sn2	=	y3	-	y24.	We	now	use	the	signal	structure	to	develop	a	recursive	method	for	solving	Eq.	(10.106).	(b)	Find	the	joint	pmf	of	Y(t)	and	Y1t	+	d2.	Appendix	B.	MacGillem,	Probabilistic	Methods	of	Signal	and	System	Analysis,	Holt,	Rinehart	&	Winston,	New	York,	1986.	Example	10.9	provides	us	with	a	method	for	generating	WSS	processes	with
arbitrary	power	spectral	density	SY1f2.	(c)	Use	part	b	to	find	the	conditional	pdf	of	X(t)	given	X1t12	=	a	and	X1t22	=	b	for	t1	6	t	6	t2	.	U	=	E	.	10.16(a),	we	observe	Xn	=	Zn	+	Nn	n	=	0,	1,	2,	Á	,	(10.103)	where	the	observation	noise	Nn	is	a	zero-mean,	uncorrelated	sequence	of	random	variables	with	possibly	time-varying	variances	5E3N	2n46.	We	find
that	the	estimates	given	by	the	periodogram	have	a	variance	that	does	not	approach	zero	as	the	number	of	samples	is	increased.	The	M/M/c/c	queueing	system.	t	=	(9.38)	Equation	(9.38)	implies	that	given	that	one	arrival	has	occurred	in	the	interval	[0,	t],	then	the	customer	arrival	time	is	uniformly	distributed	in	the	interval	[0,	t].	10.14:	Yt	=	t+b	a
b=t-a	b	=	-b	a	ht	-	bXb	=	a	hbXt	-	b	.	Is	the	Wiener	process	GaussMarkov?	The	filter	that	results	from	the	tandem	combination	of	the	whitening	filter	and	the	estimation	filter	is	the	solution	to	the	Wiener-Hopf	equations.	We	can	generate	an	approximation	to	a	Poisson	process	by	summing	iid	Bernoulli	random	variables.	P10.5.	(a)	Find	SZ1f2	in	terms
of	SX1f2.	Let	Zm	=	Ym	+	T	,	where	T	is	selected	uniformly	from	the	set	50,	1,	2,	36.	Figure	9.18(b)	shows	the	estimate	of	the	mean	and	variance	functions	obtained	by	averaging	across	the	10	realizations.	(a)	Find	P3N11t2	=	j,	N21t2	=	k	ƒ	N1t2	=	k	+	j4.	Variance	of	X.	The	orthogonality	condition.	Devise	a	test	to	check	whether	the	increments	in	the
two	intervals	are	independent	random	variables.	VAR3pk1f24	=	SX1f22	b	1	+	a	k	sin12pf2	(10.136)	Thus	variance	of	the	periodogram	estimate	does	not	approach	zero	as	the	number	of	samples	is	increased.	Indeed	the	entire	discussion	in	Section	10.4	was	focused	on	obtaining	the	transfer	function	of	optimal	linear	systems	in	various	scenarios.
Conditional	probability	and	conditional	expectation.	Consider	the	communication	system	in	Example	9.38	where	the	transmitted	signal	X(t)	consists	of	a	sequence	of	pulses	that	convey	binary	information.	Example	10.16	Sampling	a	WSS	Random	Process	Let	X(t)	be	a	WSS	process	with	autocorrelation	function	RX1t2.	The	input	into	a	filter	is	zero-
mean	white	noise	with	noise	power	density	N0>2.	10.19.	The	exponential	decay	in	the	covariance	function	can	be	seen	in	the	figure.	646	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	10.90.	What	happens	to	the	variance	of	Mn	as	n	increases?	(b)	Find	the	mean	square	error	of	the	resulting	filter.	Let	Xn	and	Yn	be	independent	random
processes.	pdf	of	general	transformations.	(e)	Suppose	that	in	part	c,	U	and	V	are	jointly	Gaussian	random	variables.	10.37.	(a)	Suppose	that	the	time	required	to	service	a	customer	in	a	queueing	system	is	a	random	variable	T.	9.3.3	Sum	Processes:	The	Binomial	Counting	and	Random	Walk	Processes	Many	interesting	random	processes	are	obtained
as	the	sum	of	a	sequence	of	iid	random	variables,	X1	,	X2	,	Á	:	Sn	=	X1	+	X2	+	Á	+	Xn	=	Sn	-	1	+	Xn	,	n	=	1,	2,	Á	(9.24)	where	S0	=	0.	Example	9.13	Bernoulli	Random	Process	Let	In	be	a	sequence	of	independent	Bernoulli	random	variables.	If	we	take	the	expected	value	of	Eqs.	9.55.	The	mean	and	autocorrelation	functions	of	the	output	of	systems
described	by	a	linear	differential	equation	and	subject	to	random	process	inputs	can	be	obtained	by	solving	a	set	of	differential	equations.	Example	10.14	First-Order	Autoregressive	Process	A	first-order	autoregressive	(AR)	process	Yn	with	zero	mean	is	defined	by	Yn	=	aYn	-	1	+	Xn	,	(10.54)	s2X.	Power	spectral	density	as	a	time	average.	(c)	Determine
whether	Xn	and	Yn	are	uncorrelated,	independent,	or	orthogonal	random	processes.	h1(t)	Y(t)	h2(t)	W(t)	X(t)	FIGURE	P10.4	10.32.	Let	X1t2	=	As1t2,	where	A	is	a	random	variable.	(b)	Find	mZ1t2.	(b)	Find	the	pdf	of	Z(t).	(b)	Find	the	autocorrelation	corresponding	to	the	power	spectral	density	SX1f2	=	g1f>W2.	Explain	why	or	why	not.	where	Xn	is	a
zero-mean	white	noise	input	random	process	with	average	power	Note	that	Yn	can	be	viewed	as	the	output	of	the	system	in	Fig.	A	better	approach	is	to	note	that	the	Wiener	process	has	independent	Gaussian	increments,	as	in	Eq.	(9.52),	and	therefore,	to	generate	the	sequence	D	of	increments	for	the	time	subintervals,	and	to	then	find	the
corresponding	sum	process.	Recall	from	Example	10.3	that	true	white	noise	has	infinite	bandwidth	and	hence	infinite	power	and	so	is	impossible	to	realize.	(a)	Find	SZ1f2	and	RZ1k2.	We	now	show	that	the	sampling	theorem	can	be	extended	to	X(t).	(b)	Estimate	the	autocovariance	of	the	output	process	of	the	digital	filter	and	compare	it	to	the
theoretical	autocovariance.	Example	9.14	Random	Step	Process	An	up-down	counter	is	driven	by	+1	or	-1	pulses.	Suppose	that	the	pulses	p(t)	are	given	by	the	impulse	response	of	the	ideal	lowpass	filter	in	Figure	10.6.The	signal	that	arrives	at	the	receiver	is	Y1t2	=	X1t2	+	N1t2	which	is	to	be	sampled	and	processed	digitally.	Let	X(t)	be	a	random
process	and	consider	two	time	instants,	t1	6	t2	.	9.95.	State	occupancy	times.	The	impulse	response	h(t)	of	a	linear,	time-invariant	system	is	defined	by	h1t2	=	T3d1t24	where	d1t2	is	a	unit	delta	function	input	applied	at	t	=	0.	(b)	Find	the	periodic	component	of	RX1t2.	Recurrence	properties.	(10.133d)	Equations	(10.133a)	through	(10.133d)	imply	that



A	k1n2	and	Bk1m2	are	uncorrelated	random	variables.	9.106.	10.35.	Does	the	pulse	amplitude	modulation	signal	in	Example	9.38	have	a	power	spectral	density?	See	Problem	10.45	for	details.	Problems	635	PROBLEMS	Section	10.1:	Power	Spectral	Density	10.1.	Let	g(x)	denote	the	triangular	function	shown	in	Fig.	(b)	Is	X(t)	a	mean-square	periodic
process?	Add	a	review	and	share	your	thoughts	with	other	readers.	stationary	increments?	widesense	cyclostationary?	We	then	obtain	firstorder	autoregressive	random	processes,	which	are	of	interest	in	time	series	analysis	and	in	digital	signal	processing.	(a)	Find	the	mean	and	autocovariance	functions	of	X(t).	10.21.	Find	the	mean	and
autocorrelation	function	of	the	output	process.	It	is	easy	to	show	that	a	random	process	that	has	independent	increments	is	also	a	Markov	process.	We	observe	a	discrete-time,	zeromean	process	Xa	over	a	certain	time	interval	I	=	5t	-	a,	Á	,	t	+	b6,	and	we	are	required	to	use	the	a	+	b	+	1	resulting	observations	5Xt	-	a	,	Á	,	Xt	,	Á	,	Xt	+	b6	to	obtain	an
estimate	Yt	for	some	other	(presumably	related)	zero-mean	process	Zt	.	Woods,	Probability	and	Random	Processes	with	Applications	to	Signal	Processing,	3d	ed.,	Prentice	Hall,	Upper	Saddle	River,	N.J.,	2002.	10.46.	k	'	pk1f2	is	called	the	periodogram	estimate	for	the	power	spectral	density.	The	state	probabilities.	p	MSE	Coefficients	1	0.45077
0.74110	2	0.45077	0.74110	0	TABLE	10.2(b)	Short-term	prediction:	long-range	dependent	process,	Hurst	=	0.9,	s2X	=	1,	CX(1)	=	0.7411.	For	example,	conv(a,b)	convolves	the	elements	in	the	vectors	a	and	b.	(b)	It	can	be	shown	that	if	the	autocovariance	of	a	Gaussian	random	process	satisfies	the	above	equation,	then	the	process	is	Gauss-Markov.
The	estimate	Yt	is	required	to	be	linear,	as	shown	in	Fig.	Let	Sn	be	the	number	of	1’s	in	the	first	n	trials:	Sn	=	X1	+	X2	+	Á	+	Xn	for	n	=	0,	1,	Á	.	Let	the	input	to	an	amplitude	modulation	system	be	2	cos12pf1	+	£2,	where	£	is	uniformly	distributed	in	1-p,	p2.	Jointly	Gaussian	random	variables.	An	average	of	several	independent	periodograms	is
required	to	obtain	an	estimate	whose	variance	does	approach	zero	as	the	number	of	samples	is	increased.	Linear	transformation	of	Gaussian	random	variables.	zero.	Note	that	X(t)	and	X1t	+	t2	are	uncorrelated	at	t	=	;k>2W,	k	=	1,	2,	Á	.	We	begin	with	the	simplest	class	of	random	processes—independent,	identically	distributed	sequences—and	then
consider	the	sum	process	that	results	from	adding	an	iid	sequence.	9.29.	UE	.	If	the	input	is	applied	at	t	=	0,	then	Y(t)	is	not	wide-sense	stationary.	(10.25)	Equations	(10.24)	and	(10.25)	are	similar	to	the	discrete	Fourier	transform.	The	fast	fourier	transform	(FFT)	methods	we	developed	in	Section	7.6	can	be	applied	to	the	numerical	transformation
from	autocorrelation	functions	to	power	spectral	densities	and	back.	Example	9.12	Signal	Plus	Noise	Suppose	process	Y(t)	consists	of	a	desired	signal	X(t)	plus	noise	N(t):	Y1t2	=	X1t2	+	N1t2.	The	last	section	in	this	chapter	discusses	how	the	FFT	can	be	used	to	perform	numerical	calculations	for	SX1f2	and	RX1t2.	(See	Problem	10.42.)	The
autocorrelation	for	the	white	noise	process	is	RN1m2	=	s2N	d1m2.	(d)	Find	the	autocorrelation	5RX1kt026	by	applying	the	FFT	to	SX1f2.	G.	Thus	Zn	is	also	a	WSS	process.	Hint:	Condition	on	the	service	time.	Thus	Sn	is	a	Markov	process.	Given	that	the	current	value	of	the	process	at	time	n	-	1	is	Sn	-	1	=	k,	the	process	at	the	next	time	instant	will	be
k	with	probability	1	-	p	or	k	+	1	with	probability	p.	(b)	Find	RX1k2	by	computing	E3Xn	+	kXn4,	then	find	SX1f2	=	f5RX1k26.	1		m	–	i	m	Section	10.2	Response	of	Linear	Systems	to	Random	Signals	587	that	the	term	in	brackets	approaches	one,	and	that	the	limits	of	the	summation	approach	;	q	.	Cooper	and	C.	If	there	are	k	“	+1”s	in	the	first	n	trials,
then	there	are	n	-	k	“	-1”s,	and	Sn	=	k	-	1n	-	k2	=	2k	-	n.	The	two	assumptions	together	imply	that	the	counting	process	N(t)	can	be	approximated	by	the	binomial	counting	process	discussed	in	the	previous	section.	(10.79)	Thus	in	the	time-continuous	case	we	obtain	an	integral	equation	instead	of	a	set	of	linear	equations.	A	random	process	is	wide-
sense	stationary	(WSS)	if	its	mean	is	constant	and	if	its	autocorrelation	and	autocovariance	depend	only	on	t1	-	t2	.	Find	RD1k2	and	SD1f2	in	Problem	10.16	if	Xn	is	the	moving	average	process	of	Example	10.7	with	a	=	1.	(c)	Find	the	remaining	component	of	RX1t2.	In	Example	7.5,	we	saw	that	the	sum	of	n	iid	exponential	random	variables	has	an
Erlang	distribution.	(10.38)	Therefore	a	linear,	time-invariant	system	is	completely	specified	by	its	impulse	response.	The	autocorrelation	for	a	first-order	autoregressive	process	is	given	by	RZ1m2	=	s2Zr	ƒmƒ	m	=	0,	;1,	;	2,	Á	.	(a)	Generate	five	realizations	of	the	process	for	a	=	1/4,	1/2,	9/10	and	with	Xn	given	by	the	p	=	1/2	and	p	=	1/4	random	step
process.	Optimum	linear	systems.	Explain	how	this	result	can	be	used	to	estimate	the	impulse	response	of	a	linear	system.	It	can	be	seen	that	the	transfer	function	(the	dashed	line)	is	close	to	1	in	the	region	of	f	where	SX1f2	has	most	of	its	power.	P9.1,	and	T	is	a	uniformly	distributed	random	variable	in	the	interval	(0,	1).	Repeat	Problem	10.23	if	X(t)
has	SX1f2	=	b	2e	-pf	.	Let	X1t2	=	A	cos12pft2,	where	A	is	a	random	variable	with	mean	m	and	variance	s2.	Example	9.17	Independent	and	Stationary	Increments	of	Binomial	Process	and	Random	Walk	The	independent	and	stationary	increments	property	is	particularly	easy	to	see	for	the	binomial	process	since	the	increments	in	an	interval	are	the
number	of	successes	in	the	corresponding	Bernoulli	trials.	(b)	Find	mZ1t2	and	CZ1t1	,	t22.	(10.90)	614	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	The	autocorrelation	of	the	observation	process	is	RX1t2	=	E31Z1t	+	t2	+	N1t	+	t221Z1t2	+	N1t224	=	RZ1t2	+	RN1t2.	For	t1	…	t2	:	Section	9.4	Poisson	and	Associated	Random	Processes	509
CN1t1	,	t22	=	E31N1t12	-	lt121N1t22	-	lt224	=	E31N1t12	-	lt125N1t22	-	N1t12	-	lt2	+	lt1	+	1N1t12	-	lt1264	=	E31N1t12	-	lt124E31N1t22	-	N1t12	-	l1t2	-	t124	+	VAR3N1t124	=	VAR3N1t124	=	lt1	.	The	notion	of	a	time	function	as	being	composed	of	sinusoidal	components	is	also	very	useful	for	random	processes.	9.51.	The	mean,	autocovariance,	and
autocorrelation	functions	summarize	some	of	the	information	contained	in	the	joint	distributions	of	pairs	of	time	samples.	(a)	Generate	10	realizations	of	the	binomial	counting	process	with	p	=	1/4,	p	=	1/2,	and	p	=	3/4.	(b)	Find	the	mean	and	covariance	functions	of	Bn	.	2	(10.18)	If	W(t)	is	a	Gaussian	random	process,	we	then	see	that	W(t)	is	the	white
Gaussian	noise	process	introduced	in	Example	9.43	with	a	=	N0>2.	This	approach	can	be	implemented	using	convolution	and	is	applicable	to	extremely	long	signal	sequences.	(b)	Find	mY1t2	and	CY1t1	,	t22.	Let	Y(t)	be	a	short-term	integration	of	X(t):	t	Y1t2	=	1	X1t¿2	dt¿.	In	Example	9.24,	the	autocorrelation	function	of	the	random	telegraph	process
was	found	to	be	RX1t2	=	e	-2aƒtƒ,	where	a	is	the	average	transition	rate	of	the	signal.	Note	that,	in	general,	the	resulting	periodograms	are	not	independent	because	the	underlying	blocks	are	not	independent.	Thus	the	mean	and	autocorrelation	function	provided	by	Eqs.	(a)	Find	the	correlation	function	for	X(t),	which	for	complex-valued	random
processes	is	defined	by	RX1t1	,	t22	=	E3X1t12X*1t224,	where	*	denotes	the	complex	conjugate.	The	autocorrelation	of	Y(t)	is	given	by	E3Y1t24	=	mX	q	E3Y1t2Y1t	+	t24	=	E	B	L-	q	q	=	L-	q	h1r2X1t	+	t	-	r2	dr	R	q	L-	q	L-	q	q	=	q	h1s2X1t	-	s2	ds	q	L-	q	L-	q	h1s2h1r2E3X1t	-	s2X1t	+	t	-	r24	ds	dr	h1s2h1r2RX1t	+	s	-	r2	ds	dr,	(10.42)	where	we	have	used
the	fact	that	X(t)	is	wide-sense	stationary.	(b)	Find	the	pmf	for	Xn	.	Example	10.19	Filtering	and	Smoothing	Problems	Let	the	observations	be	the	sum	of	a	“desired	signal”	Za	plus	unwanted	“noise”	Na:	Xa	=	Za	+	Na	a	H	I.	The	second	application	involves	the	modulation	of	sinusoidal	signals	by	random	information	signals.	3	584	Chapter	10	Analysis
and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	Example	10.6	White	Noise	Let	the	process	Xn	be	a	sequence	of	uncorrelated	random	variables	with	zero	mean	and	variance	s2X	.	(10.30)	The	power	spectral	density	is	then	SY1f2	=	11	+	a22s2X	+	as2X5ej2pf	+	e	-j2pf6	=	s2X511	+	a22	+	2a	cos	2pf6.	It	can	be	shown	that	under	very	general	conditions,	the	power
spectral	density	of	a	random	process	can	be	factored	into	the	form	SX1f2	=	ƒ	G1f2	ƒ	2	=	G1f2G	…	1f2,	(10.96)	where	G(	f	)	and	1/G(	f	)	are	causal	filters.8	This	suggests	that	we	can	find	the	optimum	filter	in	two	steps,	as	shown	in	Fig.	In	summary,	the	optimum	filter	is	found	using	the	following	procedure:	1.	(a)	Find	RD1k2	and	SD1f2	in	terms	of
RX1k2	and	SX1f2.	Events.	THE	KALMAN	FILTER	The	optimum	linear	systems	considered	in	the	previous	section	have	two	limitations:	(1)	They	assume	wide-sense	stationary	signals;	and	(2)	The	number	of	equations	grows	with	the	size	of	the	observation	set.	(c)	Show	that	the	solutions	to	the	above	differential	equation	are	of	the	form	f1t2	=	A	cos	bt
and	f1t2	=	B	sin	bt.	(d)	Plot	typical	sample	functions	forXn	and	Yn	if:	c1n2	=	n;	c1n2	=	1/n2;	c1n2	=	1/n.	The	response	of	the	system	to	an	arbitrary	input	x(t)	is	then	q	y1t2	=	h1t2	*	x1t2	=	L-	q	q	h1s2x1t	-	s2	ds	=	L-	q	h1t	-	s2x1s2	ds.	10.29.	(a)	Find	the	Fourier	series	expansion	for	X(t)	in	the	interval	[0,	T].	The	Markov	and	Chebyshev	inequalities.
Hint:	Condition	on	the	number	of	arrivals	and	consider	the	arrival	instants.	(9.7)	From	Eq.	(5.30),	the	autocovariance	can	be	expressed	in	terms	of	the	autocorrelation	and	the	means:	(9.8)	CX1t1	,	t22	=	RX1t1	,	t22	-	mX1t12mX1t22.	(c)	Find	the	impulse	response	hn	of	the	linear	system	that	defines	the	moving	average	process.	•	Section	10.6
addresses	the	problem	of	estimating	the	power	spectral	density	of	a	random	process.	Wide-sense	stationary	Gaussian	random	processes.	(c)	Show	that	if	we	let	v1	=	-v2	,	X1	=	1U	-	jV2/2	and	X2	=	1U	+	jV2/2,	where	U	and	V	are	real-valued	random	variables,	then	X(t)	is	a	real-valued	random	process.	If	the	input	process	is	a	Gaussian	random	process,
then	the	output	process	is	also	Gaussian.	A	server	handles	queries	that	arrive	according	to	a	Poisson	process	with	a	rate	of	10	queries	per	minute.	Show	that	Eq.	(10.67b)	implies	that	SB,A1f2	is	a	purely	imaginary,	odd	function	of	f.	(d)	Is	Y(t)	a	stationary,	wide-sense	stationary,	or	cyclostationary	random	process?	Classes	of	states,	recurrence
properties,	and	limiting	probabilities.	Which	of	the	above	results	still	hold?	Yates	and	D.	τ	582	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	process	is	obtained	from	Eq.	(10.9):	E3X21t24	=	W	N0	df	=	N0	W.	(c)	In	part	b,	find	the	histogram	of	increments	in	the	process	for	the	interval	[1,	50],	[51,	100],	[101,	150],	and	[151,	200].	Is	the
sample	mean	meaningful	for	either	of	these	processes?	Assume	that	the	increments	X1t22	-	X1t12	are	gamma	random	variables	with	parameters	l	7	0	and	a	=	t2	-	t1	.	However,	as	k	:	q	,	'	E3pk1f24	:	SX1f2,	(10.123)	(10.124)	so	the	mean	of	the	periodogram	estimate	approaches	SX1f2.	q	(10.50)	j=-	The	autocorrelation	of	Yn	is	given	by	q	q	j=-	i=-
RY1k2	=	a	a	hjhiRX1k	+	j	-	i2.	In	=	1	indicates	that	a	light	bulb	fails	and	is	replaced	on	day	n.	L-	q	The	Fourier	transform	of	the	first	equation	and	the	Fourier	transform	of	the	second	equation	both	yield	the	same	expression:	SZ,X1f2	=	H1f2SX1f2,	which	is	readily	solved	for	the	transfer	function	of	the	optimum	filter:	H1f2	=	SZ,X1f2	SX1f2	.	Note	as
well	that	the	samples	at	time	t1	and	t2	are	uncorrelated	if	v1t1	-	t22	=	kp	where	k	is	any	integer.	(c)	Is	Sn	a	Markov	process?	(a)	Show	that	RX1t2	=	2Re	b	q	L0	SX1f2e	-j2pft	df	r	.	Let	'	xk1f2	denote	the	discrete	Fourier	transform	of	this	sequence:	k-1	'	xk1f2	=	a	Xme	-j2pfm.	The	power	spectral	density	of	a	real-valued	random	process	is	a	real-valued,
nonnegative,	even	function	of	frequency.	Suppose	that	SX1f2	is	bandlimited,	that	is,	SX1f2	=	0	ƒ	f	ƒ	7	W.	9.98.	Appendix	C.	The	estimate	Yt	is	then	a	linear	prediction	of	Zt	in	terms	of	its	most	recent	values.	*(f	)	In	order	to	show	that	the	frequencies	of	the	eigenfunctions	are	not	harmonically	related,	plot	the	following	three	functions	versus	bT:	tan	bT,
bT/aT,	-aT/bT.	We	say	the	mX	is	the	“dc”	component	of	X(t).	(b)	Are	orthogonal	random	processes	uncorrelated?	Example	9.24	Random	Telegraph	Signal	Consider	a	random	process	X(t)	that	assumes	the	values	;1.	10.31.	Discrete-time	Markov	chains.	2p	L-p	The	autocorrelation	and	autocovariance	are	then	CX1t1	,	t22	=	RX1t1	,	t22	=	E3cos1vt1	+	®2
cos1vt2	+	®24	p	=	1	1	5cos1v1t1	-	t22	+	cos1v1t1	+	t22	+	2u26	du	2p	L-p	2	=	1	cos1v1t1	-	t222,	2	where	we	used	the	identity	cos(a)	cos1b2	=	1/2	cos1a	+	b2	+	1/2	cos1a	-	b2.	By	dividing	the	numerator	and	denominator	of	Eq.	(10.92)	by	SZ1f2,	we	see	that	H(	f	)	emphasizes	the	frequencies	where	the	ratio	of	signal	to	noise	power	density	is	large.	(a)
Find	the	optimum	predictor	coefficients	in	the	p	=	2	case	when	RZ1k2	=	911>32ƒkƒ.	10.11(a).	(9.25)	Section	9.3	Discrete-Time	Processes:	Sum	Process,	Binomial	Counting	Process,	and	Random	Walk	10	8	6	4	2	0	2	4	10	20	30	40	50	(a)	60	70	80	90	100	100	200	300	400	500	(b)	600	700	800	900	1000	100	200	300	400	500	600	700	800	900	1000	60	40
20	0	20	40	60	80	0	600	500	400	300	200	100	0	0	(c)	FIGURE	9.7	(a)	Random	walk	process	with	p		1/2.	Resource	sharing	systems.	(c)	Perform	100	simulations	of	the	system	operation	for	a	duration	of	200	seconds.	For	example,	we	may	be	interested	in	the	input	at	time	t1	and	the	output	at	a	later	time	t2	.	Equation	(9.18)	implies	that	if	Xn	is
discretevalued,	the	joint	pmf	factors	into	the	product	of	individual	pmf’s,	and	if	Xn	is	continuous-valued,	the	joint	pdf	factors	into	the	product	of	the	individual	pdf’s.	Jointly	cyclostationary?	(a)	Find	RX,Y1t2	and	SX,Y1f2.	q	(10.57)	n=-	Eq.	(10.56)	can	be	viewed	as	the	response	of	a	linear	system	with	impulse	response	p(t)	to	the	signal	xs1t2.	The	cross-
power	spectral	density	SX,	Y1f	2	of	two	jointly	WSS	discrete-time	processes	Xn	and	Yn	is	defined	by	SX,Y1f2	=	f5RX,Y1k26,	(10.26)	RX,Y1k2	=	E3Xn	+	kYn4.	The	response	of	a	stable	system	to	any	bounded	input	is	also	bounded.	9.92.	Pairs	of	random	variables.	Grimett	and	D.	A	realization	of	such	a	process	is	shown	in	Fig.	Probability,	Statistics,	and
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Find	E3D2n4.	10.86.	10.11(b).	Xt	b	hb	606	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	and	we	seek	to	find	the	optimum	filter,	which	is	characterized	by	the	impulse	response	hb	that	minimizes	the	mean	square	error.	(b)	How	would	you	check	to	see	if	the	process	is	wide-sense	stationary?	Under	what	conditions	does	6Y1t27	T	:	P3a	6	X1t2
…	b4?	The	moving	average	example	in	Fig.	(d)	Does	X(t)	have	a	mean	square	derivative?	Find	RZ,X¿1k2	from	Eq.	(10.98)	or	from	Eq.	(10.99).	The	central	limit	theorem.	(10.133c)	Section	10.6	Estimating	the	Power	Spectral	Density	625	When	n	=	-k>2	or	0,	we	have	E3A	k1n2A	k1m24	=	ks2X	dnm	for	all	m.	(10.87)	b=1	By	inverting	the	p	*	p	matrix	R
Z,	we	can	solve	for	the	vector	of	filter	coefficients	h.	502	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	Since	Sn	is	the	sum	of	n	independent	Bernoulli	random	variables,	Sn	is	a	binomial	random	variable	with	parameters	n	and	p	=	P3I	=	14:	n	P3Sn	=	j4	=	¢	≤	p	j11	-	p2n	-	j	j	for	0	…	j	…	n,	and	zero	otherwise.	We	take	the	FFT	of	the	input	sequence	Xn	and	we	then
multiply	it	by	the	FFT	of	the	transfer	function.	Suppose	we	take	the	Fourier	transform	of	a	sample	of	X(t)	in	the	interval	0	6	t	6	T	as	follows	'	x1f2	=	T	L0	X1t¿2e	-j2pft¿	dt¿.	(c)	Do	the	answers	in	parts	a	and	b	change	if	p	is	a	biased	coin?	We	thus	conclude	that	X(nT)	is	an	iid	sequence	of	Gaussian	random	variables	with	variance	N0W.	(a)	Find	the
power	spectral	density	of	the	ARMA	process	in	Example	10.15	by	finding	the	transfer	function	of	the	associated	linear	system.	Also	for	l	6	n,	we	have	RZ,X1n,	l2	=	E3ZnXl4	=	E31Xn	-	Nn2Xl4	=	RX1n,	l2	-	E3NnXl4	=	RX1n,	l2,	(10.109)	since	E3NnXl4	=	E3Nn4E3Xl4	=	0,	that	is,	the	observation	noise	at	time	n	is	uncorrelated	with	prior	observations.	To
show	Eq.	(10.59)	we	first	note	that	since	SX1f2	=	f5RX1t26,	we	can	apply	the	sampling	theorem	for	deterministic	signals	to	RX1t2:	q	RX1t2	=	a	RX1nT2p1t	-	nT2.	(a)	A	Gauss-Markov	random	process	is	a	Gaussian	random	process	that	is	also	a	Markov	process.	Compare	the	smoothed	periodograms	to	the	true	power	spectral	density.	577	Mathematical
Tables	797	Tables	of	Fourier	Transforms	Matrices	and	Linear	Algebra	805	800	802	CHAPTER	Random	Processes	9	In	certain	random	experiments,	the	outcome	is	a	function	of	time	or	space.	Specifying	random	experiments.	Jenkins	and	D.	We	can	finally	recover	the	continuous-time	signal	by	interpolation.	Let	X(t)	be	the	total	reward	issued	up	to	time
t.	The	independent	and	stationary	increments	property	of	the	sum	process	Sn	makes	it	easy	to	compute	the	joint	pmf/pdf	for	any	number	of	time	instants.	The	inverse	Fourier	transform	formula	applied	to	Eq.	(10.23)	implies	that3	RX1k2	=	1>2	L-1>2	SX1f2ej2pfk	df.	(c)	Does	X(t)	have	a	mean	square	integral?	Steady	state	probabilities	and	global
balance	equations.	The	processing	of	signals	is	a	very	important	area	in	modern	technology	and	a	rich	set	of	techniques	and	methodologies	have	been	developed	to	address	the	needs	of	specific	application	areas	such	as	communication	systems,	speech	compression,	speech	recognition,	video	compression,	face	recognition,	network	and	service	traffic
engineering,	etc.	(b)	Find	RX1k2	when	fc	=	1>4.	A	recursive	equation	can	be	obtained	for	the	prediction	error:	en	+	1	=	Zn	+	1	-	Yn	+	1	=	anZn	+	Wn	-	anYn	-	knIn	=	an1Zn	-	Yn2	+	Wn	-	kn1en	+	Nn2	=	1an	-	kn2en	+	Wn	-	knNn	,	(10.117)	with	initial	condition	e0	=	Z0	.	Another	very	common	example	involves	a	random	process	X(t)	that	is	the	“input”
to	a	system	and	another	random	process	Y(t)	that	is	the	“output”	of	the	system.	Repeat	Problem	9.123	for	the	sum	process	in	Eq.	(9.24)	where	the	Xn	are	iid	unit-variance	Gaussian	random	variables	with	mean:	m	=	0;	m	=	0.5.	Problems	573	9.125.	Let	Mn	be	the	discrete-time	process	defined	as	the	sequence	of	sample	means	of	an	iid	sequence:	X1	+
X2	+	Á	+	Xn	.	10.1.2	Discrete-Time	Random	Processes	Let	Xn	be	a	discrete-time	WSS	random	process	with	mean	mX	and	autocorrelation	function	RX1k2.	Answers	to	Selected	Problems.	9.123.	10.3	BANDLIMITED	RANDOM	PROCESSES	In	this	section	we	consider	two	important	applications	that	involve	random	processes	with	power	spectral
densities	that	are	nonzero	over	a	finite	range	of	frequencies.	Let	X(t)	be	defined	by	X1t2	=	A	cos	vt	+	B	sin	vt,	where	A	and	B	are	iid	random	variables.	If	the	input	to	the	transformation	is	a	random	process,	then	the	output	will	also	be	a	random	process.	2.	(10.40)	We	assume	that	the	integrals	exist	in	the	mean	square	sense	as	discussed	in	Section	9.7.
We	now	show	that	if	X(t)	is	a	wide-sense	stationary	process,	then	Y(t)	is	also	widesense	stationary.5	The	mean	of	Y(t)	is	given	by	q	E3Y1t24	=	E	B	L-	q	q	h1s2X1t	-	s2	ds	R	=	X(t)	h(t)	L-	q	h1s2E3X1t	-	s24	ds.	It	can	be	seen	that	the	N	=	3	filter	moderates	the	extreme	variations	but	generally	tracks	the	fluctuations	in	Xn	.	probability	and	random
processes	3rd	ed	Probability-	Statistics	and	Random	Processes	by	Veerarajan	Probability,	Statistics	and	Random	Processes	1	Formula	Sheet-Probability	and	Random	Processes	Probabilty,	Statistics,	and	Random	Processes	for	Engineers.pdf	Probabilty,	Statistics,	and	Random	Processes	for	Engineers.pdf	Probability	Random	Variables	and	Stochastic
Processes	4th	-	Papoulis	Stark,	Solution	of	Probability	Random	Processes	and	Estimation	Theory	Stark,	Solution	of	Probability	Random	Processes	and	Estimation	Theory	-Intuitive	Probability	and	Random	Processes	Using	MATLAB	(Solution	Manual)	veerarajan-Probability-Statistics-and-Random-Processes-by-Veerarajan.pdf	Probability	Random
Variables	and	Stochastic	Processes	4th	-	Papoulis	Probability	and	Stochastic	Processes	3rd	Edition	Student	Solutions	Manual	English	for	Electrical	Engineering	English	for	Electrical	Engineering	Electronics	and	Electrical	Engineering	Electrical	and	Electronics	Engineering	Add	a	review	and	share	your	thoughts	with	other	readers.	The	joint	cdf	for	any
time	instants	n1	,	Á	,	nk	is	given	by	FX1,	Á	,	Xk1x1	,	x2	,	Á	,	xk2	=	P3X1	…	x1	,	X2	…	x2	,	Á	,	Xk	…	xk4	=	FX1x12FX1x22	Á	FX1xk2,	(9.18)	where,	for	simplicity,	Xk	denotes	Xnk	.	SB(	f	)	SA(	f	)	W	0	W	W	0	W	FIGURE	P10.7	10.54.	Thus	'	(10.36)	as	k	:	q	,	E3pk1f24	:	SX1f2	that	is,	the	mean	of	the	periodogram	estimate	does	indeed	approach	SX1f2.	The
relation	between	t	and	the	observation	interval	I	gives	rise	to	a	variety	of	estimation	problems.	Let	Sn	be	the	total	size	of	all	orders	up	to	time	n.	1	+	j2pf	Note	that	we	could	have	gotten	this	result	directly	from	Eq.	(10.101)	by	noting	that	only	the	first	term	gives	rise	to	the	positive-time	(i.e.,	causal)	component.	In	this	section,	we	present	two	examples
of	such	random	processes.	Figure	9.12	in	Section	9.5	shows	four	sample	functions	of	a	Brownian	motion	process	with	a	=	2.	(c)	Find	SY1f2	and	RY1k2	=	f-15SY1f26.	(a)	Find	the	pmf	of	Z(t).	10.16(a).	642	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	Section	10.4:	Optimum	Linear	Systems	10.56.	Since	k	is	the	number	of	successes	in	n
Bernoulli	trials,	the	mean	of	the	random	walk	is:	E3Sn4	=	2np	-	n	=	n12p	-	12.	Show	that	the	autocovariance	function	of	such	a	process	must	satisfy	CX1t3	,	t12	=	CX1t3	,	t22CX1t2	,	t12	CX1t2	,	t22	,	where	t1	…	t2	…	t3	.	(a)	Find	the	mean	and	autocovariance	of	Y(t).	The	expected	value	of	Y	=	g(X).	The	sample	functions	for	T	=	50	seconds	were
generated	using	a	1000-step	binomial	process	with	p	=	lT/n	=	0.02.	Consider	the	following	moving	average	process:	Yn	=	1/21Xn	+	Xn	-	12	X0	=	0.	(b)	Determine	the	pdf	of	Z(t)	if	X(t)	and	Y(t)	are	also	jointly	Gaussian	zero-mean	random	processes	with	CX1t2	=	4e-ƒtƒ.	(10.7)	The	autocorrelation	function	can	be	recovered	from	the	power	spectral
density	by	applying	the	inverse	Fourier	transform	formula	to	Eq.	(10.4):	RX1t2	=	f-15SX1f26	q	=	L-	q	SX1f2ej2pft	df.	Sums	of	Random	Variables	and	Long-Term	Averages.	9.113.	(a)	Show	that	Yn	=	WnXn	is	a	white	sequence,	and	find	s2Y.	Plot	the	covariance	function	vs.	Compare	your	answer	to	part	b.	(b)	Realization	of	a	random	walk	process.	(10.21)
Finally,	RY1t2	=	E3Y1t	+	t2Y1t24	=	E3X1t	+	t	-	d2X1t	-	d24	=	RX1t2.	Probability	models.	9.20.	9.68.	N(t)	is	then	a	nondecreasing,	integer-valued,	continuous-time	random	process	as	shown	in	Fig.	10.84.	If	the	process	Xi	is	not	white,	then	it	can	be	viewed	as	filtered	white	noise:	Xn	=	hn	*	Wn	,	where	SW1f2	=	s2W	and	ƒ	H1f2	ƒ	2	SW1f2	=	SX1f2.	Case
3:	Xj's	Non-Gaussian;	mean	and	variance	unknown.	(b)	Find	the	conditional	pdf	of	Y1t22	given	Y1t12.	Suppose	further	that	Xn	=	A	for	all	n,	where	A	is	a	random	variable	with	zero	mean	and	variance	s2A	.	(10.20)	The	time-shifting	property	of	the	Fourier	transform	gives	SYX1f2	=	f5RX1t	-	d26	=	SX1f2e	-j2pfd	=	SX1f2	cos12pfd2	-	jSX1f2	sin12pfd2.
Suppose	that	each	time	an	event	occurs,	a	coin	is	flipped	and	the	outcome	(heads	or	tails)	is	recorded.	Thus	we	will	see	later	in	the	chapter	that	it	is	possible	for	two	quite	different	random	processes	to	have	the	same	mean,	autocorrelation,	and	autocovariance	functions.	Let	N(t)	be	the	number	of	event	occurrences	in	the	time	interval	[0,	t].	9.126.	In
the	next	subsection,	we	show	that	the	joint	pdf	(pmf)	of	X1t12,	X1t22,	Á	,	X1tk2	is	given	by	the	product	of	the	pdf	(pmf)	of	X1t12	and	the	marginal	pdf’s	(pmf’s)	of	the	individual	increments.	Example	10.10	Ornstein-Uhlenbeck	Process	Find	the	impulse	response	of	a	causal	filter	that	can	be	used	to	generate	a	Gaussian	random	process	with	output
power	spectral	density	and	autocorrelation	function	SY1f2	=	s2	a	+	4p2f2	2	and	RY1t2	=	s2	-aƒtƒ	e	2a	This	power	spectral	density	factors	as	follows:	SY1f2	=	1	1	s2.	9.108.	The	power	in	the	signal	and	noise	components,	respectively,	are	W	s2A	=	L-W	SA1f2	df	W	s2Nc	=	L-W	SNc1f2	df	=	W	L-W	¢	N0	N0	+	≤	df	=	2WN0	.	(d)	Find	the	joint	pdf	of	Y1t12
and	Y1t22	in	part	c.	n=0	i=0	The	output	power	spectral	density	is	then:	p	p	SY1f2	=	f5RY1t26	=	a	a	b	n	b	if5RX1t	+	1n	-	i2T26	n=0	i=0	p	p	=	a	a	b	n	b	iSX1f2e	-j2pf1n	-	i2T	n=0	i=0	p	p	=	b	a	b	ne	-j2pfnT	r	b	a	b	iej2pfiT	r	SX1f2	n=0	i=0	=	ƒ	H1fT2	ƒ	SX1f2	2	(10.61)	where	H(	f	)	is	the	transfer	function	of	the	digital	filter	as	per	Eq.	(10.49).	Let	Yn	=
c1n2Xn	where	Xn	is	a	zero-mean,	unit-variance,	discrete-time	random	process	and	c(n)	is	a	deterministic	function	of	n.	The	expressions	on	the	right-hand	side	of	the	above	two	equations	are	called	the	transition	pdf	and	transition	pmf,	respectively.	(d)	Histogram	of	samples	from	random	phase	sinusoid	at	t	=	0.	4.	(b)	Find	the	transfer	function.	The
cross-correlation	between	the	input	and	output	processes	is	also	of	interest:	RY,X1t2	=	E3Y1t	+	t2X1t24	q	=	E	B	X1t2	L-	q	X1t	+	t	-	r2h1r2	dr	R	q	=	L-	q	q	=	L-	q	E3X1t2X1t	+	t	-	r24h1r2	dr	RX1t	-	r2h1r2	dr	=	RX1t2	*	h1t2.	Let	X(t)	be	a	train	of	amplitude-modulated	pulses	with	occurrences	according	to	a	Poisson	process:	q	X1t2	=	a	Akh1t	-	Sk2,	k=1
where	the	Ak	are	iid	random	variables,	the	Sk	are	the	event	occurrence	times	in	a	Poisson	process,	and	h(t)	is	a	function	of	time.	We	already	indicated	that	there	are	applications	where	this	makes	sense,	namely,	in	situations	where	the	entire	realization	Xa	is	recorded	and	the	estimate	Zt	is	obtained	in	“nonreal	time”	by	“playing	back”	Xa	.	9.39.	if	X(t)
is	continuous-valued,	and	P3X1tk2	=	xk	ƒ	X1tk	-	12	=	xk	-	1	,	Á	,	X1t12	=	x14	=	P3X1tk2	=	xk	ƒ	X1tk	-	12	=	xk	-	14	(9.23)	if	X(t)	is	discrete-valued.	Explain	why	the	pmf	of	the	process	is	given	by	the	above	pmf	where	t	m1t2	=	L0	l1t¿2	dt¿.	Let	RX1k2	=	41a2ƒkƒ	+	161b2ƒk	ƒ,	a	<	1,	b	<	1.	The	random	variables	A	k1n2	and	Bk1n2	are	defined	as	linear
functions	of	the	jointly	Gaussian	random	variables	X0	,	Á	,	Xk	-	1	.	(a)	At	what	rate	should	Y(t)	be	sampled?	Let	RX1k2	=	4aƒkƒ,	ƒ	a	ƒ	6	1.	645	What	value	of	W	should	be	used	for	the	FFT	if	the	power	in	the	aliasing	error	is	to	be	less	than	1%	of	the	total	power?	Under	what	conditions	is	Uk	a	stationary	random	process?	(b)	Find	the	fU1t12X1t221u,	x2,
and	fU1t12V1t221u,	v2.	580	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	SX(	f	)	1	a1	a2	5	4	p	p	3	p	2	p	1	p	0	1	p	2	p	3	p	4	p	5	p	f	FIGURE	10.1	Power	spectral	density	of	a	random	telegraph	signal	with	a	=	1	and	a	=	2	transitions	per	second.	In	the	final	section,	we	obtain	another	estimate	for	SX1f2	whose	variance	does	approach	zero	as	k
increases.	Find	the	output	X(t)	if	the	input	is	a	zero-mean	Gaussian	random	process	with	autocorrelation	function	given	by	RX1t2	=	s2e-bƒtƒ.	Repeat	Problem	9.118	for	the	sum	process	in	Eq.	(9.24)	where	the	Xn	are	iid	unit-variance	Gaussian	random	variables	with	mean:	m	=	0;	m	=	0.5.	9.121.	9.2b).	Example	10.18	Demodulation	of	Noisy	Signal	The
received	signal	in	an	AM	system	is	Y1t2	=	A1t2	cos12pfct	+	®2	+	N1t2,	where	N(t)	is	a	bandlimited	white	noise	process	with	spectral	density	N0	SN1f2	=	c	2	0	ƒ	f	;	fc	ƒ	6	W	elsewhere.	Is	it	wide-sense	stationary?	10.89.	632	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	1	3	0.8	2	0.6	1	0.4	0.2	0	0	1	0.2	2	3	0.4	50	100	150	200	250	0.6	2	4	6	8	n
(a)	10	k	12	14	16	18	20	(b)	FIGURE	10.21	(a)	Correlated	Gaussian	noise	(b)	Sample	autocovariance.	When	an	order	arrives,	its	size	is	an	exponential	random	variable	with	parameter	l.	This	weighting	function	is	called	the	“spectrum”	of	the	time	function.	From	Example	9.10	we	know	that	X(t)	and	Y(t)	are	zero	mean.	The	corresponding	power	spectral
density	is	SD1f2	=	SW1f2	-	SWX1f2	-	SXW1f2	+	SX1f2	=	ƒ	HLP1f2	ƒ	2SX1f2	-	HLP1f2SX1f2	-	H	…LP1f2SX1f2	+	SX1f2	=	0.	(c)	Find	the	joint	cdf	for	Xn	and	Xn	+	1	.	Let	Xn	be	a	zero-mean,	bandlimited	white	noise	random	process	with	SX1f2	=	1	for	ƒ	f	ƒ	6	fc	and	0	elsewhere,	where	fc	6	1>2.	(In	practice	these	are	the	frequencies	we	would	evaluate	if	we
were	using	the	FFT	al'	gorithm	to	compute	xk1f2.)	First	we	rewrite	Eq.	(10.122)	at	f	=	n>k	as	follows:	k-1	2pmn	2pmn	'	n	xk	a	b	=	a	Xm	acosa	b	-	j	sina	bb	k	k	k	m=0	=	A	k1n2	-	jBk1n2	-k>2	…	n	6	k>2,	(10.127)	624	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	where	k-1	A	k1n2	=	a	Xm	cosa	m=0	2pmn	b	k	(10.128)	2pmn	b.	First,	we	must
sample	the	random	process	above	its	Nyquist	sampling	rate.	Example	9.20	(9.33)	Autocovariance	of	Random	Walk	Find	the	autocovariance	of	the	one-dimensional	random	walk.	Compare	this	to	the	approach	leading	to	Eq.	(10.142).	In	order	to	design	a	differentiator	for	bandlimited	processes,	the	filter	in	Fig.	9.135.	(e)	Use	the	matrix	function	of
Octave	to	solve	parts	a	and	b	for	p	=	2,	3.	(e)	Find	the	joint	pdf	of	Y1t12	and	X1t22	in	part	c.	The	periodogram	estimate	for	SX1f2	is	defined	as	1	'	'	pk1f2	=	ƒ	xk1f2	ƒ	2,	k	(10.121)	'	where	xk1f2	is	obtained	as	a	Fourier	transform	of	the	observation	sequence:	k-1	'	xk1f2	=	a	Xme	-j2pfm.	566	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	(c)	Find	the	pdf	of	Y(t)	if	X(t)	is	a
Gaussian	random	process.	238]	shows	that	for	arbitrary	f,	2	sin12pfk2	'	b	r.	At	the	receiver,	we	need	to	perform	an	inverse	mapping	to	recover	A(t)	from	X(t).	10.5,	then	the	output	of	the	system	is	the	random	process	given	by	q	Y1t2	=	L-	q	q	h1s2X1t	-	s2	ds	=	L-	q	h1t	-	s2X1s2	ds.	t3	tk	t	Section	9.1	Example	9.1	Definition	of	a	Random	Process	489
Random	Binary	Sequence	Let	z	be	a	number	selected	at	random	from	the	interval	S	=	30,	14,	and	let	b1b2	Á	be	the	binary	expansion	of	z:	q	z	=	a	bi	2	-i	i=1	where	bi	H	50,	16.	>	>	>	>	>	>	>	n=[0:255]	r=(-0.5).^n;	K=toeplitz(r);	[U,D,V]=svd(K);	X=normal_rnd(0,1,1,256);	y=V*(D^0.5)*transpose(X);	plot(y)	Figure	10.21(a)	shows	a	plot	of	Y.	Problems
575	9.136.	Note	that	the	algorithm	requires	knowledge	of	the	signal	structure,	i.e.,	the	an	,	and	the	variances	E3N	2n4	and	E3W2n4.	Find	the	Kalman	algorithm	for	the	case	where	the	observations	are	given	by	Xn	=	bnZn	+	Nn	where	bn	is	a	sequence	of	known	constants.	Let	Xn	be	the	random	process	in	Problem	9.3.	(a)	Is	Xn	a	WSS	random	process?
10.52.	Example	10.8	Signal	Plus	Noise	Let	the	observation	Zn	be	given	by	Zn	=	Xn	+	Yn	,	where	Xn	is	the	signal	we	wish	to	observe,	Yn	is	a	white	noise	process	with	power	s2Y	,	and	Xn	and	Yn	are	independent	random	processes.	X(t)	is	an	example	of	a	bandpass	signal.	Therefore	the	autocovariance	of	the	sum	process	is	CS1n,	k2	=	min1n,	k2s2.	One
function	of	several	random	variables.	The	inverse	FFT	will	then	provide	Yn	of	the	linear	system.	(b)	Input	Xn	=	cos12pf0n	+	®2,	where	®	is	a	uniformly	distributed	random	variable	and	H1f2	=	j2pf	for	ƒ	f	ƒ	6	1/2.	W.	Response	of	linear	systems	to	random	signals.	A	WSS	process	X(t)	has	mean	1	and	autocorrelation	function	given	in	Fig.	Problems.	9.49.
Processing	of	random	signals.	Modulation	is	a	key	element	of	all	modern	communication	systems.	568	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	Section	9.7:	Continuity,	Derivatives,	and	Integrals	of	Random	Processes	9.82.	X(t,	z1)	t1	t2	t3	t2	t3	t	tk	X(t,	z2)	t1	tk	t	X(t,	z3)	t1	t2	FIGURE	9.1	Several	realizations	of	a	random	process.	(a)	Find	the	mean	and
autocovariance	of	Z(t).	Open	networks	of	queues.	(c)	Are	X(t)	and	Y(t)	jointly	wide-sense	cyclostationary?	Example	10.26	First-Order	Autoregressive	Process	Consider	a	signal	defined	by	Zn	=	aZn	-	1	+	Wn	n	=	1,	2,	Á	Z0	=	0,	where	E3W2n4	=	s2W	=	0.36,	and	a	=	0.8,	and	suppose	the	observations	are	made	in	additive	white	noise	n	=	0,	1,	2,	Á	,	Xn	=
Zn	+	Nn	where	E3N	2n4	=	1.	P9.3.	RX	(t)	4	2	2	2	9	8	7	6	5	4	3	2	1	0	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	FIGURE	P9.3	(a)	Find	the	mean	component	of	RX1t2.	Distribution	of	number	in	the	M/M/c	system.	9.133.	Equation	(10.43)	relates	the	input	and	output	power	spectral	densities	to	the	system	transfer	function.	P.	function	mse=	Lin_Pred_LR(order,Hurst,varsig)	n=
[0:1:order-1]	H2=2*Hurst	r=varsig*((1+n).^H2-2*(n.^H2)+abs(n-1).^H2)/2	rz=varsig*((2+n).^H2-2*((n+1).^H2)+(n).^H2)/2	R=toeplitz(r);	H=transpose(inv(R)*transpose(rz))	mse=varsig-H*transpose(rz)	endfunction	Table	10.2	below	compares	the	mean	square	errors	and	the	coefficients	of	the	two	processes	in	the	case	of	short-term	prediction.	1
+	eq	For	a	=	0.8	and	s2W	=	0.36,	the	resulting	quadratic	equation	yields	kq	=	0.3	and	eq	=	0.6.	Thus	at	steady	state	the	predictor	is	Yn	+	1	=	0.8Yn	+	0.31Xn	-	Yn2.	The	output	of	a	“square	law	detector”	is	Y1t2	=	X1t22.	(b)	RX1k2	=	411>22ƒk	ƒ	+	1611>42ƒkƒ..	This	assumption	keeps	the	dimensionality	of	the	problem	fixed	even	as	the	observation	set
grows.	The	event	occurrence	times	are	denoted	by	S1	,	S2	,	Á	.	z		0.6	z		0.9	z		0.2	t	(a)	z		p/	4	z0	t	(b)	FIGURE	9.2	(a)	Sinusoid	with	random	amplitude,	(b)	Sinusoid	with	random	phase.	Explain	the	relation	between	the	conditions	of	independence,	uncorrelatedness,	and	orthogonality	of	X(t)	and	Y(t).	If	1j	+	n2/2	is	not	an	integer,	then	Sn	cannot	equal	j.
Use	the	binomial	process	to	approximate	a	Poisson	random	process	with	arrival	rate	l	=	1	customer	per	second	in	the	time	interval	(0,	100].	Use	Fig.	q	b=-	In	the	case	of	continuous-time	random	processes,	we	have	q	h1b2X1t	-	b2	db.	Larson	and	Shubert	[ref	7]	and	Yaglom	[ref	8]	contain	excellent	discussions	on	white	Gaussian	noise	and	Brownian
motion.	The	modulation	method	in	Eq.	(10.56)	can	only	produce	bandpass	signals	for	which	SX1f2	is	locally	symmetric	about	fc	,	SX1fc	+	df2	=	SX1fc	-	df2	for	ƒ	df	ƒ	6	W,	as	in	Fig.	An	alternative	approach	to	generating	a	correlated	sequence	of	random	variables	with	a	specified	covariance	function	is	to	input	an	uncorrelated	sequence	into	a	linear
filter	with	a	specific	H(	f	).	Repeat	Problem	9.26	with	Xn	=	1/21Yn	+	Yn	-	12,	where	Yn	is	an	iid	random	process.	(9.34b)	In	Section	11.3	we	rederive	the	Poisson	process	using	results	from	Markov	chain	theory.	(a)	Determine	whether	Y(t)	is	also	a	wide-sense	stationary	random	process.	(c)	Histogram	of	samples	from	uniform	amplitude	sinusoid	at	t	=
0.	At	first	glance	it	does	not	appear	that	we	have	made	much	progress	in	specifying	random	processes	because	we	are	now	confronted	with	the	task	of	specifying	a	vast	collection	of	joint	cdf’s!	However,	this	approach	works	because	most	useful	models	of	stochastic	processes	are	obtained	by	elaborating	on	a	few	simple	models,	so	the	methods
developed	in	Chapters	5	and	6	of	this	book	can	be	used	to	derive	the	required	cdf’s.	(d)	Plot	typical	sample	functions	forXn	and	Yn	if:	g1n2	=	n;	g1n2	=	1/n2;	g1n2	=	1/n.	Problems	563	(c)	Repeat	part	a	if	X	is	Poisson	with	mean	1.	LPF	Y(t)	Section	10.3	Bandlimited	Random	Processes	603	SX	(	f	)	ƒ0	0	(a)	ƒ0	SA(	f	)	0	(b)	jSB,A(	f	)	0	(c)	FIGURE	10.13	(a)
A	general	bandpass	signal.	(9.34a)	For	this	reason	N(t)	is	called	the	Poisson	process.	(b)	Find	the	joint	pdf	of	Sn	and	Sn	+	k	.	Equation	(10.85)	can	be	readily	solved	using	Octave.	Tables	of	Fourier	Transformation.	From	previous	chapters	we	know	that	Sn	is	a	binomial	random	variable	with	parameters	n	and	p	=	1/2.	(10.12)	In	general,	SX,Y1f2	is	a
complex	function	of	f	even	if	X(t)	and	Y(t)	are	both	real-valued.	(a)	Solve	the	p	=	1	case	if	Za	and	Na	are	as	in	Problem	10.56.	Let	Y1t2	=	a	cos12pfct	+	®2	+	N1t2	be	applied	to	an	ideal	bandpass	filter	that	passes	the	frequencies	ƒ	f–fc	ƒ	6	W>2.	The	power	spectral	density	of	X(t)	is	1	SX1f2	=	f	e	RA1t2	cos12pfct2	f	2	=	1	1	SA1f	+	fc2	+	SA1f	-	fc2,	4	4
(10.64)	where	we	used	the	table	of	Fourier	transforms	in	Appendix	B.	We	show	that	the	sum	process	satisfies	the	independent	increments	property	as	well	as	the	Markov	property.	4a	+	4p2f2	2	(10.13)	Figure	10.1	shows	the	power	spectral	density	for	a	=	1	and	a	=	2	transitions	per	second.	(10.128)	and	(10.129)	we	find	(10.131)	for	all	n.	9.7.	A
random	process	is	defined	by	X1t2	=	g1t	-	T2,	where	T	is	a	uniform	random	variable	in	the	interval	(0,	1)	and	g(t)	is	the	periodic	triangular	waveform	shown	in	Fig.	Let	Yn	=	1Xn	+	1	+	Xn	+	Xn	-	12>3	be	a	“smoothed”	version	of	Xn	.	(a)	Determine	whether	Z(t)	is	a	wide-sense	stationary	random	process.	(c)	Show	that	components	Sj1n2	of	the	vector
process	are	binomial	counting	processes.	10.3.1	Sampling	of	Bandlimited	Random	Processes	One	of	the	major	technology	advances	in	the	twentieth	century	was	the	development	of	digital	signal	processing	technology.	Larson	and	B.	Sampling	without	replacement	and	without	ordering.	10.71.	We	can	express	the	autocovariance	of	the	iid	process	in
compact	form	as	follows:	CX1n1	,	n22	=	s2dn1n2	,	(9.20)	where	dn1n2	=	1	if	n1	=	n2	,	and	0	otherwise.	(a)	Find	the	P3Y1t2	=	;14.	Find	the	pdf	of	the	processes	defined	in	Problem	9.24	if	the	Xn	are	an	iid	sequence	of	zero-mean,	unit-variance	Gaussian	random	variables.	(b)	Find	RZ1t2	and	SZ1f2.	Limiting	probabilities	for	continuous-time	Markov
chains.	It	can	be	seen	that	the	power	spectral	density	of	the	information	signal	has	been	shifted	to	the	regions	around	;fc	.	Suppose	customer	orders	arrive	according	to	a	Bernoulli	random	process	with	parameter	p.	Thus	QAM	can	be	used	to	generate	real-valued	bandpass	signals	with	arbitrary	power	spectral	density.	We	will	consider	the	class	of
signals	that	can	be	represented	as	shown	in	Fig.	Note	that	RX1t,	t2	=	E3X21t24.	The	joint	pdf	for	any	k	time	samples	is	then	fX1,X2,	Á	,Xk1x1	,	x2	,	Á	,	xk2	=	1	12ps	2	2	k/2	e	-1x1	+	x2	+	2	2	Á	+	x	22/2s2	k	.	See	Eq.	(9.44).	(c)	Input	Xn	with	RX(k)	as	in	Problem	10.14	with	N	=	3	and	H1f2	=	1	for	ƒ	f	ƒ	6	1/2.	N	k	=a	N	-M	(10.144)	We	assume	that	the
student	has	already	tried	the	FFT	exercises	in	Section	7.6,	so	we	leave	examples	in	the	use	of	the	FFT	to	the	Problems.	The	sampling	598	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	x(nT	)d(t	–	nT)	n	x(t)	x(nT)p(t	–	nT)	p(t)	d(tnt)	n	Sampling	Interpolation	(a)	~	f)	x(	ƒ	W	0	W	1~	x(f)	T	1~	1	x	f	T	T	1~	1	x	f	T	T	ƒ		1	T		1	2T	1	2T	0	1	T	(b)	X(t)
Sampler	X(kT)	Y(kT)	hk	p(t)	Y(t)	d(t		kT)	k	(c)	FIGURE	10.10	(a)	Sampling	and	interpolation;	(b)	Fourier	transform	of	sampled	deterministic	signal;	(c)	Sampling,	digital	filtering,	and	interpolation.	Section	5.10	provides	the	method	for	generating	independent	pairs	of	Gaussian	random	variables.	Let	Wn	be	a	zero-mean	white	noise	sequence,	and	let	Xn
be	independent	of	Wn	.	Let	X(t)	be	a	differentiable	WSS	random	process,	and	define	Y1t2	=	d	X1t2.	•	Section	10.2	discusses	the	response	of	linear	systems	to	random	process	inputs	and	introduce	methods	for	filtering	random	processes.	This	requires	the	following	information:	P3x1	6	X1t12	…	x1	,	x2	6	X1t22	…	x24.	The	term	white	noise	usually	refers
to	a	random	process	W(t)	whose	power	spectral	density	is	N0>2	for	all	frequencies:	N0	(10.17)	SW1f2	=	for	all	f.	Let	Y1t2	=	X1t	+	s2	-	bX1t2,	where	X(t)	is	a	wide-sense	stationary	random	process.	It	can	be	seen	that	the	mean	across	the	50	realizations	is	close	to	zero	which	is	the	actual	mean	function	for	the	process.	The	probabilities	of	any	event
involving	the	random	process	at	all	or	some	of	these	time	instants	can	be	computed	from	this	cdf	using	the	methods	developed	for	vector	random	variables	in	Chapter	6.	The	WSS	random	process	Xn	has	mean	m	and	autocovariance	CX1k2	=	11/22ƒkƒ.	Messages	arrive	at	a	message	center	according	to	a	Poisson	process	of	rate	l.	Thus,	a	stochastic
process	is	specified	by	the	collection	of	kth-order	joint	cumulative	distribution	functions:	FX1,	Á	,	Xk1x1	,	x2	,	Á	,	xk2	=	P3X1t12	…	x1	,	X1t22	…	x2	,	Á	,	X1tk2	…	xk4,	(9.1)	for	any	k	and	any	choice	of	sampling	instants	t1	,	Á	,	tk	.	To	show	that	W1t2	=	X1t2,	in	the	mean	square	sense,	consider	D1t2	=	W1t2	-	X1t2.	10.60.	This	binary	random	process	is
equivalent	to	the	one	discussed	in	Example	9.1.	Example	9.6	iid	Gaussian	Random	Variables	Let	Xn	be	a	sequence	of	independent,	identically	distributed	Gaussian	random	variables	with	zero	mean	and	variance	s2X	.	hp	RZ102	=	R	Zh.	(10.86b)	Equations	(10.86a)	and	(10.86b)	are	called	the	Yule-Walker	equations.	Note	that	the	variance	of	X(t)	can	be
obtained	from	CX1t1	,	t22:	VAR3X1t24	=	E31X1t2	-	mX1t2224	=	CX1t,	t2.	Problems	571	9.111.	The	random	process	H(t)	is	defined	as	the	“hard-limited”	version	of	X(t):	H1t2	=	b	+1	-1	if	if	X1t2	Ú	0	X1t2	6	0.	RX1t2	=	b	0	511	-	ƒ	t	ƒ	2	ƒtƒ	7	1	ƒ	t	ƒ	…	1.	(b)	Is	Sn	a	stationary	random	process?	The	transformation	method.	This	implies	that	'	ƒ	xk1n>k2	ƒ	2	n	4
4	(10.139)	=	SX1f22.	Example	10.4	Sum	of	Two	Processes	Find	the	power	spectral	density	of	Z1t2	=	X1t2	+	Y1t2,	where	X(t)	and	Y(t)	are	jointly	WSS	processes.	In	Example	6.31	in	Chapter	6,	we	already	discussed	the	linear	prediction	of	speech	signals.	Example	9.4	Find	the	pdf	of	X0	=	X1t0	,	z2	and	Y1t0	,	z2	in	Example	9.2.	If	t0	is	such	that
cos12pt02	=	0,	then	X1t0	,	z2	=	0	for	all	z	and	the	pdf	of	X1t02	is	a	delta	function	of	unit	weight	at	x	=	0.	Let	X(t)	be	a	zero-mean	Gaussian	random	process	with	autocovariance	function	given	by	CX1t1	,	t22.	A	fair	die	is	tossed	and	the	outcome	k	is	observed.	(9.9)	The	correlation	coefficient	of	X(t)	is	defined	as	the	correlation	coefficient	of	X1t12	and
X1t22	(see	Eq.	5.31):	rX1t1	,	t22	=	CX1t1	,	t22	2CX1t1	,	t122CX1t2	,	t22	.	10.87.	a	RX1m	-	i2e	k	ma	=0	i=0	(10.34)	Figure	10.4	shows	the	range	of	the	double	summation	in	Eq.	(10.34).	If	I	=	1-	q	,	q	2,	that	is,	a	=	b	=	q	,	then	we	have	a	smoothing	problem	where	we	are	attempting	to	recover	the	signal	from	its	entire	noisy	version.	(10.45a)	Since
RX,Y1t2	=	RY,X1-t2,	we	have	that	SX,Y1f2	=	S…Y,X1f2	=	H	…1f2SX1f2.	9.3.	A	discrete-time	random	process	Xn	is	defined	as	follows.	Goodman,	Probability	and	Stochastic	Processes,	Wiley,	New	York,	2005.	The	arrival	times	of	the	customers	are	independent	and	uniformly	distributed	in	the	twominute	interval.	The	sample	mean	and	the	laws	of	large
numbers.	ARMA	Random	Process	An	autoregressive	moving	average	(ARMA)	process	is	defined	by	q	p	i=1	i¿	=	0	Yn	=	-	a	aiYn	-	i	+	a	b	i¿Wn	-	i¿	,	(10.55)	where	Wn	is	a	WSS,	white	noise	input	process.	(10.135a)	and	(10.135b)	that	the	variance	of	the	periodogram	estimate	is	proportional	to	the	square	of	the	power	spectral	density	and	does	not
approach	zero	as	k	increases.	10.44.	Thus	we	have	shown	that	the	lowpass	filter	removes	Y(t)	and	passes	X(t).	The	process	changes	two	times	more	quickly	when	a	=	2;	it	can	be	seen	from	the	figure	that	the	power	spectral	density	for	a	=	2	has	greater	high-frequency	content.	Thus	X(t)	is	also	a	wide-sense	stationary	random	process.	Section	10.5	The
Kalman	Filter	619	We	first	need	the	following	two	results:	For	l	6	n,	we	have	RZ,X1n	+	1,	l2	=	E3Zn	+	1Xl4	=	E31anZn	+	Wn2Xl4	=	anRZ,X1n,	l2	+	E3WnXl4	=	anRZ,X1n,	l2,	(10.108)	since	E3WnXl4	=	E3Wn4E3Xl4	=	0,	that	is,	Wn	is	uncorrelated	with	the	past	of	the	process	and	the	observations	prior	to	time	n,	as	can	be	seen	from	Fig.	Let	Xa	=	Za	+
Na	as	in	Example	10.22,	where	Za	is	a	first-order	process	with	RZ1k2	=	413>42ƒkƒ	and	Na	is	white	noise	with	s2N	=	1.	Let	X(t)	be	the	random	amplitude	sinusoid	in	Example	9.37.	Suppose	we	sample	x(t)	every	T	seconds	to	obtain	the	sequence	of	sample	values:	5	Á	,	x1-2T2,	x1-T2,	x102,	x1T2,	Á	6.	(c)	Find	the	equation	for	the	optimum	filter.
Mathematical	Tables.	(10.116)	We	still	need	to	determine	a	means	for	computing	the	gain	kn	.	X(t)	LPF	2	cos	(2πfc	t	)	LPF	2	sin	(2πfc	t	)	FIGURE	P10.8	10.55.	k	(10.35)	Comparison	of	Eq.	(10.35)	with	Eq.	(10.24)	shows	that	the	mean	of	the	periodogram	estimate	is	not	equal	to	SX1f2	for	two	reasons.	(b)	Explain	why	Zn	is	a	first-order	autoregressive
process.	9.6.	A	random	process	is	defined	by	Y1t2	=	g1t	-	T2,	where	g(t)	is	the	rectangular	pulse	of	Fig.	Functions	of	a	random	variable.	Let	An	and	Bn	be	two	independent	stationary	random	processes.	(b)	Use	approximations	to	express	the	above	as	a	DFT	relating	N	points	in	the	time	domain	to	N	points	in	the	frequency	domain.	554	Chapter	9
Random	Processes	1	0.5	0	0.5	1	1.5	2	0	10	20	30	40	50	60	70	80	90	100	FIGURE	9.21	Sample	functions	for	Wiener	process	using	100	terms	in	KarhunenLoeve	expansion.	We	cover	the	following	topics:	•	Section	10.1	introduces	the	notion	of	power	spectral	density,	which	allows	us	to	view	random	processes	in	the	frequency	domain.	Furthermore	any
power	spectral	density	can	be	approximated	by	a	rational	function.	Figure	9.20	shows	the	sample	mean	and	sample	variance	of	50	sample	functions	of	the	Wiener	process	with	a	=	2.	The	key	finding	here	is	the	appearance	of	H(	f	)	evaluated	at	f	T.We	have	obtained	a	very	nice	result	that	characterizes	the	overall	system	response	in	Fig.	The	process	is
then	given	by	Xn	=	k	for	all	n.	Consider	the	following	moving	average	processes:	Yn	=	1/21Xn	+	Xn	-	12	Zn	=	2/3	Xn	+	1/3	Xn	-	1	X0	=	0	X0	=	0	(a)	Find	the	mean,	variance,	and	covariance	of	Yn	and	Zn	if	Xn	is	a	Bernoulli	random	process.	1.	Hint:	Show	that	RX1t1	,	t22	-	RX1t0	,	t02	=	E31X1t12	-	X1t022X1t224	+	E3X1t021X1t22	-	X1t0224,	and	then
apply	the	Schwarz	inequality	to	the	two	terms	on	the	right-hand	side.	Let	Z1t2	=	X1t2	-	Y1t2.	Sum	processes;	the	binomial	counting	and	random	walk	processes.	The	periodogram	estimate	for	SX1	f	2,	for	an	observation	in	the	interval	0	6	t	6	T,	was	defined	in	Eq.	10.2.	The	same	derivation	that	led	to	Eq.	(10.35)	can	be	used	to	show	that	the	mean	of
the	periodogram	estimate	is	given	by	'	E3pT1f24	=	T	L-T	e1	-	ƒtƒ	fRX1t2e	-j2pft	dt.	9.4.1	Poisson	Process	Consider	a	situation	in	which	events	occur	at	random	instants	of	time	at	an	average	rate	of	l	events	per	second.	What	is	the	resulting	mean	square	error?	9.89.	10.85.	A	bandlimited	white	noise	process	X(t)	is	input	into	a	filter	with	transfer	function
H1f2	=	1	+	j2pf.	Generation	of	functions	of	a	random	variable.	(a)	Show	that	H(	f	)	has	impulse	response	hn	=	sin12pfcn2>pn.	(c)	Find	the	optimal	causal	filter.	Note	from	Eq.	(10.23)	that	SX1f2	=	SY1f2	despite	the	fact	that	X1t2	Z	Y1t2.	We	can	use	the	FFT	function	introduced	in	Section	7.6	to	perform	the	transformation	in	Eq.	(10.142)	to	obtain	the
set	of	values	5RX1kt02,	k	H	3-M,	M	-	146	from	5SX1mt02,	k	H	3-M,M	-	146.	9.3a).	(a)	Find	the	pdf	of	Y(t).	(10.83)	b=0	This	set	of	p	+	1	linear	equations	in	p	+	1	unknowns	hb	is	solved	by	matrix	inversion.	9.36.	To	what	theoretical	pmf	should	these	histograms	be	compared?	The	probabilities	of	events	involving	Dn	are	computed	as	in	Example	9.13.	(c)
Find	the	joint	pdf	of	Y(t)	and	Y1t	+	s2.	(b)	Find	SY1f2	and	RY1t2	in	terms	of	RX1t2	and	SX1f2.	The	machine	issues	an	item	with	probability	p.	Multiple	random	processes.	(b)	Find	the	autocovariance	function	of	Y(t).	Section	10.2	Response	of	Linear	Systems	to	Random	Signals	593	In	Example	10.1,	the	power	spectral	density	of	the	random	telegraph
signal	with	transition	rate	a	was	found	to	be	4a	SX1f2	=	.	Find	the	variance	of	the	time	average	given	in	Example	9.47.	A	random	process	X(t)	is	said	to	have	independent	increments	if	the	increments	in	disjoint	intervals	are	independent	random	variables,	that	is,	for	any	k	and	any	choice	of	sampling	instants	t1	6	t2	6	Á	6	tk	,	the	associated	increments
X1t22	-	X1t12,	X1t32	-	X1t22,	Á	,	X1tk2	-	X1tk	-	12	are	independent	random	variables.	9.69.	In	general,	the	autocorrelation	is	a	function	of	t1	and	t2	.	The	derivative	and	integral	of	a	random	process	are	defined	as	limits	of	random	variables.	(a)	Show	that	RX1k2	=	sin12pfck2>1pk2.	(a)	Generate	a	sequence	of	1024	zero-mean	unit-variance	Gaussian
random	variables	and	pass	it	through	a	system	with	impulse	response	hn	=	e	-2n	for	n	Ú	0.	In	this	section,	we	consider	an	estimation	approach	that	assumes	signals	have	a	certain	structure.	(d)	Restate	the	conditions	on	X1	and	X2	from	part	b	in	terms	of	U	and	V.	Equation	(10.52)	then	gives	SY1f2	=	=	11	-	ae	s2X	-j2pf	211	-	aej2pf2	s2X	1	+	a	-	1ae	-
j2pf	+	aej2pf2	2	=	s2X	1	+	a2	-	2a	cos	2pf	.	Subscribers	log	on	to	a	system	according	to	a	Poisson	process	with	arrival	rate	l	=	1	customer	per	second.	Kunt,	Digital	Signal	Processing,	Artech	House,	Dedham,	Mass.,	1986.	(a)	Let	Yn	be	the	process	that	results	when	individual	1’s	in	a	Bernoulli	process	are	erased	with	probability	a.	The	input	signals	to	a
QAM	system	are	independent	random	processes	with	power	spectral	densities	shown	in	Fig.	638	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	10.30.	Complete	the	proof	that	if	X(t)	is	a	cyclostationary	random	process,	then	Xs1t2,	defined	by	Eq.	(9.72),	is	a	stationary	random	process.	Since	X(t)	is	WSS,	the	mean	and	covariance	functions	are:
mX1n2	=	E3X1nT24	=	m	E3Xn1Xn24	=	E3X1n1T2X1n2T24	=	RX1n1T	-	n2T2	=	RX11n1	-	n22T2.	(a)	Find	the	second	moment	and	variance	of	the	shot	noise	process	discussed	in	Example	9.25.	ARMA	models	are	used	extensively	in	random	time	series	analysis	and	in	signal	processing.The	general	autoregressive	process	is	the	special	case	of	the	ARMA
process	with	b	1	=	b	2	=	Á	=	b	p	=	0.	Thus	we	may	be	interested	in	the	following	probability:	P3a	6	X1tk	+	12	…	b	ƒ	X1t12	=	x1	,	X1t22	=	x2	,	Á	,	X1tk2	=	xk4.	R.	(a)	Find	the	cdf	of	X(t)	for	0	6	t	6	1.	The	optimum	filter	is	then	H1f2	=	1	c	.	Time-reversible	continuous-time	Markov	chains.	Random	variables	that	differ	in	type.	(c)	Suppose	that	Xn	and	Yn
are	wide-sense	stationary	random	processes.	Consequently	we	expect	the	output	for	b	=	10	to	have	an	autocorrelation	similar	to	that	of	the	input.	Since	the	times	between	event	occurrences	in	the	underlying	binomial	process	are	independent	geometric	random	variables,	it	follows	that	the	sequence	of	interevent	times	in	a	Poisson	process	is
composed	of	independent	random	variables.	10.12	is	used	to	recover	A(t).	Find	an	expression	for	b.	(e)	Find	the	joint	pdf	of	Z1t12	and	X1t22	in	part	b.	Find	the	joint	pdf	of	Ym	and	Ym	+	1	.	Find	the	cross-correlation	between	the	observed	signal	and	the	desired	signal	assuming	that	X(t)	and	N(t)	are	independent	random	processes.	Note	that	the	pdf	of
X1t0	,	z2	depends	on	t0	.	The	sample	space.	The	joint	pdf	of	Sn	at	times	nj	and	n2	is	given	by	fSn	,	Sn	1y1	,	y22	=	fSn	-	n	1y2	-	y12fSn	1y12	1	2	2	=	1	1	1	2	2p1n2	-	n12s	2	e	-1y2	-	y12	/321n2	-	n12s	4	2	1	2	2	2pn1s2	e	-y1	/2n1s	.	Basic	reliability	calculations.	In	electrical	engineering	it	is	customary	to	refer	to	the	second	moment	of	X(t)	as	the	average
power	of	X(t).2	Equation	(10.8)	together	with	Eq.	(9.64)	gives	E3X21t24	=	RX102	=	q	L-	q	SX1f2	df.	Thus	the	smoothed	estimator	has	the	same	mean	as	the	periodogram	estimate	on	a	sample	of	size	k.	10.13(a).	The	residual	service	time.	Find	the	optimum	filter	and	its	mean	square	error	in	Problem	10.61	if	t1	=	t	-	d	and	t2	=	t	+	d.	Multiple	Random
Variables.	We	use	a	slightly	different	notation	for	the	time	index.	Show	that	E3X1t2X¿1t24	=	0.	The	mean	of	X(t)	is	found	using	Eq.	(4.30):	mX1t2	=	E3A	cos	2pt4	=	E3A4	cos	2pt.	(a)	Show	that	X(t)	is	then	the	increment	in	the	Poisson	process	in	the	interval	1t	-	T,	t2.	The	stationary	increments	property	follows	from	the	fact	that	the	pmf	for	the
increment	in	a	time	interval	is	the	binomial	pmf	with	the	corresponding	number	of	trials.	If	the	probability	of	an	event	occurrence	in	each	subinterval	is	p,	then	the	expected	number	of	event	occurrences	in	the	interval	[0,	t]	is	np.	Equations	(10.78)	and	(10.79)	become	q	RZ,X1m2	=	a	hbRX1m	-	b2	RZ,X1t2	=	b=0	q	L0	for	all	m	h1b2RX1t	-	b2	db	for	all
t.	Thus	a	signal	processing	method	is	simply	a	transformation	or	mapping	from	one	time	function	into	another	function.	This	method	forms	the	basis	for	the	generation	of	iid	Gaussian	sequences	and	is	implemented	in	normal_rnd=(M,V,Sz).	9.4	POISSON	AND	ASSOCIATED	RANDOM	PROCESSES	In	this	section	we	develop	the	Poisson	random	process,
which	plays	an	important	role	in	models	that	involve	counting	of	events	and	that	find	application	in	areas	such	as	queueing	systems	and	reliability	analysis.	Let	X(t)	be	a	mean	square	periodic	random	process.	From	Example	7.3,	we	know	that	Sn	is	a	Gaussian	random	variable	with	mean	zero	and	variance	ns2.	6	A	system	is	said	to	be	stable	if	a	n	ƒ	hn	ƒ
6	q	.	Wide-sense	stationary	random	processes.	If	the	power	spectral	density	can	be	written	as	a	rational	function	of	z	=	ej2pf	in	Eq.	(10.24),	then	a	causal	filter	can	be	found	to	generate	a	process	with	the	power	spectral	density.	(10.93a)	(10.93b)	Equations	(10.93a)	and	(10.93b)	are	called	the	Wiener-Hopf	equations	and,	though	similar	in	appearance
to	Eqs.	E3e21t24	=	S	L-	q	Z1f2	+	SN1f2	10.65.	This	explains	the	lack	of	improvement	in	the	estimate	as	k	is	increased.	We	obtain	the	DFT	as	follows:	M-1	M-1	m	=	-M	m	=	-M	RX1kt02	L	f0	a	SX1mf02e	-j2pmkt0f0	=	f0	a	SX1mf02e	-j2pmk>N.	theorem	provides	the	following	interpolation	formula	for	recovering	x(t)	from	the	samples:	q	x1t2	=	a
x1nT2p1t	-	nT2	where	p1t2	=	q	n=-	sin1pt>T2	pt>T	.	To	evaluate	Eq.	(10.97)	we	need	to	find	RZ,X¿1k2	=	E3Zn	+	kXnœ	4	q	=	a	wiE3Zn	+	kXn	-	i4	i=0	q	=	a	wiRZ,	X1k	+	i2,	(10.98)	i=0	where	wi	is	the	impulse	response	of	the	whitening	filter.	TABLE	10.3(a)	Long-term	prediction:	autoregressive,	r	=	0.7411,	s2X	=	1,	CX(1)	=	0.7411.	(b)	Find	the	joint
pdf	of	Y(t)	and	Y1t	+	s2.	Conditional	cdf's	and	pdf's.	b	=	-b	Finally,	letting	m	=	t	-	a,	we	obtain	the	following	key	equation:	a	RZ,X1m2	=	a	hbRX1m	-	b2	-b	…	m	…	a.	(b)	Does	Zn	eventually	settle	down	into	stationary	behavior?	Hint:	Find	the	equivalent	process	in	the	interval	10,	t2	-	t12.	It	is	in	this	sense	that	customer	arrival	times	occur	“at	random.”	It
can	be	shown	that	if	the	number	of	amvals	in	the	interval	[0,	t]	is	k,	then	the	individual	arrival	times	are	distributed	independently	and	uniformly	in	the	interval.	Sums	of	random	variables.	Section	10.7:	Numerical	Techniques	for	Processing	Random	Signals	10.81.	(a)	Find	the	cross-correlation	and	cross-covariance	for	Xn	and	Yn	in	Problem	9.15.	(c)
Find	E3Y21t24.	Note	as	well	that	the	binomial	process	can	increase	by	at	most	one	unit	at	a	time.	Figure	9.3(c)	shows	a	histogram	of	1000	samples	of	the	amplitudes	X1t0	,	z2	at	t0	=	0,	which	can	be	seen	to	be	approximately	uniformly	distributed	in	3	-1,	14.	The	times	between	transitions	Xj	are	iid	exponential	random	variables.	Smoothed
periodogram	0.3	0.2	0.1	16	32	k	48	FIGURE	10.19	Sixty-four-point	smoothed	periodogram	with	N	=	50,	Xn	iid	uniform	in	(0,	1),	SX1f	2	=	1>12	=	0.083.	k	k	k	k	k	(10.137)	'	2	ƒ	xk1n>k2	ƒ	2	'	n	.	Multi-server	systems:	M/M/c,	M/M/c/c,	and	M/M/infinity.	From	Eq.	(10.2)	we	have	that	SX1f2	is	nonnegative:	SX1f2	Ú	0	for	all	f.	(b)	Find	the	cross-covariance
of	X(t1)	and	Y(t2).	In	some	situations,	two	or	more	functions	of	time	may	be	of	interest.	562	Chapter	9	Random	Processes	9.38.	9.15.	(10.65)	Proceeding	as	above,	we	find	that	SY1f2	=	=	1	1	SX1f	+	fc2	+	SX1f	-	fc2	2	2	1	1	5SA1f	+	2fc2	+	SA1f26	+	5SA1f2	+	SA1f	-	2fc26.	As	time	progresses,	the	random	walk	can	fluctuate	over	an	increasingly	broader
range	of	positive	and	negative	values.	(a)	Find	the	pdf	of	the	sum	process	Sn	.	(9.13)	Before	proceeding	to	examples,	we	reiterate	that	the	mean,	autocorrelation,	and	autocovariance	functions	are	only	partial	descriptions	of	a	random	process.	Plot	the	variance	of	the	sample	mean	for	a	long-range	dependent	process	(Eq.	9.110)	vs.	E	.	Example	9.2
Random	Sinusoids	Let	z	be	selected	at	random	from	the	interval	3-1,	14.	of	the	optimum	filter	of	the	form	X	Problems	643	10.64.	(a)	Find	the	corresponding	power	spectral	density.	2	2	Since	the	sum	process	Sn	is	the	sum	of	n	iid	random	variables,	it	has	mean	and	variance:	mS1n2	=	E3Sn4	=	nE3X4	=	nm	VAR3Sn4	=	n	VAR3X4	=	ns2.	560	Chapter	9
Random	Processes	(a)	Show	that	P3Sn	=	j,	Sn¿	=	i4	Z	P3Sn	=	j4P3Sn¿	=	i4.	This	is	a	chi-square	random	variable	with	two	degrees	of	freedom	(see	Problem	7.6).	10.79.	•	In	Sections	9.3	to	9.5	we	present	examples	of	stochastic	processes	and	show	how	models	of	complex	processes	can	be	developed	from	a	few	simple	models.	E	E3X1t2X	It	is	easy	to
show	that	Eq.	(10.60)	implies	that	each	of	the	terms	in	braces	is	equal	to	zero.	10.58.	(d)	Repeat	part	a	if	with	probability	p	the	machine	returns	all	the	coins.	(10.1)	We	then	approximate	the	power	density	as	a	function	of	frequency	by	the	function:	T	T	1	'	1'	'	1	'	ƒ	x1f2	ƒ	2	=	x1f2x	…1f2	=	b	X1t¿2e	-j2pft¿	dt¿	r	b	X1t¿2ej2pft¿	dt¿	r	,	p	T1f2	=	T	T	T	L0	L0
(10.2)	'	where	*	denotes	the	complex	conjugate.	Ya.	Khinchin,	who	proved	the	result	in	the	early	1930s.	Let	X(t)	be	a	zero-mean,	wide-sense	stationary	Gaussian	random	process	with	autocorrelation	function	RX1t2.	(c)	Find	the	autocovariance	function	of	Yn	.	10.27.	9.28.	The	Poisson	and	Wiener	processes	are	obtained	as	limiting	forms	of	these	sum
processes.	(10.19)	Example	10.5	Let	Y1t2	=	X1t	-	d2,	where	d	is	a	constant	delay	and	where	X(t)	is	WSS.	(d)	Generalize	the	result	of	part	c	for	the	“merging”	of	k	independent	Poisson	processes	of	rates	ll	,	Á	,	lk	,	respectively:	N1t2	=	N11t2	+	Á	+	Nk1t2.	Repeat	Problem	9.118	for	the	random	walk	process	with	the	same	parameters.	Figure	9.19(a)
shows	a	realization	of	the	random	telegraph	signal.	Thus	as	t	:	q	Eq.	(9.97a)	approaches	Eq.	(9.97b).	If	the	outcome	is	heads,	Xn	=	1-12n	for	all	n;	if	the	outcome	is	tails,	Xn	=	1-12n	+	1	for	all	n.	The	probabilities	are	obtained	by	finding	the	equivalent	events	in	terms	of	z:	P3X11,	z2	=	04	=	Pc0	…	z	6	1	1	d	=	2	2	P3X11,	z2	=	0	and	X12,	z2	=	14	=	Pc	1	1
1	…	z	6	d	=	,	4	2	4	since	all	points	in	the	interval	30	…	z	…	14	begin	with	b1	=	0	and	all	points	in	31/4,	1/22	begin	with	b1	=	0	and	b2	=	1.	The	AR	sequence	with	a	=	0.1	has	low	correlation	between	adjacent	samples	and	so	the	sequence	remains	similar	to	the	underlying	iid	random	process.The	AR	sequence	with	a	=	0.75	has	higher	correlation
between	adjacent	samples	which	tends	to	cause	longer	lasting	trends	as	evident	in	Fig.	A	WSS	process	need	not	be	stationary.	Find	the	power	spectral	density	of	the	modulated	signal	assuming	fc	7	f1	.	9.4(b).	10.39.	1	0	(10.47)	The	response	of	the	system	to	an	arbitrary	input	random	process	Xn	is	then	given	by	q	q	Yn	=	hn	*Xn	=	a	hjXn	-	j	=	a	hn	-	jXj
.	Instead	we	find	that	pk1f2	fluctuates	wildly	about	the	true	spectral	density,	and	that	this	random	variation	does	not	decrease	with	increased	k	(see	Fig.	Figure	10.11(b)	shows	SX1f2.	Section	9.4:	Poisson	and	Associated	Random	Processes	9.34.	As	indicated	in	Example	10.5,	this	does	not	imply	that	W1t2	=	X1t2.	(d)	Plot	a	scattergram	of	the	pairs
consisting	of	the	increments	in	the	interval	[1,	50]	and	[51,	100]	in	a	given	realization.	Thus	we	can	view	the	outcome	of	the	random	experiment	as	producing	an	entire	function	of	time	as	shown	in	Fig.	Let	Xa	=	Za	+	Na	as	in	Example	10.19,	and	suppose	that	an	estimator	for	Za	uses	observations	from	the	following	time	instants:	I	=	5n	-	p,	Á	,	n,	Á	,	n
+	p6.	10.7(b)	to	the	input	Xn	.	Let	X(t)	be	a	WSS,	continuous-time	process.	4a2	+	4p2f2	From	Eq.	(10.43)	we	have	SY1f2	=	¢	=	b2	2	2≤	¢	b	+	4p	f	2	4a	≤	4a	+	4p2f2	2	4ab	2	1	1	-	2	b	r.	By	applying	first	the	independent	increments	property,	and	then	the	stationary	increments	property,	we	obtain	P3N1102	=	3	and	N1602	-	N1452	=	24	=	P3N1102	=
34P3N1602	-	N1452	=	24	=	P3N1102	=	34P3N160	-	452	=	24	=	110/423e	-10/4	115/422e	-15/4	3!	2!	.	(a)	What	role	does	H	play	in	the	plot?	VAR	B	R	=	`	Ha	b	`	sW	k	k	Thus	we	conclude	that	the	variance	of	the	periodogram	estimate	for	nonwhite	noise	is	also	proportional	to	SX1f22.	(b)	Repeat	part	a	if	X	assumes	the	values	50,	56	with	probabilities
(5/6,	1/6).	Find	the	sample	mean	and	sample	variance	of	the	realizations	for	the	first	200	trials.	(b)	Show	that	if	the	process	is	ergodic	(in	some	sense),	then	this	time	average	is	equal	to	FX1a2	=	P3X	…	a4.	First,	we	pass	the	observation	process	through	a	“whitening”	filter	with	transfer	function	W1f2	=	1>G1f2	to	produce	a	white	noise	process	Xnœ	,
since	SX¿1f2	=	ƒ	W1f2	ƒ	2SX1f2	=	ƒ	G1f2	ƒ	2	ƒ	G1f2	ƒ	2	=	1	for	all	f.	22]	where	the	log-log	plot	for	part	a	gives	a	slope	of	-0.27.	Suppose	that	X(t)	and	Y(t)	are	independent	random	processes	and	let	U1t2	=	X1t2	-	Y1t2	V1t2	=	X1t2	+	Y1t2.	10.25.	(d)	Are	uncorrelated	processes	orthogonal?	The	variance	of	the	estimate	is	controlled	by	the	number	of
periodograms	N.	Is	Ym	cyclostationary?	p	MSE	1	2	3	4	5	0.45077	0.43625	0.42712	0.42253	0.41964	Coefficients	0.74110	0.60809	0.582127	0.567138	0.558567	0.17948	0.091520	0.082037	0.075061	0.144649	0.084329	0.077543	0.103620	0.056707	0.082719	achieves	most	of	the	possible	performance	with	a	p	=	1	system,	but	small	reductions	in
mean	square	error	do	accrue	by	adding	more	coefficients.	Joint	characteristic	function.	Sampling	with	replacement	and	with	ordering.	k	ks2X	The	quantity	in	brackets	is	a	chi-square	random	variable	with	one	degree	of	freedom	and	variance	2,	so	the	variance	of	the	periodogram	estimate	is	'	n	VARcpk	a	b	d	=	2s4X	k	n	=	-k>2,	0.	For	example,	the
recursive	structure	in	Fig.	The	transformation	in	the	reverse	direction	is	done	in	the	same	way.	Indeed	if	a	random	process	changes	slowly	with	time,	then	it	remains	correlated	with	itself	for	a	long	period	of	time,	and	RX1t2	decreases	slowly	as	a	function	of	t.	(b)	Generate	50	realizations	of	the	binomial	counting	process	with	p	=	1/2.	A	discrete-time
random	process	Xn	is	defined	as	follows.	Events	and	probabilities.	In	Example	10.15	we	encountered	the	function	filter(b,a,x)	which	implements	filtering	of	the	sequence	x	with	an	ARMA	filter	with	coefficients	specified	by	vectors	b	and	a	in	the	following	equation.	If	we	take	the	inverse	Fourier	transform	of	SZ,X¿1f2,	we	obtain	RZ,X¿1t2	=	b	ce	-t	ce
23t	t	7	0	t	6	0.	Calculate	the	periodogram.	(b)	Estimate	the	autocovariance	of	the	observed	sequence	and	compare	to	the	theoretical	result.	Some	important	random	variables.	Modify	the	system	in	Problem	10.33	to	obtain	a	model	for	the	estimation	error	in	the	optimum	infinite-smoothing	filter	in	Example	10.24.	If	Xn	is	the	input	to	a	linear,	time-
invariant	system	with	transfer	function	H(	f	),	then	the	output	process	Yn	has	power	spectral	density:	(10.53)	SY1f2	=	ƒ	H1f2	ƒ	2s2X.	An	ideal	discrete-time	lowpass	filter	has	transfer	function:	H1f2	=	b	1	0	for	for	ƒ	f	ƒ	6	fc	6	1>2	fc	6	ƒ	f	ƒ	6	1>2.	(a)	Show	that	the	time	average	6Zn	7	N	is	the	proportion	of	Xn’s	that	are	less	than	a	in	the	first	N	samples.
The	variance	of	Dn	is	found	from	Eqs.	604	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	Proceeding	as	before,	we	can	show	that	X(t)	is	a	wide-sense	stationary	random	process	with	autocorrelation	function	RX1t2	=	RA1t2	cos12pfct2	+	RB,A1t2	sin12pfct2	(10.68)	and	power	spectral	density	SX1f2	=	1	1	5SA1f	-	fc2	+	SA1f	+	fc26	+	5S	1f	-	fc2
-	SBA1f	+	fc26.	640	Chapter	10	Analysis	and	Processing	of	Random	Signals	10.43.
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